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Summary of Aims and Results
The major purpose of this study was to explore further the offering of General Education courses to regularly enrolled college students

using opencircuit instructional television. The courses were representative of six major academic areas, and in,luded Biology, Creative Arts,
Economics, English, Physical Science, and Psychology; each course was adapted to the television medium experimental designs allowed
comparisons of performances of students in three main groups, Television at Home, Television on Camp id Conventional on 'Campus.
In Creative Arts, Economics, and Psychology, experimental groups watched two weekly telecasts and met the equivalent of one hour per week
for discussion or laboratory. In the Science courses, experimental gronps viewed three telecasts per week. Further, each main group was di,
vided into four supplementary educational procedures allowing for comparisons among weekly discussion, biweekly discussion, weekly dem
onstrationactivity, and home and library assignment (no discussion groups). Control and experimental groups were taught by the same in,
structors; in all courses, except Economics, additional faculty were used as discussion leaders.

Five broad areas of investigation were delineated; the areas and major results in each follow:

Area I: College Students Objective Appraisal
Tts obje fvf this area was to compare performances

of college students on various tests and measures.
Achievement
1. Students who received instruction via television compared

favorably with students who received conventional instruction
with respect to acquisition of information or, as in the case
of English, the ability to write an essay.

2. Students, whether of high or low academic ability, acquired in,
formation as well by television as by conventional instruction.

3. The various amounts of supplementary instruction (weekly
discussion, biweekly discussion, demonstrationactivity, home
and library assignment) were equally effective in promoting
factual learning.

Self-Insight and Critical Thinking
1. There were no statistically significant differences between

television and conventional groups with respect to improve,
ment in selfinsight and in critical thinking.

2. In Science courses, critical thinking and selfinsight were
about as effectively promoted by one of the four supplement,
ary kinds of instruction as by any one of the others.

Attitudes to Course Content and Instructor
1. Seventeen of the nineteen Television at Home, Television

on Campus, and Conventional groups gave favorable ratings
to course content and to instructors, but Television on Campus
groups had less favorable attitudes than the other two groups.

2. Among the supplementary discussion groups in Science
courses, there were no statistically significant differences on
attitudes to course content and to instructors.

Interest in Subject Matter
There were no significant differences in interest level between
Television at Home and Conventional groups but there were
differences between these groups and Television on Campus.
The latter usually expressed a lesser degree of interest.

Attitude to Television
1. Television was accepted as a medium of instruction by a

majority of students who experienced a televised course. The
results on an attitude to television scale indicated that seven
of ten groups viere either favorable or neutral in their atti
tude. If assured of a superior instructor in an hypothetical
television course, the range of student preference for televised
instruction was from a !ow of sixty, four per cent in one
group to a high of eighty,seven per cent in another.

2. In Physical Science, a behavioral choice check indicated
eightyone per cent of Television at Home Students chose
to take Biology on television the next semester; and fifty,
seven per cent of Television on Campus students decided in
fz.,ior of Biology on television.

3. Television at lit:sme was preferred to Television on Campus in
three of four courses that had both kinds of television groups.

Selected Opinions Toward Television
Generally, the students in Conventional groups when corn,

pared to students in Television groups indicated they had learned
more, had paid better attention, had more personal contact with
instructors, and had prepared better for class.
Friendship Study

Conventional groups, as expected, fostered friendships more
frequently than did television groups.
Area High School Students Objective Appraisal
Selected high school students were matched with college

students, and their performances on measures of achievement
and attitudes were compared.

Achievement
Selected high school students ,nade smaller mean gains than

comparable college students.
Attitudes to Course Content and Instructor; Interest in Subject
Matter

High school students evidenced favorable attitudes to course
content and instructors; they indicated high interest in subject
matter. In English, high school students' attitudes to content and
instructors and interest in subject matter were more favorable
than were those of college students. In Science, both groups held
positive attitudes and interests, but these were not significantly
different from each other.

Attitude to Television
1. In English, high school students expressed somewhat negative

attitudes to television, but these attitudes were less negative
than the attitudes of college students in the Television on
Campus group with whom they were compared.

2. In Science, high school students' attitudes to television were
positive; college students in Television on Campus expressed
negative attitudes.

Area III: The Follow-Up Study
Students who had taken the first half of freshman English

by television in the Spring, 1957, and who enrolled in con-
ventional sections for the second half of English were anon,
ymously queried concerning their feelings toward the two
modes of instruction.

1. Eighty per cent of the students preferred conventional Eng
lish instruction because it allowed greater learning, it was
more interesting and enjoyable, it provided more individual
attention and personal contact wah the instructor; and it
furnished more highly significant content.

2. The findings in the Followup Study were consistent with the
attitude studies from the previous semester.

Area IV. Attitudes Toward the Teaching-Learning Process
This section explored aspects of the teachinglearning

process, namely, in what ways are televised and conventional
instruction similar and dissimilar, apart from acquisition of
information?

1. Analysis of student and teacher statements describing in-
struction revealed that students and teachers agreed on a
common core of incidents that constituted effective and inef-
fective instruction. Further analysis indicated that there were
more effective and ineffective incidents in conventional in-
struction than in televised instruction.

2. Students in both televised and conventional classes felt that
what the teacher said or did was highly important but reacted
negatively to the teacher's behavior more often in conven-
tional instruction than in televised instruction.

3. Student attitudes toward teachinglearning varied from one
learning context to another: Students placed more importance
on what the teacher did in televised instruction than in the
conventional classroom and gave more value to student par-
ticipation in conventional instruction than in televised in-
struction.

4. Although something of value apparently was found in both
televised and conventional teachinglearning situations, tele-
vised instruction was perceived as allowing fewer kinds of
satisfactions and dissatisfactions than did conventional in-
struction.

Area V: Administration, Production, Cost Analysis
This section explored problems in administration, pro-

duction, and cost of open circuit instructional television.
1. Experience suggests that instructional television appears to

be best placed within the administrative organization of the
instructional area of the college.

2. It was demonstrated that the College and a local educational
television station could work closely and cooperatively to pre-
sent quality televised courses. Moreover, it was demon-
stated that instructors can maintain control over the aca-
demic quality and content of televised courses and can, in
cooperation with a regular faculty producer director, offer
quality-produced live television courses.

3. Analyses of cost data, based as they were on experimental,
qualityproduced, opencircuit television, allowed three states
ments:

a. It is economically feasible to offer lecture discussion
courses by television if enrollments of about 950 stu-
dents are attainable;

b. More expensive courses become feasible when a min-
imum of 1,440 students are available.

c. The cost of televised instruction, after initial costs
have been met, may be reduced for subsequent semes-
ters and breakeven points may be loweted.
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INTRODUCTION

This report is the result of a second year (1957.58) of
experimentation with open-circuit instructional television
in general education. Although the first reports made clear
that open-circuit television was feasible, certain limitations
of one year of study were indicated: (1) One year of ex-
perimentation was believed to be too brief a period for
assessment of importa, t aspects of the study; (2) A
broader sampling of general education courses, particularly
science, was necessary.

The second year of study was, in some respects, a con-
tinuation of the first year. Evidence for this is the similarity
of the major research objectives for the two years. Major
objectives for 1957.58 were:

1. To compare the performance of students in six gen-
eral education courses as normally presented on the
campus with student performance in the same
courses especially prepared for presentation using
the television medium.

2. To study the relationship of such factors as ability
level, achievement, motivation, and critical thinking,
to student performance in the courses.

3. To evaluate the effects upon the instructional staff
of preparing and presenting telecourses.

4. To evaluate attitudes towards television as an in-
structional medium.

In addition to these research objectives, data and obser-
vations were obtained concerning:

1. The performance of high school students who
elected to take the telecourses.

2. The cost, administration, and production of tele-
courses.

3. The implications for the College of presenting
courses by television.

Two other resemblances with the initial year of research
were: (1) Four courses were repeated (Psychology, English,
Economics, Creative Arts); (2) Portions of the design and
certain evaluation instruments were re-used. However, the
second year did differ from the first year. The nature of the
changes were:

1. The study was expanded to include, in two five,
unit courses, all required general education natural
science.

2. Increased attention was given to the performance
of high school students, although this was an
ancillary aspect of the study.

3. An exploration was made of attitudes towards the
teaching-learning process as it related to television
and conventional instruction.

4. Attention was directed to the continuing effects of
a second year of instructional television.

The organization of this report differs in some respects
from the usual pattern of research reports. This was dome
deliberately. The assumption was made that motives of
persons reading the report would differ and that not all
would read the entire work. An attempt was made to pre-
pare much of the report in a way that would permit the
reader to turn readily to a selected problem and get an
adequate (not complete) statement of the problem, the
method, and the results. The selective reader will be
helped to find what he seeks by turning to Part II, which
develops each research area of the study, states each prob-
lem, describes the related evaluation instrument or pro-
cedure, and outlines the method of analysis. The results,
Part III, are arranged to correspond with Part II.

The complete report is divided into four parts. Part I
describes the nature of the experiment; Part II develops
the problems and the evaluation methods; Part III presents
the results including data on administration, production,
and cost analysis; and Part IV relates the implications of
the study to the College.

I Dreher, R. E. and Beatty, W. IL, Instructional Television Re-
search, Project Number One: An Experimental Study of College In-
struction Using Broadcast Telcvision. (Project Sponsored by The
Fund for the Advancement of Education; Project Conducted by San
Francisco State College through the facilities of Station KQED,
Channel 9, San Francisco, California, April, 1958), p. 8ff.
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PART ONE

The Nature of the Experiment

The nature of the study imposed certain limitations on
the experiment. (1) Research purposes centered on cer-
tain curricular and administrative probl- ms; these were
mutually agreed on by the College and the grantor. (2)
Since open-circuit telecasting is costly and implies a mass
audience, officers of the College were persuaded to look
to the multiple section courses in lower division general
education with their .large total enrollments as suitable for
the experiment. (3) The form of the experimental design
was largely set by the need for data derived from the per-
formances of "matched groups." (-;) Finally, the. students
were volunteers.

Specific Purposes. The main purposes of the experiment were
five in number.

1. To estimate the relative efficacy of three media of instruction:
1.1 Television at Home
1.2 Television on Campus
1.3 Regular Campus Instruction

2. To estimate the relative efficacy of four supplementary avenues
of instruction:
2.1 Weekly two-hour Discussions
2.2 Bi-Weekly two-hour Discussions
2.3 Weekly DemonstrationActivity Periods
2.4 Home and Library Assignments (No Discussion Sessions)

3. To get evidence bearing on the feasibility of successfully teach-
ing college courses to high school students.

4. To explore attitudes toward thr teaching - learning process.
5. To describe the\ administration and production of the Project

and to estimate the cost of open-circuit instructional television
in an experimental setting.

The Courses. Six courses were included in the experi-
ment, three in the Fall Semester 1957, and three in the
Spring Semester 1958. All six are required courses in the
45-unit general education program. The courses and in-
structors were:

COURSE INSTRUCTOR
1. Science 10 Selected Topics in Science

(Fall semester-5 semester units) Carlos S. Mundt
2. Psychology 10.1--Personal, Social and Occupational

Development
(Fall Semester-3 semester units) Morton J. Keston

3. Social Science 30Contemporary Economic Society
(Fall Semester-3 semester units) Thomas P. Lantos

4. Science 11Man on Earth
(Spring Semester-5 semester units)

5. English 6.1Basic Communications
(Spring Semester-3 semester units) Mark Linenthal, Jr.

6. Creative Arts 10Fundamentals of Creative Arts
(Spring Semester-2 semester u :its) Richard T. Glyer

Louis D. Huber
Aileen F. Kelly

Welland Lathrop
The experimental design varied from

course to course. In English 6.1, Psychology 10.1, and
Science 10 and 11, there were three main groups:

1. An experimental group that took the course by
Television at Home.

Lawrence W. Swan

The Experiment.

2. An experimental group that took the courst, ley

Television on Campus in a classroom with 25 to
30 students.

3. A Control group that took the course by regular
campus instruction.

In Creative Arts 10 and Social Science 30 there were
only two main groups; in each case there was no Television
on Campus group.

The Television and Control groups for Psychology,
English, Creative Arts, and Social Science pursued the
same course objectives, used the same texts, had the same
assignments and supplementary readings, and took the
same course examinations. The experimental groups re-
ceived instruction via two 45-minute television lectures
weekly, plus one hour (50-minute) On-Campus discus-
sion or its equivalent. The Control groups were taught
via regular classroom lectures and discussions, three hours
per week. In every case, the same instructor taught both
the Television and the Control groups and, with one ex-
ception, served as leader in the discussion sessions. The one
exception, the discussion period associated with On-
Campus Television, was scheduled as a 25-minute session
twice weekly immediately following the television pro-
gram; consequently, the television lecturer could not par-
ticipate.

The pattern for Science 10 and Science 11 was essen-
tially the same, but with variations in the kind and the
amount of supplementary discussion. For the experimental
groups, the main avenue of instruction was three 45-
minute television lectures and, for the Control group,
three regular classroom lectures. The same professor taught
on television and in the Control class. In each of the three
mail. categories (Television at Home, Television on
Campus, and Control), there were four sub-groups:

1. Discussions Weekly for two hours.
2. Discussions Bi-Weekly for two hours.
3. Demonstration-Activity Periods Weekly for two

hours.
4. Home and Library Assignments (no group dis-

cussions).
Discussion leaders were selected from the regular faculty,

six in Science 10 and seven in Science 11. Insofar as pos-
sible, a given discussion leader was placed in charge of two
sections, one a Television class and the other a Control Class.

Several additional groups received televised instruction:
1. High School Students

In the Spring Semester 1958,1 English 6 1 was of-
fered by television in seven San Francisco high
schools, and Science. il in five schools.

1 Data for the Fall Semester 1957 were incomplete; they are not
included in this report.
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2. Inmates at San Quentin
Three courses, Science 10, Science 11, and Psy-
chology 10.1 were offered by television to inmates
at San Quentin Prison. (See Appendix A for
results.)

3. Extension Students
All courses were offered for credit through the Ex-
tension Division of the College.

College Students. The 12611 college students were volun-
teers nryl regularly enrolled grudents. The majority of the
students, 863, were freshmen. The reason for this was that
four courses, Psychology 10.1, Science 10 and 11, and
English 6.1 are normally taken in the freshman year. In
the experiment, these four courses included over one-half
of the freshman class of about 900 students. In addition to
the freshmen, 398 other regular students were enrolled
in Social Science 30 and Creative Arts 10. Social Science
30 usually is taken in the sophomore year; Creative Arts
10 may be taken any year.

Coinparability of College Groups. The problem of as-
signing such a large number of persons to classes, sections,
and sub-sections, made impossible a complete randomization
of assignment. For example, the Television at Home groups
had to be drawn not from the total number of willing par.
ticipants, but from students who had television sets, who
received KQED's signal, and who had class and comn.ute
schedules which enabled them to be home at the time of
the telecasts. However, the assignment of students to
Control and On-Campus Television groups, with few ex-
ceptions, was random; further, the assignment to discus-
sion sections in Science 10 and Science 11 was mainly
random. As a result, comparability of groups was estimated
after the groups were formed.

Checks on initial comparability were made via the fol-
lowing instruments:

1. School and College Ability Test (S.C.A.T.)
2. Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal'
3, Individual Inventory'
4. Pretest in Content'
Y. Edwards Personal Preference Inventory
On each instrument the difference between the means

of the various groups in each course were tested by analysis
of variance. In the case of the first four instruments, the
F-ratios for all six courses, with the single exception of the
pretest in English 6.1, were such as could result from
chance differences in the means of the. various sub-groups
(see Appendix B) . Thus, in intelligence, as measured by
S.C.A.T., in critical thinking ability, as measured by
Watson-Glaser, in self-insight, as measured by the Indi-
vidual Inventory, and in knowledge of subject-matter, as
measured by pretests in content, the various sub-groups
were judged to be comparable.

A further check was made via the Edwards Personal
Preference Inventory. This instrument provides a quick
and convenient measure of fifteen relatively independent
normal personality variables:

1. Achievement Drive
2. Deference

' The figure 1261 includes duplicate enrollments; practically all
of the Science 10 group enrolled in Science 11.

'Description on page 12.
Description on page 12.

3. Order
4. Exhibition
5. Autonomy
6. Affiliation
7. Intraception
8. Succorance
9. Dominance

10. Abasement
11. Nurturance
12. Change
13. Endurance
14. Heterosexuality
15. Aggression

An analysis of variance was computed for each variable in
each course. Of the 150 F-ratios so obtained (see Appendix
C), 142 were non-significant, 8 were significant at the five
per cent level, none at the one per cent level. Thus, the re-
sults from the Edwards Personal Preference Inventory furn-
ished additional evidence that the Experimental and Control
groups were initially comparable.

However, despite the apparent comparability of the Ex-
perimental and Control groups in all courses, it seemed ad-
visable to employ an analysis of covariance to test for the
presence or absence of differences among the groups with
respect to achievement on the final examinations. To control
on individual differences in aptitude and ability, the School
and College Ability Test raw scores were used as a scholas-
tic aptitude control, the high school recommending units or
college grade point averages were used as a prior achieve-
ment control, and a pretest in content was used as a cur-
rent achievement control.

High School Students. The nature of high school groups
varied from school to school. In some cases, high ability stu-
dents were chosen; in other cases, volunteers were accepted.
Most of the 350 students were seniors; the remainder
were high juniors. Inasmuch as the resulting groups were
not comparable, at the outset, with college On-Campus
viewers and, since it was desired that the groups be com-
pared, it was necessary to match the-groups on the basis of
S.C.A.T. scores before making achievement comparisons. In
English 6.1, two high school s"idents were matched with
each college student; in Science 11, the matching was one-
for-one. When matched on S.C.A.T., the English 6.1
groups were found to have comparable mean scores on the
Cooperative English pretest, and the Science 11 groups had
comparable means on the content pretest.

Teaching-Learning Groups. The population used for the
study of teaching-learning processes was the same as for the
experiment, Three subject groups were used for the study
of attitudes toward the teaching - learning process, namely,
college students, high school students, and college and high
school instructors. The college group includei students who
experienced a televised course as part of their studies and
students who enrolled only in conventional classes. All high
school students were in a televised course. The instructor
group was drawn only from those actually participating in
the study. Practically all the students who took part in the
study in the spring wrote anonymous descriptions of in-
structional experiences. Instructors mailed their anony-
mously 'written descriptions of incidents to the research
office.

1103

Description on page 11.



PART TWO

Problem. Areas and Evaluation Methods

The Prospectus of the study guided the selection of
problem areas. Clearly specified in the Prospectus were: (1)
the repetition of four courses plus the expansion into na-
tural science, (2) the increased attention to high school
students, and (3) the appraisal of cost and administration
of instructional television. Early in the study, opportunity
was taken to follow up some students who had participated
in the 1956.57 research and to add an exploration of
attitudes toward the teaching-learning process. Thus, five
broad areas of investigation were delineated.

Area I: .0 one ge Students Objective Appraisal. In the
six college classes the investigation centered around the
comparison of television and experimental groups under the
following headings:,

a. Achievement
b. Critical Thinking
c. Self-Insight
d. Attitude to Course Content
e. Attitude to Instructor
f. Attitude to Televison
g. Interest in Subject Matter
h. Relationships with Classmates

In addition, a questionnaire, administered both at the be-
gining and at the 'end of the semester, gave evidence as to
the extent to which certain student opinions changed dur-
ing the course of the semester.

Area II: High School Students Objective Appraisal.
High school students in English 6.1 and Science 11 were
compared with students in the Television on Campus
groups under the following headings:

a. Achievement
b. Attitude to.Course Content
c. Attitude to Instructor
d. Attitude to Television
e. Interest in Subject Matter

Area III: The Folio uPU p Study. A follow-up question-
naire was administered to students taking English 6.2 in a
regular campus class after having completed English 6.1 on
television. (Both English 6.1 and English 6.2 are required
courses in the general education program at San Francisco
State College.)

Area IV: Attitudes to the Teaching-Learning Process
An Exploratory Study. All subjects in the study (Spring
Semester) wrote descriptive staments of effective and in-
effective classroom instructional experiences; subjects who
were exposes/ to televised experiences wrote descriptions of
effective and ineffective experiences for both media.

Are-, iministration, Production-Direction, and Cost
Analysis. A separate organization was developed to coordin-
ate the resear :h project. Cost figures of major expenditures
were kept du ring the study; other figures were taken from
accounting records of the College. In the process of produc-
ing and directing the six televised courses, the production
director noteii and later described the problems he met and
the solutions he found.

Area it enni,...ge Students --- Objective Apprakall
The problems studied in Area I follow. After the state-

ment of each preblem a brief description of the evaluation
instrument and the evaluation procedure is included.
Achievement

Problem 1. Is there a significant relationship between
achievement and medium of instruction (Television at
Home, Television on Campus, Control)? Between achieve-
ment and supplementary discussion (Weekly discussion, Bi-
Weekly Discussion, Weekly Activity, Home Assignment)?

These two question were investigated for three groups:
1. Total
2. High Ability (upper twenty-seven per cent on S.C.

A.T.)
3. Low Ability (lower twenty-seven per cent can S.C.

AT.)
Achievement was evaluated in two ways:
1. A general content test given by the evaluation staff

both at the beginning and at end of the semester.
2. An end-of-course examination constructed, given,

and graded by the course instructors.

The general content tests given at the beginning and
again at the end of the semester were all objective tests with
one exception. In English 6.1, the increase in writing ability
was measured through comparison of two written papers,
one given during the first week and the other during the
last week of the semester. The papers were graded on an
objective scale previously developed by members of the Lan-
guage Arts Division of San Francisco State College. In each
course the difference between the posttest and pretest score
was computed for each student; the mean gains for the vari-
ous sub-groups were then compared via analysis of variance.
Pretest scores were also ansh zed to determine whether or
not the groups were comparable at the beginning of the
semester.

The reliabilities (split-half with Spearman-Brown cor-
rection for locally constructed tests) of the instruments used
as pretests are as follows:

Course
Psychology 10.1 .85
Social Science 30 .92
Science 10 .80
Science 11 .79
Creative Arts 10 .96

The form of the final examination varied from course to
course. Objective tests were administered in Science 10, Sci-
ence 11, Psychology 10.1, and Creative Arts 10; an essay
test was given in Social Science 30, and written assignments
were required in English 6.1. As noted earlier, an analysis
of covariance was employed to test for the presence or ab-
sence of differences among the groups with respect to
achievement on the final examination.

The results of Area I are on page 16ff.



Critical Thinking
Problem 2. Is there a significant relationship between

medium of instruction and critical thinking? Between sup-
plementary discussion and critical thinking?

The evaluation instrument used to investigate this prob-
lem was the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal.
This test is designed to provide problems and situations
which require the application of the following important
abilities involved in critical thinking:

1. Inference
2. Recognition of Assumptions
3. Deductions
4. Interpretation
5. Evaluation of Arguments

The test manual' suggests that the test may be useful in
evaluating the relative efficiency of different methods of in-
struction which are intended to develop the ability to think
critically. A reliability of .84 is reported for pre-sophomores.

The test was administered both as a pretest and as a
postest and the change in score was obtained for each stu-
dent. The mean gains of the various sub-groups were com-
pared by analysis of variance. Pretest scores were also ana-
lyzed to determine whether or not the groups were compar-
able at the beginning of the semester.
Self-Insight

Problem 3. Is there a significant relationship between
medium of instruction and self-insight? Between supple-
mentary discussion and self-insight?

The evaluation instrument for investigating this problem
was the Individual Inventory, a partially standardized self-
insight scale developed by Llewellyn Gross at the Univer-
sity of Buffalo. Gross defines self-insight as follows:

Self-insight is the acceptance and admission of both the
presence and absence of personality traits within one's self
when this acceptance runs counter to a system of emotion,
ally toned ideas or when the admission of the presence or
absence of these traits clashes with one's own feelings of
self- esteem.`

The student marked each of the thirty-seven Individual
Inventory items on a 5-point scale in terms of agreement or
disagreement with the item. Reliability is .85 (split-half
with Spearman-Brown correction), with standard deviation
17.2.

The Individual Inventory was administered both as a
pretest and as a posttest and the increase in score obtained
for each student. The mean gains of the various sub-groups
were compared by analysis of variance. Pretest scores were
also analyzed to estimate whether or not the groups were
comparable at the beginning of the semester.

Attitude to Course Content
Problem 4. Is there a significant relationship between

medium of instruction and attitude to course content? Be-
tween supplementary discussion and attitude to eourse
content?

The evaluation instrument, Attitude to Course Con-
tent' was a Thurstone-type scale developed about a 9-point

'Watson, G., and Glaser, E. M. Manual for Watsort-Glaser Cy ideal
Thinking Appraisal. Yonkers - on-Hudson: World Book, 1952, P 2.

'Gross, L. The Construction and Partial Standard5zation of a Scale
for Measuring Self-Insight. J. of Soc. Psychol., 1948, 28, Pp 219,236.

This scale was one of several (Attitude to Course Content, At-
titude to Instructor, Attitude to Television) constructed at Miami
University, Oxford, Ohio. The scales in this battery have split-half
rcliabilities running from .89 to .92 (after correction for length of
test).

continuum. Each item in a preliminary pool was rated on a
scale of one to nine by a panel of student judges. From this
preliminary pool, the forty items with the lowest index of
ambiguity were selected for the final form. The weight
assigned to a given item was simply the median rating of
the judges on that item. In this study, a few items were
modified and each score was multiplied by ten; thus, scores
below fifty represent a favorable attitude and those above
fifty an unfavorable attitude.

The scale was administered at the end of the semester
and the mean scores of the various sub-groups compared by
analysis of variance.

Attitude to Instructor
Problem 5. Is there a significant relationship between

medium of instruction and attitude to instructor? Between
supplementary discussion and attitude to instructor?

The instrument employed to investigate this problem
was a 1 hurstone-type instructor rating scale containing
twenty-three categories related to instructor effectiveness.
On each item the student rated his principzel instructor
(television or lecture) along a 5-point scale (10, 30, 50,
70, 90).

Mean scores of the various sub-groups were compared by
analysis of variance.

Attitude to Television
Problem 6. (a) Do students accept television as a

medium of instruction? (b) Is the acceptance level the
same for Television on Campus and Television at Home
viewers? (c) If given the option, would students register
for a second television course in preference to a regular
campus class? (d) After students take Science 10, which
medium will they choose for Science 11?

The evaluation instrument used to investigate Problem
6 (a) and 6 (b) was another 1 hurstone-type scale, con-
structed in exactly the same manner as the Attitude to
Course Content Scale but containing twenty-seven questions.
The data were analyzed by the t-ratio test.

Interest in Subject Matter
Problem 7. Is there a significant relationship between

medium of instruction and level of interest? Between sup-
plementary discussion and level of interest?

An interest scale developed at Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity was used to investigate this problem. The question-
naire had ten items, on each of which the student indicated,
on a 5-point scale, the degree to which interest had been
held. The five alternative responses on each item were
assigned arbitrary numerical values of 10, 30, 50, 70, and
90. Low scores represent a high level of interest any high
scores a low level. An item-zorrelation (Pearson r) of at
least .70 is reported.

The mean scores of the various sub-groups were cern-
pared by analysis of variance.
Relationships with Classmates

Problem 8. Is tbe-.re a significant relationship between
medium of instruction and acquisition of friends and
acquaintances? Between supplementary discussion and cc-
quisition of friends and acquaintances?

At the beginning and at the end of the semester the
students in five of the six courses were asked to rate each
of their fellow students on the following 7-point scale:

1. This person is one of my very best friends.
2. This person is a friend of mine.
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3. I do not know this person very well, but I think if
I knew him better he might become a friend of
mine.

4. I don't know him well enough to judge whether or
not I'd like him as a friend.

5. I don't enjoy being with him.
6. I would only talk or work with him when necessary.

7. I do not know this person at all.

After the data had been collected, the 7-point scale was
reduced to a 4-point scale by combining the following cate-
gories: 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6. A chi-square test was
employed to analyze the results.

Change of Opinions Toward Television

Problem 9. Do students' opinions toward certain as-
pects of television change from the beginning to the end
of the semester? Are the patterns of opinion essentially
the same for television and control students?

A questionnaire, administered both at the beginning
and at the end of the semester, asked for student opinions
on learning, attention, student-instructor contact, prepara-
tion, and expected grade. Data were analyzed via chi-
square.

Area II: High School Students Objective Appraisal'

Two areas, achievement and attitudes, were studied in
the high schools; these areas corresponded to portions of
the college experiment. Thus, it was possible to make some
rough comparisons between high school and, selected col-
lege students. The four problems isolated for study follow.

Achievement

Problem 10. How does the achievement of high school
groups compare with that of college Television on Campus
groups with whom they are matched on the basis of
S.C.A.T. scores?

Achievemem was estimated by the same instruments
that were used on campus for the same courses; perform-
ance standards were the same.

Problem 11. Do high ability high school students reach
a satisfactory level of achievement when taking a college
course by television?

"High ability" students corresponded to college fresh-
men whose scores were in the upper twenty-seven per
cent on local S.C.A.T. norms. Achievement was studied
by inepeceng distributions of final grades.

Attitudes to Course Content, Instructor,
Television, Interest in Subject Matter

Problem 12, What is the nature of the rating given
by high school students to course content, to instructor,
and to the television medium? Does a televiset! college
course hold the interest of high school students?

The four attitude scales were administered to the high
school students. The mean on each scale was compared
with a neutral score of fifty, using the t-ratio test.2

Comparison of High School versus
College Ratings on Attitudes

Problem 13. Are the high school students' ratings on
course content, instructor, and television significantly dif-

ferent from those of college On Campus viewers? Do the

two groups differ with respect to interest in subject matter?

On each of the four attitude scales the mean scores for

the two groups (high school and college) were compared

by the t-ratio test!

Area III: The Follow-Up Study'

The problem selected for study compared student
ratings of two highly similar courses, one taught in the
spring by television and the other presented in the fall by

conventional methods.
Problem 14. Do students give substantially the same

rating to two required courses in the same subject, one
taken by television, the other in a regular campus class?

A questionnaire was administered to students who

took English 6.1 by ,television and who took English 6.2

in a regular campus class the subsequent semester.

Area IV: Attitudes to the Teaching-Learning Process
An Exploratory Stud?

Previous studies of televised instruction generally have

indicated that there is a wide range of reactions by students
and teachers to televised instruction. Unfortunately, other
than getting some indications of relative preferences and

some reasons for preferences, there have been few attempts

to study whether there are perceived differences in the
teaching-learning process as experienced via televised in-
struction and via conventional classroom instruction. In

some studies this has been an implicit assumption (tele-
vision versus conventional instruction). Television, some-

how, has been assumed to be a qualitatively different form
of the teaching-learning process. On the other hand, some
have said that there are really no differences between tele-
vised and conventional instruction: A lecture is a lecture,
face-to-face or face-to-screen.

Another assumption that has been made about tele-

vised instruction is that television is a novel form of in-

struction. Is it? If so, then elements of the teaching-
learning process when experienced vi, television should be
perceived to be different from these elements when ex-
prienced via conventional instruction. If students and
teachers perceive televised instruction as basically different

from conventional teaching-learning experiences, would
not this affect student achievement in some way? Yet, few
significant differences have ever been found. Is it possible
that the novelty of televised instruction has been over-
estimated?

Aim. The aim of this portion of the research was de-
veloped as a result of the questioning of the two afore-
mentioned assumptions. The first is, televised instruction
is qualitatively different from conventional classroom in,
struction; the second is, televised instruction is a novel
form of the teaching-leaming process. The general problem
of this part of the study can be stated thus: Do students
and teachers perceive differences in the teaching-learning
process when it is experienced via television and via con-
ventional classroom, irrespective of achievement?

1 The results of Area II are or. page 30.

2.7t. 5Z.- so

411,-

The results of Area III are on page 33.
5 The results of Area IV are on page 34.
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Assumptions. Before specifying the problems that were
studied, the stating of some assumptions will establish the
frame of reference of the investigation. These were: Indi-
viduals who stated that an experience was effective meant
the effect of the experience on them was positive, impor-
tant, and worthwhile; few complex experiences are a total
loss, and individuals can find something of value in most
experiences; individual perceptions of experiences were
clues to attitudinal sets and values regarding the teaching-
learning process; attitudinal responses occurred only in
terms of some frames of reference; students and teachers
who were exposed to instructional television were already
equipped with a great backlog of learning experiences, edu-
cational values, expectations, and attitudes. The critical
variable for this portion of the study was the individual
statements, whether written or oral, of what was effective
or ineffective as a learning experience.

Methods and Procedure. An open-ended method was
preferred because this portion of the study was conceived
to be exploratory rather than conclusive. The Critical In-
cident Technique, developed by Flanagan, was selected
because of its simplicity of direction, ease of task, and
specificity and descriptiveness of content. The procedure
followed was (1) Written or oral descriptions about ex-
periences in effective and ineffective televised instruction
and in effective and ineffective conventional instruction
were collected; (2) Categories were formulated and classi-
fication of incidents was made; and (3) The data were
analyzed.

Collection of Data. The data were collected by oral
interviews of faculty members who had some previous
experience with instructional television and by written
statements of faculty and students participating in the
Project. The interviews were made by trained personnel.
The purpose and requirements of the interviews were
stated and specific questions were asked. A sample direc-
tion was: "As part of this investigation of televised instruc-
tion, we are interested in your reactions to the kind of
teaching-learning experience you are having. Considering
this, describe in some detail an incident having recently
occurred in your course which made you feel good about
televised instruction (i.e., made you feel that televised in
struction was 'effective')." Directions for soliciting "in-
effective" incidents followed the same pattern. Attempts
were made to record verbatim responses.

The written descriptions were collected after the tenth
telecast. A member of the research staff met each class on
campus. Booklets were distributed that were assembled
from four differently colored sheets with one question on
each page (effective and ineffective television, effective and
ineffective conventional classroom). The questions were
identical with the oral interview questions. Anonymity was
stressed rather dramatically to insure frankness; care was
exercised to minimize talk between students. A period of
approximately thirty minutes was required to answer the
questions. Booklets were distributed to eighteen sections of
students on campus (Science 11, English 6.1, and Creative
Arts 10), to college and high school instructors, and to
high school students. Instructors completed their booklets
and anonymously mailed them to the research office.

Classification of Data. The major categories were de-
fined by the problem: Effective Televised Instruction, In-

effective Televised Instruction, Effective Conventional In-
struction, and Ineffective Conventional Instruction.

The seven lettered sub-categories were the same within
each of the four major categories. They were defined thus:

A. Teacher-Initiated Behavior
Something the teacher said or did, or did not say
or do. Primary emphasis was on some action or
responsibility of the teacher.

B. Student-Initiated Behavior
Something the student did or could do or felt as a
result of the situation. Primary emphasis was on
the student's personal initiation and was differen-
tiated from some primary interaction with the
teacher or other students.

C. Student-Teacher Interaction
Some form of personal interaction between the stu-
dent and the teacher on a one-to-one basis even
though the interaction was in a class situation.

D. Class Discussion or Interaction
Some form of behavior or expression of attitude,
feeling, or opinion which involved positive or nega-
tive interaction among students. Effect of students
upon each other was included; teacher participation
was not included

E. Application of Course Material or Method
Emphasis was on the non-person aspects of the
teaching-learning process; there was emphasis on
the results of what persons were doing; e.g., use
of visual aids, films, outlines, or reading matter.

F. Physical Aspects of the Teaching-Learning Process
Emphases were on the room, the physical structure
of the communication medium, and the perceptual
situation. What the student could do with the
medium was not included. What the instructor or
producer did with the medium was included.

U. Unusable
Statements that were irrelevant to the assigned task
or pages that were left blank were included in this
category.

The seven sub-categories were identified by a content
analysis of the oral and written statements of experiences.
At the outset, the pages of the booklets were separated into
four piles, one pile for each major category. From random
samples drawn from each of the major categories, phrases
were excerpted which were representative or critical aspects
of teaching-learning behavior. The critical phrase was that
portion of the description of behavior on which success or
failure of the behavior was based. Examples of phrases
follow. Effective television: Teacher clarified material
(poem) in discussion on television. Ineffective television:
Teacher shifted topic without preparing student. Effective
classroom: Instructor was called away but class continued
its discussion and study. Ineffective classroom: Unable to
hear instructor in large classroom.' Each such critical phrase
was labeled with a Roman numeral. The remainder of the
statements were then read by three trained judges, who
identified critical phrases, listed them, and gave them an
appropriate Roman numeral. If a phrase was found that
could not be labeled with an existing numeral, a new
numeral was assigned. Judges met twice to combine
numerical categories or eliminate them. Meanwhile, the
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evaluator had identified the seven subecategories (based on
the random samples). At this point, two naive judges
classified the phrases according to the sub-categories. .The
average agreement between the naive judges and the
original classification was sixty-five per cent. Finally, a new
sorting was done independently by five trained judges;
agreement reached ninety per cent when the criterion was
agreement by three out of five judges.

Analysis of Data. It was necessary to assign weights
to the critical phrases because judges were not in complete
agreement, and yet comparisons among sub-categories were
to be made. A weight of 1.0 was assigned to a critical
phrase if there was complete agreement among the judges.
A weight of .5' was assigned if there was less than come
plete agreement. Weights were assigned after at least two
judges independently had read and classified the critical
phrase. Although this procedure did introduce some error,
the procedure appeared to be superior to a procedure that
would have eliminated a number of incidents because
agreement was not universal. It was believed that such a
loss of data would have biased the results more than did
the inclusion of data with some recognized error.

The remainder of the analysis was made largely by
application of chisquare and rank order correlation.

Three major problems were seen; from these, specific
questions were formulated.

Problem 15: Over-all Difference in Number of Critical
Incidents. Is there a significant difference in the over -all
number of critical incidents between televised and cone
ventional classroom in.;truction when effective and inefe
fective processes are combined?

15a: Number of Incidents. Is there a significant differ-
ence in the number of critical incidents (each critical incie
dent describes one kind of process) between effective tele-
vised instruction and effective classroom instruction?' Be-
tween ineffective televised instruction and ineffective class-
room instruction?

1. In each sub-category (A, B, C, D, E, and F), are
there significant differences in the number of critical
incidents when ineffective televised instruction is come
pared with ineffective classroom instruction?

2. In each group (Experimental, Teachers, and High
School) in each subecategory (A through F), are
there significant differences in the number of critical
incidents when ineffective televised instruction is come
pared with ineffective classroom instruction?

15b: Kinds of Incidents. Over -all, is there more simie
larity than dissimilarity among critical incidents when (1)
effective televised instruction is compared with effective class-
room instruction, and (2) ineffective televised instruction is
compared with ineffective classroom instructor?

1. In each subcategory (A through F),, are there
significant differences in the kinds of critical incidents
when effective televised instruction is compared with
effective classroom instruction?

2. Are there significant differences between media and
in each subcategory in the number of dissimilar in
cidents describing effective instruction?

15c: Similar and Dissimilar Inefi'ective Incidents. Is there
more similarity than dissimilarity in the critical incidents
when ineffective televised instruction is compared with in-
effective classroom instruction?

1. In each subecategor; (A through F), are there
significant differences in the kinds of critical inci-
cidents when ineffective televised instruction is com-
pared with ineffective classroom instruction?

2. Are there significant differences between over -all
media, and in sub-categories, in the number of disc
similar incidents describing ineffective instruction?

3. Are there differences between over -all media and
in each subcategory within groups in the number of
dissimilar incidents describing ineffective instruction?

15d: Similak and Dissimilar Effective Incidents. In each
group (Experimental, Teachers, and High School) in each
subcategory (A through F), are there significant differences
in the kinds of critical incidents when (1) effective televised
instruction is compared with effective classroom instruction;
when (2) ineffective televised instruction is compared with
ineffective classroom instruction?

Problem 16. Are there differences within groups in
emphases (rankings) of critical incidents (in subcategories)
identified as effective and ineffective with respect to both

televised and classroom instruction?
a. Within each Medium. Are there differences, within

groups, in emphases (rankings) on. sub-categories (A
through F) identified as effective and ineffective with
respect to televised instruction? With respect to cone
ventional instruction?

b. Between Media. Are there differences, within groups,
in emphases (rankings) on sub-categories (A through
F) identified as effective with respect to televised
versus classroom instruction? As ineffective with re-
spect to televised versus classroom instruction?

Problem 17. Are there differences, between groups, in
emphases (rankings) of critical incident on subcategories
(A thiough F) identified as effective and ineffective with
respect to both televised and conventional instruction?

Area V: Administrative, Production-Direction,
and Cost Studies'

Unique administrative problems arose because the re-
search project, in its second year, was still a novelty on
campus. The Project affected, directly or indirectly, per-
sonnel in all major instructional and administrative areas
of the College. Further, the courses were offered for
credit to the public through the Extension services of the
College. Finally, all the local academic high schools en-
eolled students in one or more of the college courses.

The telecasting of the college courses required close
cooperation between KQED, the San Francisco Bay Area
Educational Television Station, and college production and
direction personnel. The College's Producer-Director re-
corded his observations of this aspect cf the study. His
comments cover three major topics: Staff and Equipment,
Instruction, and Production-Direction.

Cost figures were taken from two sources: actual ex-
per.ditures made by the Project and College accounting
records kept in the office of the Business Manager. The
nature of some costs, for example, station Charges were
readily determined; other costs, such as room depreciation,
were, at best, approximations.

1 The difference in numbers of critical incidents between effective
televised and effective classroom instruction was not statistically sig.
nificant (sixtysix critical incidents for effective classroom and sew
entyone critical incidents for effective television); therefore, the
problem could not be analyzed further.

2 Results of Area V are on page 42.
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PART THREE

Results

The results of the statistical -rlysesi of Are. T:

lege Students-Objective Appraisal; Area II: High School
Student-Objective Appraisal; Area HI: The Follow-Up
Study; and Area IV: Attitudes to the Teaching-Learning
Process are reported in this part of the star y. Area V: Ad-
ministration, Production- Direction, and Cost Analysis is
reported in Part IV. The presentation of the areas and
problems are numbered to correspond to the same prob-
lems in Part II. Moreover, there is given for each area
the page in Part II which describes the rationale, pro-
cedure and evaluation instrument(s) for the problems.

In the analyses which follow, four quantities are listed
for each instrument in each course:

1. The means or mean gains;
2. The standard deviations (s.d);
3. The value of F, t, or chi-square;
4. The statistical significance of the differences, that

is the probability of obtaining by chance the re-
ported F, t, or chi-square value. These are entered
as yes or no; if the entry is yes, the probability value
is indicated. All differences which reach the 5% level
of significance are accepted. as representing true dif-
ferences.

Before giving specific results, an additional point should
be noted. In a few cases, none of the groups made signifi-
cant gains in the ability under consideration; at the same
time, fairly large standard deviations were reported. Two
possible explanations are: the abilities tested were not de-
veloped by either medium of instruction; these abilities
were developed but the error of inPagurement may have
been larger than the actual gain.

Area I: College Students - Objective Appraisal'
Problem 1

a. Is there a significant relationship between achieve-
ment and medium of instruction (Television at
Home, Television on Campus, Control)? Between
achievement and supplementary discussion (Weekly
Discussion, Bi-Weekly Discussion, Weekly Activity,
Home Assignments)?

b. Is there a significant relationship between achieve-
ment and medium of instruction for high and low
academic ability groups? Between achievement and
supplementary discussion?

The two measures of achievement were: (1) the gen-
eral content test given at the beginning and at the end of
the semester, and (2) the final examination.

High and low academic ability were defined thus: (1)
high academic is the upper twenty-seven per cent, as
measured by S.C.A.T.; (2) low academic is the lower
twenty-seven per cent on the same test.

Results: Problem 1 a (Pretest-Posttest). The mean gains
reported in Tables 1 through 3 represent the difference be-
tween pretest and posttest results on the general content
tests.'

Table 1

Relationship of Achievement Gain (Pretest-Posttest) to
Medium of Instruction and to Supplementary Discussion
in Science 10

Mean Statistically
Science 10 N Gain s.d. F Significant

Medium 0.81 No
TV at Home 80 22.0 9.8
TV on Campus 80 - 22.7 11.2
Control 80 24.3 13.8

Supplementary
Discussion 0.28 No

Weekly 60 22.6 14.5
Bi-Weekly 60 24.0 12.3
Weekly Activity 60 23.3 .9.5
Home Assignment 60 22.1 13.8

Interaction
(Medium-Supplementary Discussion) 0.66 No

Table 2

Relationship of Achievement Gain (Pretest-Posttest) to
Medium of Instruction and to Supplementary Discussion
in Science 11

Science II N

Medivun

Mean
Gain s.d. F

2.89

Statistically
Significant

No
TV at Home 80 22.4 8.4
TV on Campus 80 23.2
Control 80 19.9 8.8

Supplementay
Discussion 0.32 No

Weekly 60 22.4 9.4
By-Weekly 60 21.6 10.8
Weekly Activity 60 21.0 9.0
Home Assignment 60 22.3 8.4

Interaction
(Med. Sup. Discussion) 2.82 No

1 The analyses in this experiment (except chi-square) are valid
only when the assumptions of homogeneity of variance and normal-
ity of distribution are satisfied. The homegeneity of variance assump-
tion was tested for all instruments in all courses, using the appropri-
ate procedure (Bartlett's test, or the formula F==s,2/s92). In a few
instances, Bartlett's test gave evidence that the variances were not
homogeneous. Fortunately, this did not present a problem; in nearly
every such case, the main test for the difference in the means yielded
a non-significant F-ratio. The results of the homogeneity tests are
given in Appendix D. The normality assumption was checked for
those cases in which significant differences were found in the means.

2 For a description of methods and materials see page 11.

An analysis of variance of pretest res alts indicated that all
groups, except English 6.1 (see Appendix 13), were comparable at
the beginning of the semester. The details f.4 the analysis of gains on
general content tests appear in Appendix E.
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Table 3

Relationship between Achievement Gain and Medium of
Instruction in Psychology 10.1, English 6.1, Social Science
30, and Creative Arts 10

Mean
Course N Gain s.d.

Psychology 10.1
Medium

TV at Home 1 24 14.6 9.5

TV at He pie 2 24 11.3 6.4

TV on Campus 24 15,5 6.3

Control 24 11.2 6,0

English 6.1
Medium

TV at Home 24 26.7 30.6
TV on Campus 24 32.3 3 2.7

Control 24 -2.7 34.2

Social Science 30
Medium

TV at Home 1_ 18 8.0 8.5

TV at Home 2_ 18 13.3 11.0
Control 18 10,2 14.5

Creative Arts 10
Medium

TV at Home 11.4 7.9

Coro-IT). 65 14.8 8.8

* Significant beyond the 5% level.
** Significant beyond the 1% level.

With respect to achievement gains in general content
for the six courses, there was no evidence that any one
medium of instruction was superior to the others. This
finding was based on the fact that the F-ratios were non-
significant in all courses except English 6.1 and Creative
Arts 10 and, in these courses, the results were not in agree-
ment. The Television group was superior in English 6.1
(1% level of significance),' and the Control group in Cre-
ative Arts 10 (5% level of significance)!

Results: Problem 1a (Final Exams). The results on the
final examinations appear in Tables 4 through 7.8

Statistically
Significant

2.00 No

7.55 Yes (.01)**

0.97 No

5.34 Yes (.05)*

Table 4

Results on Final Examination by Medium of Instruction
and Supplementary Discussion in Science 10

Adjusted Statistically
Science 10 N Mean s.d. F Significant

Medium 12.79 Yes (.01)*
TV at Home ..... 80 100.3 10.8
TV on Campus 80 90.9 14.8
Control 80 94.0 12.1

Supplementary
Discussion 2.2: No

Weekly 60 97.3 10.3

Bi-Weekly 60 96.2 15.5

Weekly Activity 60 95.8 12.1

Home Assignment 60 91,0 13.0
Interaction

(Med.-Sup. Discussion) 1.10 No

* Significant beyond the 1% level.

I The Fratio was of a magnitude which would occur by chance
less than once in one hundred times.

The Fratio was of a magnitude which would occur by chance
less than five in one hundred times.

For details of the analysis of cow dance see Appendix F.

Since a significant F-value was found for medium, that
is, a true difference among the three methods of instruc-
tion, Television at Home, Television on Campus, and Con-
trol, a further analysis was necessary to identify which
medium was primarily responsible for the observed differ-
ence. This was done by comparing the mean score of one
method of instruction with the mean score of the other
methods. The t-ratios appear in Table 5. The ar,alysis .shows
that Television at Home was primarily responsible for the
difference

Table 5

t Ratios of Comparisons Among Media in Science 10
Statistically

Comparison t Significant

TV at Home vs. TV on Campus._ 4.58 Yes (.01)*
TV at Home vs. Control 3.50 Yes (.01) *
TV on Campus vs. Control 1.45 No

*Significant beyond the 1% level.

Table 6
Results on Final Examination by Medium of Instruction
and Supplementary Discussion in Science 11

Science II

Medium
TV at Home
TV on Campus
Control

Supplementary
Discussion

Weekly
Bi-Weekly
Weekly Activity ..
Home Assignment

Interaction
Med.-Sup. Discussion)

N

80
80
80

60
60
60
60

Mean s.d. F

1.25
90.4 15.8
92.6 18.4
89.7 13.9

Statistically
Significant

No

0.13 No
92.2 15.6
92.5 16.7
90.0 16.1
88.8 16.1

1.91 No

Table 7

Results on Final Examination by Medium of Instruction in
Psychology 10.1, English 6.1, Social Science 30, and Cre-
ative Arts 10
Course N Mean s.d.

Psychology 10.1
Medium

TV at Home 1.. 24 252.7 36.7
TV at Home 2.. 24 243.9 41.4
TV on Campus 24 261.9 39.2
Control 24 235.3 42.5

English 6.1
Medium

TV at Home.... 24 336.9 25.5
TV on Campus 24 296.8 64.4
Control 24 300.4 58.2

Social Science 30
Medium

TV at Home 1.. 18 73.9
TV at Home 2.. 18 74.9
Control 18 71.4

Creative Arts 10
Medium

TV at Home 65 92.9 8.4
Control 65 95.4 8.4
*Significant beyond the 5% level.

**Significant beyond the 1% level.
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Statistically
F Significant

2.54 No

16.71 Yes (.01) **

2.78 No
10.0
10.3
8.7

4.07 Yes (.05) *



The performance level of Television at Home students
on final examinations with one exception was at least as
good as that of the corresponding Control groups. There
was, in fact, some evidence favoring television:

1. In two courses (Science 10 and English 64), Tele-
vision at Home reached a significantly higher level
of achievement than did the other two groups. F-
ratios were significant beyond the 1% !eve; in
Science 10, t-ratios were significant and favored the
Television at Home group.

2. In three other courses, Science 11, Psychology 10.1,
Social Science 30, the same pattern prevailed; how-
ever, the differences were not large enough to be
statistically significant.

3. The results in Creative Arts 10 were not in agree-
ment with the above pattern; here, the Control
group reached a significantly higher level of
achievement (significant beyond the 5% level).

Results: Problem 1 b (High Ability). Results on high
academic ability groups appear in Tables 8 through 11.2

Table 8

Performances of High Academic Ability Groups on
Achievement Test by Medium of Instruction and Supple-
mentary Discussion in Science 10

Adjusted Statistically
Science 10 N Mean s.d. F Significant

Medium 9.77 Yes (.01)*
TV at Home 24 106.5 9.6
TV on Campus 24 93.2 13.4
Cor trol 24 98.5 9.6

Supplementary
Discussion 2.19 No

Weekly 18 101.4 12.5
Bi-Weekly 18 101.3 14.6
Weekly Activity 18 101.7 9.9
Home Assignment 18 104.2 9.9

Interaction
(Med.-Sup. Discussion) 0.51 No

* Significant beyond the 1% level.

Table 9

t Ratios of Comparisons Among Media of High Academic
Ability Groups in Science 10

Comparison

TV at Home vs. TV on Campus
TV at Home vs. Control
TV on Campus v.4 (....ntrol

* Significant beyond the 1% level.

4.04
1.85
1.58

Statistically
Significant

Yes (.01)*
No
No

In English 6.1, the results must be viewed with caution since
the assumption of homogeneity of variance was not satisfied; how,
ever, the observed F'ratio was well beyond the 1% level and cannot
be casually dismissed.

2 For details on analysis of covariance see Appendix G.
For details on analysis of covariance see Appendix H.

Table 10

Performances of High Academic Ability Groups on
Achievement Test by Medium of Instruction and Supple-
mentary Discussion in Science 11

Science II N

Medium

Mean s.d. F

0.15

Statistically
Significant

No
TV at Home 24 101.0 17.6
TV on Campus 24 101.7 19.1
Control 24 96.0 143

Supplementary
Discussion 0.16 No

Weekly 18 100.4 14.2
Bi-Weekly ..... 18 100.7 16.6
Weekly Activity 18 99.2 20.1
Home Assignment 18 98.0 18.2

Interaction
(Med.-Sup. Discussion) 1.67 No

Table 11

Performances of High Academic Ability Groups on
Achievement Test by Medium of Instruction in Psychology
10.1, English 6.1, Social Science 30, and Creative Arts 10

Course

Psychology 10.1
N Mean s.d. F

Statistically
Significant

Medium 0.07 No
TV at Home L. 7 275.4 39.4
TV at Home 2 7 272.3 33.1
TV on Campus 7 287.1 48.4
Control 7 276.3 37.0

English 6.1
Medium 1.22 No

TV at Home 6 337.0 36.1
TV on Campus 6 327.0 46.3
Control 6 319.7 90.8

Social Science 30
Medium 3.73 No

TV at Home 1_ 5 83.4 13.4
TV at Home 2 5 83.8 4.3
Control 5 73.6 10.9

Creative Arts 10
Medium 0.75 No

TV at Home 18 97.2 7.5
Control 18 100.2 6.5

With respect to achievement of high ability students on
final examinations, it could not be concluded that any one
medium of instruction was generally superior to the others.
(In Science 10, there was a significant difference, and it
favored Television at Home.) Further. in Science 10 and
Science 11, there was no evidence that small group dis-
cussion had a significant effect on achievement. However,
in view of the small N's in three courses, Psychology 10.1,
English 6.1, and Social Science 30, results shoui, be viewed
with caution.

Results: Problem lb (Low Ability). The results for low
ability students appear in Tables 12 through 15.3
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Table 12

Performances of Low Academic Ability Groups on Achieve.
ment Test by Medium of Instruction and Supplementary
Discussion in Science 10

Science 10

Medium

N
Adiusted

Mean s.d. F

4.09

Statistically
Significant

Yes (.05)*
TV at Home ...... 24 95.4 8.7
TV on Campus 24 84.6 16.5
Control 24 89.0 14.3

Supplementary
Discussion 1.63 No
Weekly 18 96.0 9.0
BiWeekly 18 87.8 16.3
Weekly Activity .. 18 90,0 11.3
Home Assignment 18 84.7 17.0

Interaction
(Medium-Supplementary Discussion) 0.42

* Significant beyond the 5% level.

Table 13

t Ratios of Comparisons Among
Ability Groups in Science 10

Comparison

TV at Home vs. TV on Campus..
TV at Home vs. Control
TV on Campus vs. Control .......

No

Media of Low Academic

Statistically
t Significant

4.00 Yes (.01)**
2.65 Yes (.02) *
1.40 No

* Significant beyond the 2% level.
** Significant beyond the 1% level.

Table 14

Performances of Low Academic Ability Groups on Achieve-
ment Test by Medium of Instruction and Supplementary
Discussion in Science 10
Course

Medium
N Mean s.d. F

1.46

Statistically
Significant

No
TV at Home 24 80.5 10.6
TV on Campus 24 84.0 13.8
Control 24 80.8 11.2

Supplementary
Discussion 0.75 No
Weekly 18 83.1 11.3
BiWeekly 18 83.7 12.2
Weekly Activity .. 18 80.8 14.4
Home Assignment 18 79.5 9.8

Interaction
(Medium-Supplementary Discussion) 1.65 No

1 An analysis of variance of pretest scores indicated that all
groups 'were comparable at the beginning of the semester. The de,
tails of this analysis are presented in Appendix I.

Table

Performance of Low Academic
meet Test by Medium of Ins
English 6.1, Social Science 30,

15

Ability Groups on Achieve-
truction in Psychology 10.1,

and Creative Arts 10

Course

Psychology 10.1
N Mean s.d. F

Statistically
Significant

Medium 2.55 No
TV at Home 1 7 236.4 35.8
TV at Home 2 7 202.6 38.8
TV on Campus 7 233.0 29.4
Control 7 201.4 20.4

English 6.1
Medium 1.70 No

TV at Home 6 330.7 17.9
TV on Campus 6 274.0 84.3
Control 6 293.7 42.9

Social Science 30
Medium 1.90 No

TV at Home 1 5 67.0 103
TV at Home 2 5 72.4 7.2
Control 5 63.4 7.0

Creative Arts 10
Medium 0.03 No

TV at Home 18 91.6 8.4
Control 18 92.6 8.4

With respect to achievement of low ability students on
final examinations, it could not be concluded that any one
medium of instruction was generally superior to the
others. Again, as for high ability, there was one com-
parison, Science 10, which significantly favored Tele-
vision at Home. Further, in Science 10 and Science 11,
there was no evidence that small group discussion had a
significant effect on achievement.

Proe.em 2
Is there a significant relationship between medium of

instruction and critical thinking? Between supplementary
discussion and critical thinking?

Results: Problem 2. The mean gains reported in Tables
16 through 18 represent the difference between pretest and
posttest results on Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Ap-
praisal.'

Table 16

Relationship of Critical Thinking Gains (Pretest-Posttest)
to Medium of Instruction and to Supplementary Discussion
in Science 11

Science 10
Mean

N Gain
Statistically

s.d. F Significant

Medium 0.64 No
TV at Home 80 2.8 7.7
TV on Campus 80 4.0 6.7
Control 80 3.4 5.9

Supplementary
Discussion 1.07 No
Weekly 60 4.2 6.7
Bieekly 60 2.6 7.4
Weekly Activity 60 2.7 6,4
Home Assignment 60 4.2 6.6

Interaction

X19]
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Table 17

Relationship of Critical Thinking Gains (Pretest-Posttest)
to Medium of Instruction and to Supplementary Discussion
in Science 11
Science II N

Mean
Grin s.d.

Statistinliy
Significant

Medium 0.61 No
TV at Home 80 1.6 7.1
TV on Campus 80 0.9 7.2
rinntrrti Rn 1.1 '7.2

Supplementary
Discussion 1.33 NTo
Weekly 60 2.3 7.0
Bi-Weekly 60 2.5 6.2
Weekly Activity 60 0.4 8.3
Home Assignment 60 0.8 8.9

Interaction
(Medium-Supplementary Discussion) 1.50 No

Table 18

Relationship between Critical Thinking Gains and Medium
of I -istruction in Psychology 10.1, English 6.1, and Social
Science 30

Mean
Course N Gain s.d. F

Statistically
Significant

Psychology 10.1
Medium 1.16 No

TV at Home 1_ 24 0.5 5'.3
TV at Home 2.. 24 3.1 8.4
TV on Campus.. 24 3.7 5.5
Control 24 2.3 5'.7

English 6.1
Medium 0.46 No

TV at Home 24 0.7 7.5
TV on Campus.. 24 0.0 9.2
Control 24 .2.0 6.4

Social Science 30
Medium 0.87 No

TV at Home 1_ 17 2.5 8.4
TV at Home 2 17 5.3 7.9
Control 17 2.2 6.2

All the Fratios were non-significant. Thus, there was
no evidence that any one of the three media of instruc-
tion was any better than the others in teaching critical
thinking; neither was there any evidence that small group
discussion in Science 10 and Science 11 had a significant
effect on the student's ability to do critical thinking.

Problem 3

Is there a significant relationship between medium of
instruction and self-insight? Between supplementary dis-
cussion and self-insight?

Results: Problem 3. The mean gains reported in Tables
19 through 21 represent the difference between pretest and
posttests results on the Individual Inventory.'

An analysis of variance of pretest scores indicated that all groups
were comparable at the beginning of the semester. The details of this
analysis are presented in Appendix J.

(20

Table 19

Relationship of Self-Insight (Prestest-Posttest) to Medium
of Instruction and Supplementary Discussion in Science 10'

Science 10

Medium
N

Mean
Gain s.d. F

1.78

Statistically
Significant

No
TV at Home 80 4.1 14.3
TV on Campus 80 3.3 18.6
Control

ouppicureD.,as y
80 7.6 12.5

Discussi, _ 0.16 No
Weekly ..... 60 5.8 13.1
Bi-Weekly ..... 60 5.4 18.9
Weekly Activity 60 4.7 17.1
Home Assignment 60 4.0 11.9

Interaction
(Medium-Supplementary Discussion) 1.11 No

Table 20

Relationship of Self-Insight Gains (Pretest-Posttest) to
Medium of Instruction and Supplementary Discussion in
Science 11

Mean Statistically
Science II N Gain s.d. F Significant

Medium 0.77 No
TV at Home ... . . . 80 0.7 14.2
TV on Campus 80 -1.4 14.8
Control 80 1.3 13.A

Supplementary
Discussion 1.31 No
Weekly 60 -2.6 12.9
Bi-Weekly 60 2.2 12.7
Weekly Activity 60 -0.3 19.5
Home Assignment 60 1.4 8.7

Interaction
(Medium-Supplementary Discussion) 0.45 No

Table 21

Relationship between Self-Insight Gains and Medium of
Instruction in Psychology 10.1, English 6.1, Social Science
30, and Creative Arts 10

Mean
Course N Gain s.d.

Statistically
F Significant

PsyChology 10.1
Medium 1.42 No

TV at Home 1_ 24 8.5 12.0
TV at Home 2_ 24 3.5 9.6
TV on Campus.. 24 8.4 12.1
Control 24 9.8 12.2

English 6.1
Medium 1.89 No

TV at Home 24 -1.0 13.7
TV on Campus 24 -0.8 10 3
Control 24 5.2 14.5

Social Science 30
Medium 0.17 No

TV at Home 1 18 0.0 8.6
TV at Home 2 18 -2.9 6.3
Control 18 0.6 9.0

Creative Arts 10
Medium 0.03 No

TV at Home u5 -0.6 11.9
Control 65 .0.9 11.0



All the Fratios were non- significant. Thus, there was
no evidence that any one of the three media of instruc'
tion was a ny better than the others in developing self'

insight; neither wa,, there any evidence that small group
discussion or activity in Science 10 and Science 11 was
superior to home assignments in developing self - insight.

Problem 4

a. Is there a significant relationship between medium
icn ri fn rna arc rnrtcnt?instrctian ,0

tween supplementary discussion and attitude to
course content?

b. Is there a significant relationship between medium
of instruction and overall evaluation of course
content?

Results Problem 4a. The results on the Attitude to
Course Content' scale are summarized in Tables 22
through 25.

Table 22

Results on Attitude to Course Content Scale in Science 10
Statistically

Science 10 N Mean s.d. F Significant

Medium 13,63 Yes (.01)*
TV at Home 88 35.9 10.2
TV on Campus 88 41.2 11.3
Control 88 33.8 7.8

Supplementary
Discussion 034 No
Weekly . . ........ 66 35.7 10.5
BiWeekly 66 323 10.2
Weekly Activity 66 35.4 11.2
Home Assignment 66 33.7 9.5

Interaction
(Medium' Supplementary Discussion) 2.01 No

* Significant beyond the 1% level.

Since the Fvalue for medium was significant, tratios
were computed with results as follows:

Table 23

t Ratios of Comparisons Among Media Groups on Attitude
to Course Content Scale in Science 10

Comparison

TV at Home vs. TV on Campus
TV at Home vs. Control
TV on Campus vs. Control

* Significant beyond the 2% level.
** Significant beyond the 1% level.

236
0.83
4.38

1 See Appendix K for the analysis of variance.

Statistically
Significant

Yes (.02)*
No

Yes (.01)**

Table 24

Results on Attitude to Course Content Scale in Science if
Statistically

Science H N Mean s.d. F Significant

Medium
TV at Home .....
TV on Campus
Control

Supplementary
Discussion 0.56 No
Weekly 63 38.4 12.0
BiWeekly 63 37.8 11.3
Weekly Activity 63 37.0 10.6
Home Assignment 63 39.6 12.4

Interaction
(Medium' Supplementary Discussion) 1.00 No

84 37.2
84 39.6
84 37.8

11.4
12.4
11.5

0.96 No

Table 25

Results on Attitude to Course Content Scale in Psychology
104, English 6.1, Social Science 30, and Creative Arts 10

Course

Psychology 10.1
N Mean s.d. F

Statistically
Significant

Medium 2.16 No
'TV at Home 1 26 37.7 9.3
TV at Home 2 26 35.3 9.9
TV on Campus 26 40.3 11.8
Control 26 33.6 8.8

English 6.1
Medium 2.55 No

TV at Home 26 393 11.7
TV on Campus 26 47.0 14.9
Control 26 39.7 14.3

Social Science 30
Medium 1.07 No

TV at Home 1_ 19 38.8 11.6
TV at Home 2 19 40.2 12.1
Control 19 343 10.3

Creative Arts 10
Medium 0.74 No

TV at Home 110 57.3 13.6
Control 110 55.9 11.4

There was evidence that the Television on Campus
viewers had a less favorable attitude to course content
than had the other two groups. This conclusion was based
on the following facts:

1. In Science 10, the Fratio for medium of instruction
would occur by chance less than once in one hun-
dred times. A further analysis by t-ratio indicated
that it was the less favorable attitude of the Tele-
vision on Campus group which accounted for the
significant Fratio.

2. In the other three courses which had Television on
Campus, the same pattern prevailed. The Fratios,
however, did not reach the five per cent level of signi-
ficance.
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Between Television at Home and Control groups,
the differences in means for all six courses were small and
statistically non-significant. Further, there was no evidence
that small group discussion had a significant effect on the
student's attitude to course content.

Results: Problem 4b. As part of the attitude scale, the
students in all six courses were asked for an over-all evalu-
ation of course content. A summary of this evaluation is
given in Table 26.

Table 2E

Over-all Evaluation by Students on Attitude to Course
Content Scale in Six Courses. Values Are in Per Cent
Rating

of
Course

Superior
Average
Inferior

Superior
Average
Inferior

Science 10
TV at TV on Con-
Home Campus trol

55 38 75
29 44 22
16 18 3

Psychology 10.1

46 39 68
34 42 30
20 19 2

Science II
TV at TV on Con-
Home Campus trol

61 55 63
28 30 28
10 15 9

English 6.1

39 19 65
36 40 19
25 38 16

Social Science 30
TV at
Home Control

45 63
35 26
20 11

Creative Arts 10

5 9
20 18

74 73

Thus, in over-all evaluation, a high rating (forty per
cent or higher) was given to course content in five out of
six Control, and in four out of six experimental groups. In
all six courses this rating was higher in the Control than
in the experimental groups. Between Television at Home
and Television on Campus, the home viewers gave a more
favorable rating in all four courses.

Problem 5
a. Is there nificant relationship between medium

of insto and attitude to instructor? Between
suppleme. .,.y discussion and attitude to instructor?

b. Is there a significant relationship between medium
of instruction and over-all evaluation of instructor
effectiveness?

Results: Problem 5a. The results on the Attitude to In-
structor scale are summarized in Tables 27 through 31.

Table 27

Results on Attitude to Instructor Scale in Science 10
Statistically

N Mean s.d. F SignificantScience 10

Medium
TV at Home 88 34.7 13.3
TV on Campus 88 40.2 13.2
Control 88 28.1 9.9

Supplementary
Discussion 0.17
Weekly 66 35.7 13.6
Bi-Weekly 66 32.5 12.8
Weekly Activity 66 35.4 13.9
Home Assignment 66 33.7 12.3

Interaction
(Medium-Supplementary Discusz.lion) 6.50

Table 28

Science 11 N Mean
Statistically
Significant

Results on Attitude to Instructor Scale in Science 11
Medium.

TV at Home 84 30.4 12.8
TV on Campus 84 342 11.8
Control 84 30.0 115

Supplementary
Discussion 0.18 No
Weekly 63 31.2 12.0
Bi-Weekly 63 32.0 12.2
Weekly Activity 63 32.5 i 25
Home Assignment 63 31.1 12.3

Interaction
(Medium - Supplementary Discussion) 2.03 No

4.15 Yes (.05)*

* Significant beyond the 5% level.

Table 29

Results on Attitude to Instructor Scale in Psychology 10.1,
English 6.1, Social Science 30, and Creative Arts 10

Course

Psychology 10.1
N Mean s.d. F

Statistically
Significant

Medium 3.22 Yes (.05) *
TV at Home L. 26 33.9 10.0
TV at Home 2._ 26 32.0 13.7
TV on Campus.. 26 39.6 12.7
Control 26 30.3 125

English 6.1
Medium 7.50 Yes (.01)**

TV at Home 26 31.8 9.2
TV on Campus 26 41,2 13.0
Control 26 29.5 12.0

Social Science 30
Medium 0.14 No

TV at Home L. 21 34.5 12.0
TV at Home 2._ 21 34.7 12.8
Control 21 32.9 11.1

Creative Arts 10
Medium 15.57 Yes (.01)**

Tv at Home 110 50.0 143
Control 110 57.5 13.7

* Significant beyond the 5% level.
3.73 No ** Significant beyond the 170 level.

* Significant beyond the 1% level.

I See Appendix L for the analysis of variance.

No

Yes (.01)*

22

Table 30

t Ratios of Comparisons Among Media Groups on Attitude
to Instructor Scale in Psychology 10.1

Statistically
Comparison t Significant

TV at Home vs. TV on Campus....
TV at Home vs. Control.. ..... ...... .

TV on Campus vs. Control.............01
* Significant beyond the 5% level.

** Significant beyond the 1% level.

2.25
0.93
3.72

Yes (.05)*
No

Yes (.01)**



There was evidence that the Television on Campus
viewers had a less favorable attitude to their principal in,
structor (television lecturer) than did the other two groups.
This conclusion is based on the following:

1. In three out of four courses the F -ratio was signi-
ficant beyond the five per cent level; that is, the
P -ratio was of a magnitude which would occur by
chance less than five in one hundred times. In these
three cases, it was the less favorable attitude of the
Television on Campus viewers which produced
the significant F-ratio.

2. In the fourth course, Science 10, the same pattern
prevailed, but the F-ratio did not reach the five per
cent level of significance.

In Science 10, for medium, there was a marked differ-
ence in the magnitude of means; however, the differences
were found zo be non-significant because of interaction
effects. (See Appendix L.) The interaction effect, in part,
may have resulted from the cumulative impact of one instruc-
tor's dual function: that L,f television instructor and discus-
sion leader of one Television at Home group.

Between Television at Home antis Control groups; the
differences .Ln the means were small and non significant in
five out of six courses. In the sixth course, Creative Arts
10, the Control group had a significantly '..ess favorable
attitude than 114d the Television at Home gioup. (The
P -ratio was of a magnitude which would occur by chance
less than once in one thousand times.)

Results: Problem 5b. As a part of the attitude scale, the
students in all six courses were asked for an over-all evalu-
ation of instructor effectiveness. A summary of this evalu-
ation is given in Table 31. The table shows the per cent of
students in each group who rated each instructor as Su-
perior, Average, or Inferior.

Over-all
Content

IVontYleti.01113,..a.*

Table 31
Evaluation by Students on Attitude to Course
Scale in Six Courses. Values Are in Per Cent

Rating
of

Instructor

Science 10
TV at TY on Con.
Home Campus trot

Science 11
TV at TV or. Con-

Home Campus trot

Social Science 30
TV at
Home Control

Superior 61 49 86 84 79 83 76 67
Average 38 14 16 21 14 13 24
Inferior 4, 13 0 0 0 3 11 9

Psychology 10.1 English 6.1 Creative Arts 10

Superior 72 61 78 83 52 73 18 7
Average 26 35 22 15 33 2'7 59 47
Inferior 2 4 0 2 15 0 23 46

Although there was variation among the sixteen groups
in the six courses in over-all evaluation of instructor ef-
fectiveness, the students in fourteen of the sixteen groups
and in five of the six courses gave very high ratings to their
instructors. Students in Control and Television at Home
groups gave the highest ratings. The Television at Home
group in Creative Arts 10, the course in which the in-
structor did not receive high ratings, rated instructor ef-
fectiveness higher than did the Control group.
Problem 6

a. Do students accept television as a medium of in-
struction?

b. Is the acceptance level the same for On Campus and
At Home Television viewers?

c. If given an hypothetical option, uouid students
register for a second television course in r.Tcf,:zenre
to a regular campus class?

d, \V1 at is i iYe behavioral chuice of students in Science
10 who deride to take Sciece 11?

Results: Problem 6a. The results on the Attitude to
Television scale (medium of instruction) are summarized in
Table 32.

Table 32
Summary of Results on Student Attitude to Acceptance of Television as Medium of
Instruction in Six Courses
Cour N Meant s.d.

Statistically
Significant

Student
Attitude

Science 10 88 47.9 10.9 -1.81 No Neutral
TV at Home
Science 10 88 50.5 10.4 0.46 No Neutral
TV on Campus
Science 11
TV at Home

86 46.9 9.6 -3.00 Yes (.01)* Favorable
to TV

Science 11
TV on Campus

102 52.4 9.5 2.68 Yes (.01)* Unfavorable
to TV

Psychology 10.1
TV at Home

55 45.3 9.7 -3.60 Yes (.01)* Favorable
to TV

Psychology 10.1 30 50.3 9.1. 0.18 No Neutral
TV on Campus
English 6.1 39 51.4 9.5 0.85 No Neuti al
TV at Home
English 6.1 ...........
TV on Campus

26 56.5 8.4 4.7.8 Yes (.01)* Unfavorable
to TV

Social Science 30 ..... 75 47.5 11.3 -1.63 No Neutral
TV at Home
Creative Arts 10 132 60.9 7.8 14.1 Yes (.fM)** Unfavorable

to TV
' Significant beyond the 1% level.

** Significant beyond the .1% level.
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fA score of 50 was taken to rep-
resent a neutral attitude. Scores
significantly below 50 were called
"favorable"; those significantly
above 50 were rated "urtfavor-
able."



The results in Table 32 indicate that attitude to tele-
vision was favorable in two groups, neutral in five, and un-
favorable in three. Thus, in seven out of ten groups, tele-
vision was "accepted" as a medium of instruction. Speci-
fically, it was more "acceptable" in Science, Psychology,

rtr,rs,

and Social Science than in English and Creative Arts.

Results: Problem 6b. To compare attitnes of On
Campus and At Home Television groups, tatios were com-
puted. The results are summarized in Table 3:!.

Table 33
Summary of Results of a Comparison Between Television at Home and Television on
Campus Groups in Science 10, Science 11, Psychology 10.1, and English 6.1

Course
TV at

Horns

Mean
tV on Statistically Student

Campos t Significant Preference

Science 10 47.9 50.5 1.18 No Neutral
Science 11 ..... ....... ..... 46.9 52.4 4.01 Yes (.301)* TV at Home
Psychology 10.1 45.3 50.3 2.21 Yes (.05)** TV at Home
English 6.1 .......... 51.4 56.5 2.18 Yes (.05)** TV at Home

* Significant beyond the .1% level.
**Significant beyond the 5% level.

Television at Home received a higher rating in all four
courses and results were significantly higher in three.

Results: Problem 6c. The question of whether students
would take a second semester of television instruction in
preference to a regular campus class was analyzed by the
way students responded to two written questions. Tlie, ties
tions (items 26 and 27 on Attitude to Television) were:

Question 1: If you have the option next semestt.: of
enrolling in either a television section or a conven-
tional section of a particular course, which section
will you choose? /-_bsume that both sections are
taught by eke same instructor whom you like and at

desirable hours which fit in with your schedule.
A. The .elevision section
B. The conventional section

Question Stet-Tose the television section is being
taught by an instructor who has the reputation of
being an excellent teacher, whereas in the conven-
tional i,ection you have to tat_re a chance on in-
structor assignment. Which section will you choose?

A. The television section
B. The conventional section

Results for Questions 1 and 2 appear in Tables 34 and
35 respectively.

Table 34
The Hypothetical Choices (TV Class or Conventional Class) Made by Students with
TV Experience When Instructor Quality and Class Hour are Equal. Values are in
Per Cent

Previous TV Experience
Choice of Science 10 Science 13 Psych. 10.1 English 6.1 Social C94the
Next At On At On At On At on Science 30 .Arts ;0

Course Home Campus Home Campus Home Campus Home Camptry. At !`come At Home

Television ...... .. 62 44 60 33 54 40 47 23 40 29
Conventional .... 38 56 40 67 46 60 53 77 60 71

Table 35
The Hypothetical Choices (TV Class or Conventional Class) Made by Students with
TV Experience When Instructor Quality on TV is High. Values are in Per Cebt

Previous TV Experience
Choke of Science 10 Science 11 Psych. 10.1 English 6.1 Social Creative
Next At On At On At On At on Science Sri Arts 10

Course Home Campus Home Campus Home Campus Home Campus At Home At Home

'Television .... .. 82 78 81 77 80 87 64 64 71 65
Conventional .... 18 22 19 23 20 12, 36 36 29 35

The responses varied from course to course and were
most favorable to television instruction in Science and
least favorable in Creative Arts. Further, Home viewers were
more favorably disposed to a second semester of television
instruction than were Campus viewers. Over-all, nearly one -
half of the Television at Home students expressed prefer,
once for a second semester of television (other things
being equal). However, if assured of a superior instructor,
an overwhelming majority of Home viewers preferred
television instruction. In three courses, over eighty per
cent voted for television; in no course did the per cent
fall below sixty-four.

Results: Problem 6d. Near the end of the Fall Semester
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a "behavioral choice" check was made of the students en-
rolled in Science 10. In effect, this was a validation of the
hypothetical choice made on the attitude scale. The stu-
dents completed a Pre-Registration Card on which they
were required to indicate their choice of type of instruc-
tion (Television at Home, Television on Campus. Control,
or no preference) for Science 11. Since nearly all the
students who were enrolled in Science 10 and who passed
the course continued in Science 11, the sample was con,
sidered representative of student behavior, at least in
Science 10.

The results of this behavioral choice study appear in
Table 36.



Table 36

Behavioral Choices of Students in Science 10 Who Decided t Take
Values Are in Per Cent
Actual Choice of Medium
Assignment Prior to Science 10
in Science i0 TV at Home Tv on Campus

Science

Choice of Medium
After Science 10

Control TV at Home TV on Campus

11.

Control

TV at Home 85 8 7 61 20 19
TV on Campus 0 87 13 9 48 43

Control ....... i 10 89 3 5 92

In general, students remained loyal to the medium
which they had erperiencecl in Science 10, although there
were negative shifts for both experimental groups. Ninety-
three per ccnt of the Television at Home group in Science
10 originally chose the television medium; at the end of
the course, 31 per cent still ;ndicatzd a preference for this
medium. The corresponding net cents for Television on
Campus were eighty-seven and fifty-seven. Apparently, the
Television on Campus students were less loyal to the tele-
vision medium than were the Television at Home students,
while the Control students, without any television ex,
perience, did not appreciably change their attitude.

Problem 7

Is there a significant relationship between medium of
instruction and interest in subject matter? Between sup
plementary discussion and inter est in subject matter?

Results: Prob!ent 7. The results on The Interest in Sub-
ject Matter scale' are summarized in Tables 37 through 41,

Table 37

Results on Interest in Subject Matter Scale in Scimee 10
Sietistically

N Mean s.d. F SignificantScienco 10

Medium
TV at Home 88 40.2 1 /.0
TV on Campus 88 49.2 17.0
Control 88 37.4 13.6

Supplementary
Discussion
Weekly 66 44.0 18.1
Bi-Weekly 66 39.9 17.5
Weekly Activity 66 41.0 15.4
Home Assignment 66 44.0 15.6

Interaction
(Medium-Supplementary Discussion)

--------
* Significant beyond the 1% level.

13.57 Yes (.01)*

1.19 No

2.40 No

Titble 38

t ratios of Comparisons Among Kedia Groups on Interest
in Subject Matter Scale in Science 10

Comparison

TV at Home vs. 'IV on Campus
TV at Home vs. Control
TV on Campus vs, Control

* Significant beyond the 1% level,

3.67
1.24
4.71

See Appendix M for the analysis of variance.

Statistically
Significant

Yes (.01)*
No

Yes (.01)*

'able 39

Resalt9 on Interest in Subject Matter Scale in Science 11

Science 11 N

Medium
Mean s.d. F

0.35

Statistically
Significant

No
TV at Home 84 38.0 16.9
TV on Campus 84 38.5 16.5
Control 84 36.5 15.8

Supplementary
Discussion 0.55 No
Weekly 63 39.2 17.7
13i-Weekly 63 37.7 15.9
Weekly Activity . 63 353 16.0
Home Assignment 63 38.2 16.0

Interaction
(Medium-Supplementary Discussion) 0.32 No

Table 40

Results on Interest in Subject Matter Scale in Psychology
10,1, English 6.1, Social Science 30, and Creative Arts 10

Course

Ps7cho/ogy 10.1
N Mean s.d. F

Statistically
Significant

Medium 2.79 Yes (.05)*
TV at Home 1_ 27 37.3 15.9
TV at Home 2 27 37.2 13.0
TV on Campus 2'7 38.7 15.3
Control 27 29.7 12.0

English 6.1
Medium 4.82 Yes (.05)*

TV at Home 26 38.0 16.5
TV on Campus 26 51.7 21.8
Control 26 37.5 17.3

Social Science 30
Medium 0.99 No

TV at Home 1 19 42.8 16.9
TV at Home 2 19 43.1 14.8
Control 19 36.9 14.8

Creative Arts 10
Medium 1.97 No

Tv at Home 110 65.1 19.5
Control 110 61.5 18.3

25

* Significant beyond the 5% level.



Table 41

t Ratios of Comparison Am ag Media Groups on Interest
in Subject Matter Scale in Psychology 10.1

Statistically
Comparison t Significant

TV at Home vs. TV on Campus.... 0.33 No
TV at Home vs. Control ...... 2.00 Yes (.05) *

TV on Campus vs. Control 2.39 Yes (.02) **

* Significant beyond the 5% level.
I's' Significant. 'beyond the 2(to

Of the three groups, the Control group expressed the
greatest interest and the Television on Campus group the
least interest in the subject matter being presented This state-
ment is based on the following facts:

In three of the four courses the F-ratios were sta-
tistically significant (five per cent level for Psy-
chology 10.1 and English 6.1; one per cent for
Science 10). The occurrence of these significant
F-ratios was primarily due to the lower level of in
terest expressed by the Television on Campus
viewers.

")e. Between Control and Television at Home, the
Control groups, in all six courses, expressed them-
selves as more interested than did the At Home
Television students. However, only in Psychology
10.1 was the difference in the means statistically
significant (five per cent level)

Table 42
Results of Socicymetric (Friendship) Study in Science 10,
Science 11, Psychology 10.1, English 6.1, and Creative Arts
10. Values are in Per Cent
Course and
Category

Science 10

TV at Home
Pre Post

TV on Campus
Pre Post

Contra!
Pie Past

Good Friend 10 17 8 13 15 25

Know Slightly 14 23 13 27 19 36

Don't Like 1 2 0 1 1 1

Don't Know 75 58 79 59 66 38

Science I 1*
Good Friend _ 11 17 13 19

Know Slightly.: 10 21 10 22

Don't Like 0 1 0 1

Don't Know 79 61 '77 58

PsyChology 10.1
Good Friend 5 11 7 10 6 14

Know Slightly._ 8 14 8 11 11 33

Don't Like 0 1 1 1 . 0 2

Don't Know _en. 87 73 84 78 82 51

English 6.1
Good Friend 11 16 13 21 7 14

Know Slightly 6 17 8 17 5 19

Don't Like 1 1 1 1 0 1

Don't Know 82 66 79 61 88 66

Creative Arts 10**
Good Friend . 2 3 6 7

Know Slightly 2 4 4 4

Don't Like ....... 0 0 0 0

Don't Know 96 93 90 89

*,Data for television at home group incomplete.
** No TV on Campus group.
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Problem 8
Is there a significant relationship between medium of

instruction and acquisition of friends and acquaintances?
Between supplementary discussion and acquisition of
friends and acquaintances?

At the beginning and at the end of the semester stu-
dents in each group rated their classmates along a 7-point
scale (later reduced to a 4-point scale).

Results: Problem 8. For each course% Table 42 shows
the per cent of the raiings that fell in each cztegory, and
Table 43 gives the results of chi-square tests for sig-
nificance.

Table 43

Summary of Pre- and Post-Results of Chi-Square Tests of
Comparison Among Media Groups; A Sodometric (Friend-
ship) Study of Science 10, Science 11, Psychology 10.1.
English 6.1, and Creative Arts 10

Course
Chi-square

Pre
Statistically
Significant

Chi-square
Post

Statistically
Significant

Science 10 5.2 No 16.1 Yes (.05)*
Science 11 0.2 No 0.2 No
Psychology 10.1 2.9 No 22.5 Yes (.01)**
English 6.1.. .... , .. 4.7 No 1.9 No
Creative Arts 10 1.4 No 0.4 No

* Significant beyond the 5% level.
5* Significant beyond the I% level.

At the beginning of the semester the differences among
the groups were statistically non-significant in all courses
but, by the end of the semester, there were changes (see
Tables 42 and 43). At the end of the semester the differ-
ences among the groups remained non-significant in three
courses but, in the other two, significant differences were
observed. In these two courses the members of the Control
group apparently made more good friends and became
acquainted with more class members than did the students
in the corresponding Television group.

Problem 9
Do students' opinions toward certain aspects of tele-

vision change from the beginning to the end of the
semester?

Are the patterns of opinion essentially the same for
Television and Control section students?

At the beginning and at the end of the semester stu-
dents in each group, Television and Control, were asked
to make a judgment on the following aspects of instruc-
tion: (1) learning, (2) attention, (3) personal contact with
instructor, (4) preparation, and (5) course grade.

Question 1: Learning. Do you think you will learn (have learned)
as much in this group as you will learn (would have learned) in
the competing group?

Results: Learning. The per cent in each group giving

a rating of "More," "Same," or "Less," is entered in Table
44. (The complete analysis is in Appendix N, Tables 87

through 90.)

Data were incomplete in Social Science 30 and Science 11, Tele,
vision at Home.



Table 44

Pre- and Post-Results on Question 1:
Values are in Per Cent

Table 45

Amount of Learning. Pre- and Post-Results in Question 2: Attention. Values, are

Course and
Rating

Science 10

TV at Home
Pre Post

TV on Campus
Pre Post

Control
Pre Post

More 38 33 25 29 84 86
Same 50 35 38 28 16 12
Less 12 33 37 44 0 2

Science 11*
More 31 14 78
Same 40 39 22
Less 29 47 1

Pschology 10.1
More 12 44 32 6 92 57
Same 69 27 53 58 8 11
Less 19 29 15 36 0 32

English 6.1
More .... .. 19 26 19 8 68 78
Same 52 26 33 27 21 16
Less 29 49 48 65 11 6

Social Science 30**
More 35 26 88 76
Same ..... 52 33 8 19
Less ..... . 13 41 4 5

Creative Arts 10**
More 17 12 11 20
Same 54 33 39 48
Less 29 55 50 32

*Data were incomplete. **No TV at Home group.

With respect to "amount of learning," four out of five
Control groups had a significantly higher expectation than
the corresponding Television groups. Between the two
Television groups, the Television at Home students had
significantly higher expectations in all three courses.

The results on the questionnaire administered at the
end of the semester indicated that the students' experiences
confirmed their expectations. In every course, with one
exception, the relative positions of the three major groups,
Control, Television at Home, Television on Campus, re-
mained as at the beginning.

Further, a comparison of expectation with realization
showed that expectations were realized or even surpassed
in four out of five Control groups but that expectations
were not realized in four out of five Television at Home
and in two out of three Television on Campus groups.

Finally, the comparison of post results in Science 10
with post results in Science 11 showed little change for
Television at Home but some deterioration for Television
on Campus.

Question 2: Attention. Do you think your attention will be held
(was held) to the same degree in this group as it would be held
(would have been held) in the competing group?

Results: Attention. The per cent in each group who
gave a rating of "More," "Same," or "Less," appears in
Table 45. (The complete analysis is in Appendix N.)

in Per Cent
Course and
Rating

Science 10

TV at Home
Pre Post

TV on Campus
Pre Post

Control
Pre Post

More 46 41 25 29 91 91
Same 26 26 38 28 7 6
Less 28 34 37 44 2 3

Science 11*
More 55 22 87
Same 22 28 11

Less 23 50 2

Psychology 10.1
More 60 51 70 32 77 94
Same 17 16 24 32 20 6
Less 23 33 6 36 3 0

English 6.1
More 36 32 26 16 66 84
Same 36 24 18 19 29 11
Less 28 45 56 65 5 5

Social Science 30**
More 65 55 62 79
Same 17 14 19 8
Less 18 31 19 13

Creative Arts 10**
More 34 18 15 19
Same 36 21 39 42
Less 30 61 46 39

*Data were incomplete. **No TV at Home group.

With respect to "Attention," three out of five Control
groups had a significantly higher expectation than the cor-
responding Television groups. Between the two Television
groups, Television at Home had significantly higher ex-
pectations in two out of three courses.

The results on the questionnaire given at the end of
the semester indicated that the students' experiences con-
firmed their expectations. In every course the Control
students gave a significantly more favorable rating to "At-
tention" th- . did the Television groups. Television at
Home gave a more favorable rating than Television on
Campus in three out of four courses.

Finally, for both Television at Home and Television on
Campus, the post results in Science 10 did not differ sig-
nificantly from post results in Science 11. Apparently, stu-
dent opinions about "Attention" formed in Science 10
remained stable through Science 11.

Question 3: Personal Contact with Instructor. Aside from class
meetings, how much nersonal contact do you feel you will have
(would have had) with the instructor in this class compared with
the contact you would have (would have had) in the competing
class?

Results: Preparation. The per cent in each group
giving ratings of "Better," "Same," or "Less" appears in
Table 46. (The complete analysis is in Appendix N )
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Table 46

Pre- and Post-Results on Question 3: Personal Contact With
Instructors. Values are in Per Cent
Course and TV at Home
Rating Pre Post

Science 10

TV on Campus
Pre Post

Control
Pre Post

More 5 9 3 3 70 66
Same 38 29 20 12 25 31

Less 57 62 77 85 5 3
1 1

01.1C ILLC 11

More 5 1 48
Same 23 14 50

Less 72 85 2

Psychology 10.1
More 3 7 0 3 75 64

Same 24 22 21 13 25 36

Less 73 71 79 84 0 0

English 6.1
More 2 5 0 4 60 65

Same 29 36 22 11 37 30

Less 69 59 78 85 3 5

Social Science 30**
More 2 0 50 28

Same 28 26 4 2 72
Less 70 74 8 0

Creative Arts 10**
More 4 2 0 38
Same 24 17 30 47
Less 72 81 70 15

*Data were incomplete. **No TV at Home group.

Table 47

Pre- and Post-Results on Question
are in Per Cent

4: Preparation. Values

Course and
Rating

Science 10

TV at Home
Pre Post

TV on Campus
Pre Post

Control
Pre Post

Better 45 27 56 11 46 37
Same 41 50 37 42 45 57
Less 14 2 3 7 47 9 6

Science 11*
Better 18 7 36
Same 45 41 57

Less 37 52 7
Psychology 10.1

Better 43 26 47 9 52 26
Same 45 37 41 28 43 66
Less 12 37 12 62 5 9

English 6.1
Better 38 18 19 4 37 43
Same 38 3 2 37 27 58 52
Less 24 50 44 69 5 5

Social Science 30**
Better 48 8 58 43
Same 44 41 35 52
Less 8 51 8 5

Creative Arts 10**
Better 16 5 10 11

Same 60 2 3 61 76
Less 24 72 29 13

*Data were incomplete. **No TV at Home group.

Students in the televised classes felt they had less per-
sonal contact with their instructor than they would have
had in a conventional class. Students in the Control classes
were emphatic in the feeling they had more personal con-
tact in a conventional class than they would have had it
a Television class. Differences were so great that no tests
for significance were made.

Question 4: Preparation. How well prepared (reading textbook,
assignments, studying notes, etc.) do you feel you will be (were) for
each class meeting compared to the preparation that would be
necessary (would have been necessary) in the competing class?

Results: Preparation. The per cent in each group
giving ratings of "Better," "Same," or "Less" appears in
Table 47. (The complete analysis is in Appendix N,
Tables 94 and 95.

At the beginning of the semester, Control students and
Television students in four out of five courses did not
differ significantly in their expectations as to how well
prepared they would need to be for each class meeting.
At the end of the semester the picture had changed; the
students in the Control sections of all six courses felt a
greater need to be well prepared for each class meeting
than did the students in the Television groups. Further,
the students in Television at Home groups felt a signi-
cantly greater need than did the Television on Campus
students.

Question 5: Course Grade. How do you think your course grade
will compare (compared) with the grade you would receive (would
have received) in the competing class?

Results: Course Grade. The per cent in each group
giving a rating of "Higher," "Same," or "Lower" appears in
Table 48.

Table 48
Pre- and Post-Results on Question 5: Opinion on Course
Grade. Values are in Per Cent
Course and TV at Home

Rating Pre Post

Science 10
Higher 16 29
Same 73 55
Lower 11 16

Science 11*
Higher 33

Same 53

Lower 14
Psychology 10.1

Higher 10 32
Same 81 59
Lower 9 9

English 6.1
Higher 36
Same 48 38
Lower 16 21

Social Science 30**
Higher ..... 23 32
Same 65 59
Lower 12 9

Creative Arts 10**
Higher 14 45
Same 80 46
Lower 6 9

11, on Campus
Pre Post

36 48
57 41

7 11

48
40
12

3 33

88 67
9 0

34 61
59 31

8

Control
Pre Post

5 5 60
43 36

2 4

40
53

7

47 22
5 3 61
0 17

23 30
62 62
15 8

19 43
77 52

4 5

25 10
71 '/O

4 20

*Data were incomplete. **No TV at Home group.
Opinions on course grade varied ;idely from course

to course. No consistent pattern was evident.
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Summary and Discussion of Area ICollege Students: Objective Appraisal

Area I included nine major problems and many of
these had sub-problems. The problems included studies
of achievement, critical thinking, self-insight, attitude to
course content, attitude to instructor, attitude to television,
interest in subject matter, student friendships, student
opinions toward certain aspects of television instruction,
and behavioral choice between conventional and televised
instruction. Although conflicting results did occur, a num-
ber of clear-cut patterns were evident.

1. Achievement. When the criterion was acquisition
of general content, no one medium was found to be su-
perior to the others. However, when the final examination
was employed as a criterion, the Television at Home groups
in five of the six courses reached a higher level of achieve-
ment than did the other two groups. However, in three of
these five cases, the observed differences were not statistical-
ly significant. No one medium was generally superior to
others in promoting content acquisition when high and low
academic ability groups were studied. Further, there was no
evidence that differences in the form of supplementary dis-
cussion groups significantly affected performance. However,
the mean scores of the Home Assignment groups in Science
10 and Science 11 did rank last in five of six cases.

The conclusion: With respect to mastery of course con-
tent or, as in English 6.1, the ability to compose essays, stu-
dents in television classes reached a level of achievement
which compared favorably with that of students in regular
campus classes. This conclusion was consistent with results
obtained at the College for the first year of experimentation
and with findings elsewhere.

Results for the Creative Arts course ran counter to
the general conclusion. On both measures, achievement
gain and final examination, the Control group significantly
out-performed the Television at Home group.' In inter-
preting this result, some additional facts about the course
appear pertinent at this juncture. In several respects, Cre-
ative Arts 10 was unlike the other courses in this study. For
one thing, the Ca \trol group was very large and necessarily
included students who were not participants in the study.
This came about because the course was declared a re-
quirement in General Education and substitutions were not
readily allowed. Since the Control section was the only one
most students could enter, no limitation on enrollment was
feasible. Further, a novel schedule of laboratory experiences
was instituted for the At Home group; instead of one-hour
weekly campus laboratory meetings, five three-hour tri-
weekly night meetings were scheduled. The laboratory ex-
perience gave exposure to several art forms, each led by a
specialist. Thus, the rule for the Television group was in-
frequent contact with instructors and little continuity of
contact with any one instructor. Finally, the course was
open to any undergraduate; this meant the students were
more heterogeneous than subjects in the other courses. The
separate effects of these factors, and others, were difficult
to estimate and their interaction was unknown. It is possible
these uncontrolled variables affected the results.

There was no Television on Campus group in Creative Arts 10.

2. Critical Thinking. No significant differences in mean
gains in critical thinking scores were found among the
three media nor among the supplementary discussion
groups (Science 10 and Science 11). From these data the
most obvious conclusion is that one medium is about as
effective as another in promoting critical thinking, and that
supplementary discussion, weekly or bi-weekly, has no
noticeable effect on critical thinking. However, before such
an interpretation of the data is accepted, additional fac-
tors should be considered. For example, the error of
measurement may have exceeded true gain. A factor that
contributes to error of measurement is the variation in
student performances. Students may have been highly
motivated for the pretest, and they may have performed
"over their heads." On the other hand, students may have
had less motivation for the posttest and, as a result, their.
final performance may have been negatively affected. Fur-
thermore, the suggested conclusion may not hold for situa-
tions that allow for repeated testing over long periods of
time.

3. Self-Insight. Although the mean gains in self-
insight scores were greater for the Control than for the
Television groups in five of the six courses, no statistically
significant differences were found. Neither was there evi-
dence that the four types of supplementary discussion
in Science 10 and Science 11 had differential effects
on self-insight. These results were consistent with the
results from the first year in two ways: (1) There were no
differences among media, and (2) There were some dif-
ferences in gains among the courses.

4. Attitude to Course Content. Attitudes of Television
at Home and Control students to course content were
generally favorable and not statistically different from each
other. Television on Campus groups' attitudes were the
least favorable in all courses; in f-ict, ;n Science 10, the
differences between means scores of On Campus viewers
and of other viewers were statistically significant. Further,
there was no evidence that small group discussion in
Science 10 and Science 11 significantly affected student
attitude to course content.

5. Attitude to Instructor. Attitudes to instructor fol-
lowed the same pattern as attitudes to course content.
Television at Home and Control groups gave ratings which,
in five of six courses, did not differ significantly from each
other. However, students in Television on Campus classes
usually expressed less favorable attitudes than did the other
two groups; in fact, the observed differences were statis-
tically significant in three of four courses. On the over-all
rating of instructor effectiveness, students in five of the six
courses rated their instructors very high. Again, Control
and Television at Home students gave more favorable eval-
uations than did the On Campus viewers.

6. Attitude to Television. Television instruction was
"accepted" as a medium of instruction in seven of tw.4.
groups; that is, attitudes were either favorable or ne,i-r..1.
Television was not favored in English (Television on
Campus), Science 13, (Television on Campus), and in Cre-
ative Arts (Television at Home). About one-half the stu-
dents who experienced televised instruction indicated they
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would enroll the following semester in a hypothetical tele-

vised course, other things being equal. Sixty-four to
eighty-seven per cent of the students said they would take
another televised course if assured of a superior instructor
for the second semester. A behavioral choice check made
of students in Science 10 at the end of the semester, and
about the time student programs were being planned for
the Spring Semester, showed that the students continuing
with Science 11 generally remained loyal to the medium
of instruction they hart experienced in Science 10. Eighty-
one per cent of Television at Home students chose either
Television at Home or Television on Campus; fifty-seven
per cent of the Television on Campus students decided in
favor of another television course; few of the Control stu-
dents decided to take a televised section. The data support
the conclusion that students who experience a televised
course may be expected to enroll in another televised
course, especially if they are assured that the television
instructor will be superior. This conclusion is in agreement
with studies made at the University of Miami. Further, the
data support the finding of the first report, namely, Tele-
vision at Home is preferred to Television on Campus.

Why Television at Home should be preferred to
Television on Campus is of interest. The first report sug-
gests that listening to a lecture via television in one's home
should not be appreciably different from viewing and
listening at school; yet, in course after course, the results
are consistently in favor of Television at Home. Speculation
appears in order: (1) To a viewer in a classroom, an in-
structor on a television screen may appear more remote
than the same instructor may appear to a viewer in a

private home; (2) Television on Campus viewers had no
personal contact with the television instructor, and this
may have precipitated a negative reaction to television;
(3) Television on Campus may have had more distractions
that negatively influenced attitudes to television than did
Television at Home; (4) Students, who have become
accustomed to watching commercial television in the in-
timate setting of the home, may have transferred such
acquired behavior more readily to instructional Television
at Home than to Television on Campus. Further investi-
gation along these lines is suggested.

7. Interest in Subject Matter. Television at Home and
Control groups expressed themselves as more interested in
the subject matter of the course than did the Television
on Campus students. The results again parallel the rankings
of the media on the various attitude scales. Between Con-
trol and Television at Home groups, the former usually
expressed themselves as the more interested in subject
matter; however, in only one instance was the difference
statistically significant.

8. Sociometric Study. The data from the Sociometric
Instrument are consistent with the findings from the first
report, that is, Control groups fostered friendships more
frequently than did Television groups. However, differ-
ences among groups were significant only in two courses,
Science 10 and Psychology 10.1. An interesting relationship
was observed: Control groups in Science 10 and Psychology
10.1 made larger gains on self-insight and made more
friends than did the other groups.

9. Opinions toward Selected Aspects of Television.
Generally, students in Control groups expressed the
opinions that they had learned more, paid better attention,
had more personal contact with instructors, and prepared
better for class than if they had been assigned to a Tele-
vision group. As a rule, students in Television at Home
courses ranked second in these same aspects, and Television
on Campus was third. No consistent opinions about grades
could be discerned among the six courses.

The difficulty of comparing opinions of groups which
experience different media of instruction is complicated by
the fact that one group which may not have had the
experience of a second group is, nevertheless, expected to
make evaluations in terms of the second group's experi-
ence. In this study, since the Control groups had no tele-
vision experience while the Television groups did have
conventional experiences, about all that could be done was
to administer a pre- and post-opinionnaire and, from this,
to estimate changes of opinion. However, these opinions
generally did not appear to be related to the actual achieve-
ment of the students as estimated by the subject matter
tests.

Area High School Students Objective Appraisal

Problem 10

How does the achievement of high school groups corn-
pare with that of college On Campus groups with whom
they are matched on the basis of S.C.A.T. scores?

The high school groups were most simil_ar to the col-
lege On Campus classes. Both groups met in classrooms
with identical television sets. In the case of English 6.1,
both groups had a regular instructor present; in Science
11, only the high school students had a teacher in attendance.
The same evaluation instruments were used as in the college

For a description of methods and materials see page 13.

experiment; whenever possible, subject matter tests were
given the same day. For Science 11, the groups in the high
schools were matched with the college groups on S.C.A.T.
and were comparable on pretest content. For English 6.1 the
comparison groups were matched on S.C.A.T. and found
comparable on the Cooperative English test.

Results. Data were analyzed by t-ratios and chi-square

tests of significance. Table 49 summarizes the results of the

comparisons.
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Summary Results of Comparisons
Science 11 and English 6.1

Table 49

of High School Groups With College Groups in

Subject
and Test

Science 11

High School
N Mean

Pretest 57 35.2
Posttest Gain 57 15.4
Final Exam 57 79.5

English 6.1
Pretest 48 172.8
Posttest Gain 48 8.5

*Significant beyond the .5% level.
**Significant beyond the .1% level.

For Science 11, the college group had significantly
higher mean scores in both pest content test and final ex-
amination. For English 6.1, the mean score of the high
school students on the pretest was higher than that of the
college students. By the end of the semester both groups
had higher mean scores, but the increase for the college
students was significantly higher than that for the high
school students. Nonetheless, the posttest mean for the
college group was still lower than that for the high school
group.

Problem 11

Do high ability high school students reach a satisfactory
leve. of achievement when taking a college course by
television?

High ability for high school students was defined as
a S.C.A.T score of 302 or higher and corresponded to the
upper twenty-seven per cent of San Francisco State Col-
lege freshmen. Achievement was approximated by final
grades assigned by the College.

Results. Table 50 presents a distribution of final grades
for Science 11 and English 6.1.

College
N Mean

Statistically
Significant

57 34.9 0.21 No
57 21.7 3.40 Yes (.005)*
57 90.1 3.74 Yes (.005)*

24 134.1 5.92 Yes (.001)**
24 32.3 3.19 Yes (.005)*

Table 50

Final Grades for High Ability High School
Science 11 and English 6.1

Students in

Final
Grade

Science I I
N=-19

English 6.1
N=42

A 3 4

.B 2 14

C 8 13

D 1 2

F 3 0
Inc.* 2 9

* This category includes students who started the course
but, for one reason or another, did not comnlete course
requirements.

By inspection, the distribution of grades for both
courses does not appear unusual for these courses although
the number of incompletes in English 6.1 is somewhat high
for a group of forty-two students.
Problem 12

What is the nature of the rating given by high school
students to course content, to instructor, and to the tele-
vision medium? Does a televised college course hold the
interest of high school students?

Results. The results of the four attitude scales are sum-
marized it Table 51.

Table 5 1

Summary of Results on Four Attitude Scales by High School Students Enrolled in
Science 11 and English 6.1

Course and
Attitude S4ale

Science 11

N Mean s. d. ti
Statistically
Significant

Student
Attitude

Course Content 88 38.3 13.5 -9.78 Yes (.001)* Favorable
Instructor 82 32.8 13.5 -11.15 Yes (.001)* Favorable
Television 88 47.3 9.0 --2.54 Yes (.02)** Favorable
Subject Matter 78 37.8 20.8 -6.44 Yes (.001)* Favorable

English 6.1
Course Content 160 41.3 11.3 -8.20 Yes (.001) * Favora, )1e

Instructor 156 34.7 13.9 - -1 3.87 Yes (.001) * Favorable
Television 157 52.9 9.9 1.26 No Neutral
Subject Matter 152 42.3 16.8 -4.55 Yes (.001) * Favorable

* Significant beyond the .1% level.
** Significant beyond the 2% level.
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In both courses the high school students had a favorable
attitude to content and to instructor and expressed them-
selves as very interested in the subject matter of the course.
Attitude to television as a medium of instruction was favor-
able in Science 11 and neutral in English 6.1.

Problem 13

Are the high school students' ratings on course con-
tent, instructor, and television significantly different from
those of college On Campus viewers? Do the two groups
differ with respectsrespect tn interest in the subject matter of the
course?

Results. The results on the four attitude scales are sum-
marized in Table 52.

In English 6.1, the high school students gave a more
favorable rating to television, to course content, and to
instructor than did college On Campus viewers (5% level
of significance); they also expressed more interest in the
subject matter of the course (5% level). On attitude to
television, both group means were on the negative side of
neutral (Score 50) .

However, in Science 11, the differences in the means
were non-significant on three out of four scales: attitude to
course content, attitude to instructor, and interest in sub-
ject matter. Only on the attitude to television scale was
there a significant difference; here, as in English 6.1, the
high school group gave television the more favorable
rating (A fh level of significance). However, the difference
of the high school mean (47.3) from 5'O was not great.

Table 52

Comparison (t ratios) of Attitude Between High School Students and College
Students on Four Attitude Scales in Science 11 and English 6.1
Course and
Attitude Scale

Science 11
N

High School
Mean s.d. N

College
Mean s.d. P.

Statistically
Significant

Course Content 88 38.3 13.5 104 40.1 11.4 1.08 No
Instructor 82 32.8 135 103 34.5 13.1 0.88 No
Television 88 47.3 9.0 102 52.4 8.5 3.61 Yes (.001) *
Subject Matter 78 37.8 20.8 103 39.7 21.8 0.84 No

English 6.1
Course Content 160 41.3 11.3 26 47.0 12.1 2.03 Yes (.05)**
Instructor 156 34.7 13.9 26 41.2 11.4 2.29 Yes (.05)**
Television 157 52.9 9.9 26 56.5 9.5 2.04 Yes (.05) **
Subject Matter ...... 152 42.3 16.8 26 51.7 17.0 2.13 Yes (.05) **

*Significent beyond the .1% level.
**Significant beyond the 5% level.

1 )-k- - 5Zt.. , a '
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Summary aid Discussion of Area II - High School Students: Objective Appraisal

Achievement
In Science 11, in which the two groups were initially

comparable on S.C.A.T. and the science content pretest, the
final achievement level of the college students was significant-
ly higher than that of the high school group.

In English 6.1, in which the groups were initially com-
parable on S.C.A.T. and Cooperative English but not in
essay writing skills, the college students made significantly
greater gains than did the high school group. Nonetheless, due
to lower initial scores in essay writing, the posttest mean of
the college students did not reach the high school pretest
mean.

The distribution of college grades assigned to high
ability high school students was not unusual except that
the number of incompletes assigned to high school students
was judged to be higher than was normal for college students.

Inasmuch as the high school and college groups were
roughly comparable at the outset, the differences in final per-
formance suggest that the motivation of the groups differed.
(i) The college students were formally registered in the
televised courses and, in effect, had a written contract to
complete the courses. There v,as no agreement for the

high school students and they could, at any time during
the semester, decide not to complete the college require-
ments. (2) Science 11 was a five-unit course for college
students and represented one-third of the average academic
program. Success or failure was important for failure would
affect retention or expulsion from the college on academic
grounds. Further, failure for the men could have meant a neg-
ative academic report to their respective Selective Service
Boards, provided they were eligible for military service. These
factors were not operative for the high school students. (3)
The college students had, more or less, a commitment to
achieve at the college, since the result of their performances
would become a permanent part of their academic record. The
high school students had no such commitment to the College;
however, if and when they enrolled, they had the option
of applying for the college credit they had earned in high
school. (4) The atmosphere of a college tends to support
intensive academic pursuit. Such differences, it is believed,
may have had effects on the final results for the two groups.

In Engligh 6.1, the motivational forces appear to have
been supplemented by additional factors. The final results
for the two groups showed a greater gain for the college
students than for the high school students. Some factors
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which may have been at work follow. (1) The high school
classes got under way some two weeks prior to college
classes. Further, the high school classes met daily, while the
college classes met but twice a week. Thus, at t'e time of
the first essay, the high school students had rece'vea
lengthier "warm-up- period. (2) The impression received
by the research staff was that the high school students were
initially highly motivated; this heightened motivation may
have resulted in superior initial compositions. (3) Due to
high school end-of-semester activities, it was necessary to
adjust the assignment and due dates for the final essay
(posttest) . (4) It is more difficult to make marked im-
provement after a good performance than it is to make an
improvement after a poor or mediocre performance, other
things being equal, and this principle may well have been
functioning here. The initial performance of the high school
students was high, but the amount gained by the college
students was higher than that of the high school students.
However, it may be that the relatively small final gain of
the high school students indicates a more difficult earned
gain than the relatively larger final gain made by the college
students.

vroe,,,V,'

Attitudes
The high school students were favorably disposed to

course content and to instructors, and evidenced consider -
:hie interest in subject matter. Attitude to television as a
medium of instruction was favorable in Science but neutral
in English. Between college and high school students who
were enrolled in English 6.1, the latter generally were
significantly more favorably inclined to course content and
to the instructor, and evidenced greater interest in subject
matter. Both groups expressed negative attitudes to tele-
vision, but the high school students' attitudes were sig-
nificantly less negative than those of the college students.
For Science 11, the two groups generally did not differ;
the direction, with the exception of one college group, for
both groups was favorable to televised instruction.

Two major conclusions seemed to be suggested by the
data. (1) Selected high school students whose academic
aptitude and whose initial achievement were comparable
or superior to selected college students made smaller mean
gains than the college students. (2) High school students'
reactions to college courses offered by television compared
favorably with college students.

Area Fil: The Follow-Up Study
Problem 15

Do students give substantially the same rating to two
required courses in the same subject, one taken by tele-
vision, the other in a regular campus class?

In this study, the students were asked to compare two
English courses, one taken in a regular class and one taken
via television. At San Francisco State College, English 6.1
(3 semester units) and English 6.2 (3 semester units) are
required freshman courses in the general education pro-
gram. Thus, nearly all continuing students who completed
English 6.1 via television in the Spring Semester 1957 en-
rolled in English 6.2 in a regular campus class in the Fall
Semester 1957. There were thirty students in this category,
spread among seven different English 6.2 classes taught by
seven different instructors. These students were asked to
fill out, on an anonymous basis, a questionnaire comparing
their experiences in televised instruction (English 6.1) with
their experiences in a regular camrus class (English 6.2).

Results: Twenty-five students nr eighty-three per cent
of those who enrolled for the second half of the year course
completed the questionnaire. The results follow.

Questionnaire

1. Do you think you learned as much by means of TV as you
are learning in this regular campus class?
a. More by TV 4%
b. More in regular campus class 58%

2. How well did the TV class hold your attention compared
with this regular campus class?
a. TV held attention more 17%
b. Regular campus class held attention more '71%

J. Aside from class meetings, how much personal contact did
you feel you had with the TV instructor compared to the
contact you are now having in this regular campus class?
a. More contact in TV class 12%
b. More contact in regular campus class 63%

4. How well prepared (reading textbook assignments, study,
ing notes, etc.) did you have to be for each TV class come
pared with preparation for this regular campus class?

' For a description of methods and materials see page 13.
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a. Better prepared for TV class 259
b. Better prepared for regular campus class 38%

5. How do you think your course grade in this class will come
pare with the grade you received in the TV class?
a. Higher in TV class 33%
b. Higher in regular campus class 29%

6. Does the course material seem as significant (important)
when studied in this regular campus class as it did when
you took it on TV?
a. More significant, more important on TV 17%
b. More significant, more important in regular

campus class 42%
7. Where did you find the greatest number of elements that

distracted from the lectures the course via TV or in
this regular campus class?
a. Greater number in the course via TV ...... . 68%
b. Greatest number in this regular campus class 4%

8. How does your enjoyment of this regular campus class
compare with your enjoyment of the TV class?
a. TV class more enjoyable 14%
b. Regular campus class more enjoyable 60%

9. Do you think that there is as much individual attention
being given to improving your competency in English
(Basic Communications )in this regular class as in the
TV class?
a. More in the TV class 20%
b. More in the regular campus class 43%

10. Do you wish you were taking English 6.2 by means of TV
this semester?
a. Yes 12%
b No 80%
c. No preference 8%

Eighty per cent of the students preferred the regular
English 6.2 campus class. The reasons given by the students
were evident: greater learning, more interesting, enjoyable
and significant content; more individual attention from
and greater personal contact with their instructor. The at-
titudes of these students did not appear to have changed
materially from the end of the I.4nglish 6.1 course. At that
time the students were asked to choose from among three
types of courses, Television at Home, Television on
Campus, and Regular Campus. The favored medium was
Regular Campus, that is conventional instruction.



Area IV: Attitudes Toward the Teaching-Learning Process'

Three major problem areas were identified. The assump-
tions that undergirded each of the problems is stated, then
followed by statements of the problem and sub-problems.
Next, data relating to each specific problem is presented.
Finally, a summary of results and a discussion conclude
this portion of the study.
Noble n 15: Over-all Differences in Number and Kind

The assumption was made that the number of critical in-
cidents clustering about televised or conventional classroom
instruction and, in particular, patterns about sub-categories
would indicate the intensity of response to teaching-learning

processes in these media. The differences in kind of critical
incidents would indicate the range of responses to these
processes.

Is there a significant difference in the over-all number of
critical incidents between televised and conventional class-
room instruction when effective and ineffective processes are
combined?

Results: Of a total of 4623 responses from 833 subjects,

305 separate critical incidents were identified. The distribu-
tion of responses by groups can be found in Appendix 0.
The over-all results appear in Table 53.

Table 53

Comparison of the Over-all Difference in Number of Critical Incidents between

Televised and Conventional Instruction
Television Classroom

Total Effective Ineffective Effective ineffective

305 129

*Significant beyond the 1% level.

Although students were given equal opportunity to
describe effective and ineffective televised and conventional
instructional experiences, the subjects had significantly
more to describe, both "good" and "bad,' in conventional
instruction than in televised instruction.
Problem 15a: Number of Incidents

Is there a significant difference in the over-all number
of critical incidents (each critical incident describes one kind
of process) between effective televised instruction and elf ec-
tive classroom instruction? Between ineffective televised in-
struction and ineffective classroom instruction?
1 For a description of rationale and methods see page 13.
'An example of a critical incident drawn from "Effective Television"
is: Student feels relaxed, is alone and able ta eat, smoke, etc.
Appendix 0 lists all critical incidents.

.

Statistically
Chi-Square Significant

176 7.24 Yes (.01)*

1. In each sub-category (A through F), are there signifi-

cant differences in the number of critical incidents
when ineffective televised instruction is compared

with ineffective classroom instruction?

In each group (Experimental, Teachers, and High

School) in each sub-category (A through F), are
there significant differences in the number of critical

incidents when ineffective televised instruction is com-

pared with ineffective classroom instruction?

Results: Problem 15a: Number of Incidents. Table 54
includes data about all parts of Problem I5a except 15a2;

the data for this sub-problem appears in Table 55.

Table 5 I

Comparisons of Numbers of Critical Incidents Between Televised and Classroom
Instruction (All'Groups Combined)
Category Number of Incidents Statistically

Sub-category TV Classroom ChiSquare Significant

Effective Teaching-Learning Process
A (Teacher Initiated Behavior) 23 20 f
B (Student Initiated Behavior). 23 8 t
C (Student-Teacher Interaction) 0 8 t
D (Class Interaction) 4 20 t
E (Method and Material) 9 10 t
P (Physical Aspects) 12 0 t
Over-all 71 66 .19 No

Ineffective Teaching-Learning Process
A (Teacher Initiated Behavior) 16 53 19.84 Yes (.001)*

B (Student Initiated Behavior) 9 I5 1.50 No
C (Student-Teacher Inteqction) ..., 0 8 3.381 No
D (Class Interaction) 10 10 3.34 No
E (Method and Material) '7 4 .04 No
F (Physical Aspects) 16 10 1.38 No
Over-all 58 110 16.10 Yes (.001)

*Significant beyond the .1% level.
(The chi-square was nut computed because the over-all chi-square was
Corrected for continuity.
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Table 55
Comparisons, of Numbers of Critical. Incidents Between Ineffective Televised and
Ineffective Classroom Instruction Within SuE categories A-F by Experimental, High
School and Teacher Groups

Humber of Incidents
Group

Sub-category

Experimental
A (Teacher Initiated Behavior). . .....
B (Student Initiated Behavior)_. .....
C (Student-Teacher Interaction)
D (Class interaction)
E (Method and
F (Physical Aspects)

High Schcol
A (Teacher Initiated Behavior)

....B (Student Initiated Behavior) .

C (Student-Teacher Interaction)
D (Class Interaction)
E , (Method and Material)
F (Physical Aspects)

Teadhers
....A (Teacher Initiated Behavior) - .

B (Student Initiated Behavior)
C (Student-Teacher Interaction)
D (Class Interaction) ....... ..... ......
E (Method and Material)
F (Physical Aspects)

-
...

--

.

Ineffective
TV

16
9
0

10
7

16

13
9
0
6
7

10

3
3

0
2

2
8

Ineffective
Classroom

47
14
8

18
4
8

19
5

4
10
2
3

Y

2
4
5

1

4

Chi-Square

15.26
f
f
f
t
t

1.12

j.
tt
I-t
.70

t
t
t
t
t

Statistically
Significant

Yes (.001)*

No

No

Note The chi-square for the sub-categories B, C, D, E, and F (Table 54) were not sig-

nificant; therefore, no further analyses were made.
*Significant beyond the .1% level.
'Chi.- square not computed because over-all chi-square was not significant.

The comparison between effective televised and effec- Problem 15b: Kinds of Incidents
tive classroom instruction by over-all number of critical
incidents was found to be non-significant. This finding
limited further statistical analysis by sub-categories and by
subject groups (Experimental, Teachers, High School).

The findings for ineffective processes were significant
on an over-all basis, and significant on sub-category A
(Teacher Initiated Behavior). Ineffective Teacher Ini-
tiated Beh t Aor processes made up nearly half the ineffec-
tive classroom incidents. When the data were analyzed
by the three groups, it was found (Table 55) that only
the Experimental group, that is, college students who had
television experience, identified a significantly greater num-
ber of Teacher Initiated ineffective critical incidents when
televised and conventional instruction were compared.

Is there, over-all, significantly more similarity than dis-
similarity among the critical incidents when (1) effective

televised instruction is compared with effective classroom, in-

stuction; when - (2) ineffective televised instruction is com-
pared with ineffective classroom instruction?

1. In each sub-category (A through F), are there sig-
nificant differences in the kinds of critical incidents
when effective televised instruction is compared with
effective classroom instruction?

2. Are there significant differences, over-all, between
media (televised versus classroom), and in each sub-
category, in the number of dissimilar incidents de-
scribing effective instruction?

Results: Problem 1,513: Kinds of Incidents. Tadb!z 56
and 57 include data relating to effective incidents.

Table 56
Kinds of Critical Incidents Identified as
wised and Effective Classroom Intruction

Similar and Dissimilar When Effective Tele.
Were Compared

Category
Sub-category

Effective Teaching-Learning Process

Similar Dissimilar
Incidents Incidents Incidents Cht-Square

Statistically
Significant

A (Teacher Initiated Behavior)..... . 43 20 23 0.20 No
B (Student Initiated Behavior) 31 2 29 6.73 Yes (.01) **
C (Student-Teacher Interaction) ... - 8 0 8 3.38 No
D (Class Interaction) ............... 24 6 18 6.00 Yes (.05)*
E (Method and Material) 19 ,10 9 0.06 No
F (Physical Aspects) 12 0 12 4.69 Yes (.05) *
Overall 137 38 99 7.39 Yes (.05)*

**Significant beyond the 1% level.
*Significant beyond the 5% level.
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Table 57

Number of Critical Incidents Identified as Similar and Dissimilar When Effective

Televised Instruction and Effective Classroom Instruction Were Compared
Category

Sub-category

Effective Teaching-Learning Process
A (Teacher Initiated Behavior)._
B (Student Initiated Behavior)........
C (Student-Teacher Interaction) ......
D (Class interaction)
E (Method and Material) ,

F (Physical Aspects) .

Over-all ...... ......... ... .. .......... ............

Simi;ar Dissimilar Statistically
Incidents Incidents Incident-. Chi Square Significant

23 13 10 f
29 22 7 ..t.

i

8 0 8 t
; 8 1 1'i , t
9 7 2 J.

12 12 0 f
99 55 44 1.22

tChi-square not computed because over-all chi-square not significant.

Over-all, there were significantly more dissimilar ex
periences than similar incidents described in both tele-
vised and conventional instruction. Farther, dissimilarity
of experiences was found in three of the six sub-categories;
the exceptions were Teacher Initiated Behavior (A),
Student-Teacher Interaction (C), and Application of
Method and Material (E).

In addition, no significant differences were observed
when dissimilar incidents were compared (Table 57) on an
over-all basis. Hence, no further tests were made of possible
differences in sub-categories. However, inspection of Table
57 indicates several interesting differences, particularly
Student Initiated Behavior (B), Class Interaction (D), and
Physical Aspects (f). B and F have larger values in the
column headed Television, while D has a larger value in the
column headed Classroom.

Pzoblen, 15v, Similar and Dissimilar Ineffective Incidents
Is there more similarity than dissimilarity in the critical

incidents when ineffective televised instruction is compared
with ineffective classroom instruction?

1. In each sub-category (A through F).., are there signifi-
cant differences in the kinds of critical incidents
when ineffective televised instruction is compared
with ineffective classrooin instruction?

2. Are there significant differences between over-all
media, and in sub-categories, in the number of dis-
similar incidents describing ineffective instruction?

3. Are there differences, over-all, between media and
in each sub-categ..nry within groups, in the number of
dissimilo incidents descrliing :.-?a 'fictive instruction?

Results: Problem 15c. The data relating to 15c and
its sub-parts are found in Tables 58, 59 and 60.

Table 58

Kinds of Critical Incidents Identified as Similar and Dissimilar When Ineffc:ctive
Televised and Ineffective Classrnoin Instruction Were Compared

Category
Sub-category

Ineffective Teaching-Learning Process

S:rnilar Dissimilar
Incidents Incidents incidents Chi-Square

Statistically
Significant

A- (Teacher Initiated Behavior)._ 69 18 51 15.78 Yes (.001) ***

B (Student Initiated Behavior). 24 6 18 6.00 Yes ( .05) *
C (Student - "Teacher Interaction).. 8 0 8 3.38t No
D (Class Interaction) 30 6 24 10.8 Yes ( .01)**
B (Method and Material) 11 2 9 1.621 No
F (Physical Aspects) 26 6 20 7.54 Yes (. 01) **
Over-all 168 38 130 13.91 Yes (.001)***

*Significant beyond the 5% level.
**Significant beyond the 1% level.

***Significant beyond the .1% level.
fCorrected for continuity.
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Table 59

Number of Critical Incidents Identified as Dissimilar When Ineffective Televised
Instruction and Ineffective Classroom Instruction Were Compared
Catgore Total

Sub-category Dissimilar Television Classroom Chi- Square

Ineffective Teaching-Learning Process

Statistically
Significant

.A (Teacher Initiated Behavior) 51 6 45 29.82 Yes (.001)**
B (Student Initiated Behavior). 18 6 12 2.00 No
C (Student-Teacher Interaction) 8 0 R 3.38f No
D (Class Interaction) 24 7 17 4.16 Yes ( .05)*
E (Method and Material) ...e. ..... . 20 13 7 1.80 No
F (Physical Aspects) 9 6 3 0.11f No
Over-all 130 38 92 22.44 Yes (.001) **

*Significant beyond the 5% level.
**Significant beyond the .1% level.
(Corrected for continuity.

Table 60

Number of Critical Incidents Identified as Dissimilar When Ineffective Televised
Instruction and Ineffective Classzoom Instruction Within Groups Were Compared
Group

Sub-category Dissimilar Television Classroom Chi-Square

Experimental
Significant

A (Teacher Initiated Behavior) 47 7 40 23.16 Yes (.001) *
B (Student Initiated Behavior) 20 6 14 3.20 No
C (Student-Teacher Interaction) __ 8 0 8 3.38( No
D (Class Interaction 22 7 15 2.90 No
E (Method and Material) 9 6 3 .1 it No
F (Physical Aspects\ 19 13 6 2.58 No

High School
A (Teacher Initiated Behavior) 19 4 15 1.96( No
B (Student Initiated Behavior) 9 6 3 .11f No
C (Student-Teacher Interaction) .. 4 0 4 2.08( No
D (Class interaction) 11 4 7 .02f No
E (Method and Material) 7 6 1 .05f No
F (Physical Aspects) 12 10 2 .03f No

Teacher
A (Teacher Initiated Behavior) . 11 6 5 .08 No
B (Student Initiated Behavior)....... 2 0 2 1.50f No
C (Student- Teacher. Interaction) 4 0 4 2.08( No
D (Class Interaction) 0 4 2.08( No
E (Method and Material) 2 2 0 1.50f No
F (Physical Aspects) 11 8 3 .38f No

*Significant beyond the .1% level.
'Corrected for continuity.

Over-all, there were significantly more dissimilar inci-
dents than similar incidents. Dissimilarity was observed in
all but two sub-categories, Method and Material (E), and
Student-Teacher Interaction (C). Further, when dissimi-
larity was studied by comparing television with classroom
instruction, there was an over-all difference and there were
sub-category differences only in Teacher Initiated Behavior
(A) and Class Interaction (D). In both cases the classroom
had the larger number of dissimilar experiences. Finally,
when dissimilarity was studied by groups, only one signifi-
cant difference was found: The Experimental group experi-
enced more dissimilar ineffective Teacher Initiated Be-

havior in the classroom than it experienced by the tele-
vision medium.

Problem 15d: Similar and Dissimilar Effective Incidents.
In each group (Experimental, Teachers, and High

School), in each sub-category (A through F) are there sig-
nificant differences in the kinds of critical incidents when
(1) effective televised instruction is compared with effec-
tive classroom instruction; when (2) ineffective televised in-
struction is compared with ineffective classroom instruction?

Results: The data are found in Tables 61 and 62.
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Table 61
Kinds of Critical Incidents Identified as Similar and Dissimilar When Effective Tele-
vised Instruction and Effective Classroom Instruction Were Compared within Sub-
categories A-F in Experimental, High School and Teacher Groups
Group Similar Dissimilar

Sub-category Incidents Incidents Incidents

A (Teacher Initiated Behavior)
Chi-Square

Statistically
Significant

Experimental 41 18 2 3

High School 31 12 19
Teachers 16 7 9

B (Student Initiated Behavior)
Rvrtorirnontn1 26 2 24 6.20$ Yes (.05)*
High School 14 1 13 4.22$ Yes (.05)*
Teachers 7 0 7 3.01: No

C (Student-Teacher Interaction)
Experimental

7 0 3.05t No
High School 4 0 4 2.08f No
Teachers 5 0 5 2.40- No

D (Class Interaction)
Experimental 23 6 17 5.26 Yes (.05)*
High School 14 5 9 1.14 No
Teachers 7 3 4 .14* No

E (Method and Material)
Experimental 10 10 9
High School 11 6 5 t
Teachers 6 3 3 i.

F (Physical Aspects)
Experimental 11 0 I1 4.36* Yes (.05) *
High School 6 0 6 2.72* No
Teachers 4 0 4 2.08* No

*Significant beyond the 5% level.
-;'The chi-square for the sub-categories A, C, and E (Table 56) were not significant; therefore, no

further analyses were made. $Corrected for continuity,
Table 62

;tli:.-...:c of Critical Incidents Identifie,.1 as Similar and Dissimilar 'When Ineffective
Televised Instruction anti! Laffective Classroom Instruction Were Compared Within
Sub-categories A-F in Experimental, High School and Teacher Groups
Group Similar Dissimilar Chi- Statistically

Sub-Category incidents Incidents incidents Square Significant

A (Teacher Initiated Behavior)
Experimental 64 17 47 14.06 Yes (.001)***
High School 32 13 19 1.12 No
Teachers 12 1 11 6.751 Yes (.01)**

B (Student Initiated Behavior)
Experimental 23 6 17 5.26 Yes (.05) *

High School 14 5 9 1.14 No
Ted,1c..r.-.. 4 2 2 0 No

C (Student Teacher Interaction)
Exr:.rimental 8 0 8 t
High School 4 0 4 I

.i.

Teachers 4 0 4 f
D (Class Interaction)

Experimental 28 6 22 9 ',4 Yes (.01)**
High School 16 5 11 2.24 No
Teachers 7 3 4 .14$ No

E (Method and Material)
Experimental 11 2 9 t
High School S) 2 7 t
Teachers 3 1 2 f

F (Physical Aspects)
Experimental 24 5 19 8.16 Yes (.01)**
High School 13 1 12 3.491: No

'NoTeachers 12 1 11 3.04

*Significant beyonj the 5% level.
**Significant beyond the 1% level.

***Sir.;;icant beyond the .1% level.
;The chi-square for the sub-categories C and E (Table 58) were not significant; therefore,

nc further analyses were made. $Corrected for continuity.
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Few significant differences were observed when it was
permissible to analyze similarity and dissimilarity of inci-
dents by sub-categories and by groups. When sub-categories
were analyzed by groups, the Experimental group had the
same three out of four significant differences in both ef-
fective and ineffective comparisons; only in sub-category
C (Student-Teacher Interaction) was there no significant
difference.

Problem 16: Differences in Emphases of Various Teaching-
Learning Processes Within Groups

The assumption for this problem was that various rank-
ings of sub-categories denoting teaching-learning processes
within a particular group would indicate the consistency of
their attitudes to these processes under different circum-
stances. For example, differences in rankings of effective
teaching-learning processes between televised and conven-
tional classroom instruction within a group would suggest
inconsistency in their attitudes and, therefore, raise ques-
tions about the effect of different contexts on presumably
a stable attitude.

Are there differences, within groups, in emphases (rank-
ings) of sub-categories (A through F) identified as effective
and ineffective with respect to both televised and classroom
instruction?

a. Within each Medium. Are there differences, within
groups, in emphases (rankings) of sub-categories (A
through F) identified as effective and ineffective with
respect to conventional classroom instruction? With
respect to televised instruction?

b. Between. Media. Are there differences, within groups,
in emphasis (rankings) on sub-categories (A through
F) identified as effective with respect to televised
versus conventional classroom instruction? As inef,
fective with respect to televised versus classroom in-
struction?

Results: Table 63 and 64 include the results of a rank
order correlation study of effective versus ineffective instruc-
tion by subject groups.

Table 63

Rank Order Correlations (Sub-Categories A through F) of Effective Instruction
versus Ineffective Instruction'

College College High School
Category Experimental Control Students

Effective TV vs.
Ineffective TV .60 .77 .83*

Effective Classroom vs.
Ineffective Classroom .89 ** .37 .76 .66

'Chi-square tests for independence indicated all comparisons were significant beyond
the 1% level except Effective versus Ineffective Classroom, Teacher group, which
was not Significant.

Teachers

*Significant beyond the 5% level.
**Significant beyond the 2% level.

Table 64

Rank Order Correlations (Sub-Categories A through F)
of Televised Instruction versus Conventional Classroom
Instruction'
Cateogry
Effective TV vs.

Effective Classroom
Ineffective TV

Ineffective Classroom ..

College
Students

.03 .31
---.08

High School
Students

.18

Teachers

"
hv

'Chi-Square tests for independence indicated all compari-
sons were significant beyond the .1% level.

The Rho correlations within groups and within medium
were significant in two instances; in five cases the corre-
lations, thottgh positive, fell short of significance. None-
theless, the essential issue of consistency of direction was
evident, that is, the correlations within groups were posi-
tive and, in most instances, were high as well. The picture
was reversed when between media comparisons were made
of sub-categories by groups. Here, all correlations within

groups were around zero and all but one was negative.
Again, although the small number of categories ranked
(six) made for gross results, the fact remains that the zero
order correlations demonstrated major differences in em-
phases of what constituted effective and ineffective instruc-
tion when television and conventional classroom were
compared.

Problem 17: Differences between Groups
The same assumptions for Problem 16 obtained here,

with an added variable. It was assumed that attitudes
towards teaching-learning processes might not only be a
function of the contexts in which these processes occurred,
but these attitudes were also functions of the characteristics
of different groups, High School, Teachers, and College
Students.

Are there differences between groups in emphases
(rankings) of critical incidents of sub-categories (A
through F) identified as effective and ineffective with re-
spect to both televised and conventional instruction?

Results: The results appear in Tables 65 through 67.
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Rank Order Correlations

Table 65

(Sub-Categories A through F) Between Subject Groups

Comparison

Experimental vs. Control .....

Television
Effective Ineffective

Classroom
Effective Ineffective

.94* .83*
Experimental vs. Teachers ..... . .88** 1.00*** .83* .53
Experimental vs. High School.. .88** .94*** .83* .99***

Control vs. Teachers .66 .24
Control vs. High School .77 .79
High School vs. Teachers 1.00*** .94*** .54 .47

*Significant beyond the 5% level.
**Significant beyond the 2% level.

***Significant beyond the 1% level.

Table 66

Comparison of Groups by Per Cent of Responses in Sub-categories A through U
for Effective and Ineffective Televised Instruction

College Experimental High School Teachers
Sub-Category Effective Ineffective Effective Ineffective Effective Ineffective

Teacher Initiated Behavior ...... .23 .25 .36 .16 .42 .25
Student Initiated Behavior. . . .... . .20 .10 .05 .06 .12 .09
StudentTeacher Interaction ..... .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
Class Interaction .04 .09 .04 .11 .05 .04
Method and Material .33 .12 .35 .13 .23 .06
Physical Aspects .13 .41 .08 .42 .15 .48
Unusable .07 .03 .12 .12 .03 .08

Table 67

Comparison of Groups by Per Cent of Responses in Sub-categories A through U
for Effective and Ineffective Classroom Instruction

Sub-Category ..

Teacher Initiated

College Experimental
Effective Ineffective

College Control
Effective Ineffective

High School
Effective Ineffective

Teachers
Effective Ineffective

Behavior ...... .26 :30 .30 .47 .17 .20 .33 .21
Student Initiated

Behavior ....... .24 .16 .15 .17 .18 .11 .11 .09
StudentTeacher

Interaction .12 .14 .11 .15 .12 .04 .25 .12
Class

Interaction .25 .13 .20 .09 .21 .08 .22 .26
Method and

Material .08 .06 .13 .00 .05 .03 .04 .03
Physical Aspects .00 .03 .00 .03 .00 .03 .00 .12
Unusuable .05 .21 .07 .09 .27 .51 .05 .17

The comparison groups were observed ..o have similarly
emphasized sub-categories (A through F) eleven of eigh-
teen times (Table 65). The comparison groups which ex-
perienced televised instruction were significantly corre-
lated for each pairing. The picture was not as cleacut
for conventional classroom. Here, only five of eleven co-
efficients were found to be significant. The lowest relation-
ships observed were the pairings between teachers and the
student groups for ineffective experiences in conventional
classroom instruction.

Tables 66 and 67 differ from Table 65 in that they
present the data in per cent form and allow a comparison
of sub-categories. The results are consistent with the cor-
relation study. The differences in per cents of responses
among groups (Experimental, Control, Teachers, High
School) in each s'..113- category of each major category were
tested for significance. Results appear in Appendix 0. The

important results in the latter tables appear to be as iollows:

1. Student groups gave similar rankings to the sub-
categories with the exception that high school stu-
dents ranked TeaCher Initiated Behavior lower than
did college students.

2. All groups ranked Physical Aspects (F) first for
Ineffective Television instruction.

3. All groups gave either first or second rank to
Teacher Initiated Behavior (A) and Method and
Material (F) for Effective Television. If these two
sub-categories were combined, an average of sixty-
four per cent for all three groups would be ob
tained. Thus, nearly two-thirds of all Effective Tele-
vision experiences would deal with either how the
teacher behaved or how the teacher manipulated
methods and materials.
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Summary and Discussion of Area IV

The results indicate quite clearly that, when students
and teachers described behavioral incidents which repre'
sented effective teaching-learning processes, a wide variety
of factors emerged. What constituted effective teaching
and learning seemed to be a central issue. Although a corn,
mon core of experiences were suggested by most of the
subjects, there were, apparently, unique experience.; oper'
ating when effective teaching and learning was considered.
Number and Kind

The number of effective processes for televised instruction
was a few more than for conventional classroom, though
the difference was not significant. However, the number of
processes which described ineffective classroom instruction
was significantly greater than those describing ineffective
televised instruction. Several interpretations are possible:
(1) Negative factors were more readily perceived by sub-
jects when they were asked to respond to familiar situations.
The fact is most subjects in the study had experiences in the
classroom for at least twelve years. (2) Televised instruction
was novel and the students were part of a research program;
these factors may have motivated them to respond more
positively than they might have under less unique condi'
tions (Hawthorne effect). If there is substance to this possi-
bility, an hypothesis can be made: With continued, massive
experiences with instructional television under opera-
tional conditions, positive responses will be reduced.
(3) Students are exposed to more stimuli in the
classroom and these may interfere with the achieve-
ment of their varied purposes. Another issue arises,
namely, the presence of a quantitative difference does
not imply that each incident or underlying process is equally
important to the subject. It may be that, on a quantitative
basis, one kind of behavior is equal to X number of other
kinds, as far as value to the person is concerned. In this
context, the larger number of descriptions of ineffective con-
ventional classroom instruction could not be interpreted to
mean that, in general, classroom instruction was seen as less
effective. Rather, the students may have seen an abundance
of possibilities for effective classroom instruction, but these
were not carried out. The implication is that conventional
classroom instruction may be less constrictive; that is, con'
ventional instruction allows more possibilities for satisfaction
and dissatisfaction than does televised instruction. Further,
conventional instruction, when not well executed, may create
greater frustration than televised instruction.

When both effective and ineffective categories were
combined and the number of critical incidents for televised
instruction were compared with conventional classroom
instruction, the difference in favor of the classroom was
significantly greater (beyond the 1% level). These data add
support to the notion that televised instruction is seen to be
a more constrictive method at the present time, provided
the teaching-learning process is defined to be more than
acquisition of information.

Another feature of this portion of the study was the
examination of the role of Teacher Initiated Behavior (A)
in the complex of experiences. It should be noted that one
hundred twelve incidents of a total of three hundred five
incidents were in sub-category A. Tables 53 (over-all sig-
nificance) and 54 indicate great attention was given to
what the teacher says or does in both television and con-
ventional classroom. If sub-category E (Method and Ai)

plication of Material) were combined with A, the signi-
ficance becomes more evident. Thus, the data may be in-
terpreted to imply that the students were more dependent
on the teacher than on any other single factor in the
teaching-learning process. Another way of looking at these
data is to interpret them in the sense that the students evi-
denced more discomfort in their dependency relations with
the telcher in the conventional classroom than in their
dependency relations with .the teacher via televised in-
struction.
Emphasis

The statistical results of differences in emphasis support
the data for number and kind. Students and teachers were
consistent in their descriptions of what constituted effective
and ineffective instruction when one medium was involved.
However, when the descriptions of effective or ineffective
instructional processes were examined for comparisons
between media, differences emerged. It appears safe to state
that, when the context of the teaching-learning situation
shifted from conventional to televised instruction, both the
teacher and the learner were forced to depend on different
aspects of the same complex of processes. Whether one
part of the complex was better than another seemed to be
irrelavent, largely because the context demanded the env
phasis of different processes. An explanation is now sug-
gested as to why no differences in performances have oc-
curred in many studies of televised versus conventi'Aral in-
struction. For example, in the conventional discussion
oriented classroom, there is probably less opportunity for
tight organization and presentation of material on the part
of the instructor. Consequently, there probably is greater
emphasis on getting students to interact, to interpret infor-
mation, to question the sequence of idea and to confirm the
understanding of the material. However, when the in-
structor is in a situation where there is little or no oppor-
tunity for feedback systems, he and the students are forced
to rely on the ins'zuctor's organization and presentation of
material.

A paradox results from the design of the teach:ng-
learning process that limits instructional practice to tightly
organized, pre-packaged learning material. On the one
hand, the teacher is allowed a great degree of freedom to
explore creatively in his field; he is forced to explicate com-
plex theories and ideas to achieve maximum clarity and
understanding in the minds of the learners. On the other
hand, the student may be restricted in the number of ways
he may creatively organize the material for himself. The
exciting aspects of learning, namely, the discovery of rela-
tionships, the resolution of dilemmas, and the search for
causes, becomes more the property of the teacher than of
the learner. The teacher is seen as effective to the extent
he communicates this excitement and clarifies ambiguities
for the learner. This assertion ppears to be supported by
the data in Table 67. Shared discovery or exploration
(Class InteractionD) was ranked high by all students in
Effective Classroom Instruction, but was not rated as high
in Ineffective Classroom Instruction. The teachers, how-
ever, differed from the students. Although the teachers
gave a similar emphasis to Classroom Interaction for Ef-
fective Classroom, they gave a significantly different em-
phasis for ineffective Classroom Instruction. An interpre-
tation of these data is that the teachers were faced with
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the problem of how to direct the learner group so that
they, the teachers, could achieve one of their goals, namely,
the communication of their insights and information. These
data may help to explain the dissatisfaction expressed by
some discussion leaders, particularly those who led tele'
vision groups. These faculty discussion leaders may have
been doubly "blocked"; the nature of their discussion as
signment reduced their traditional role of transmitters of
content to students and, further, what was left of the role
was assigned largely to the television instructor.

Differences Between Groups

Major similarities appeared when the experiences of
college students were compared with those of high school
students. An exception was observed in the comparison of
Effective Classroom Instruction. Rankings of Teacher Ini,
tiated Behavior (A) and Class Interaction (D) show the
college students (Control and Experimental) placed
Teacher Initiated Behavior in the highest rank and Class
Interaction second. The high school students placed Class
Interaction first and Teacher Initiated Behavior third. The
college students were mostly freshmen, recent high school
graduates. One possible explanation for this difference in
rankings is that college freshmen may experience a tempo'
rary shift from some form of independence from teacher
authority as high school seniors to a transitional dependence
when they enter the college culture as lowly freshmen. Fos,
sibly, their shift from seniors of high status to freshmen of
low status, combined with the aura that surrounds college
professors, temporarily altered the balance of the depend'
ence-independence continuum. This point must remain spec,
ulative because there are here no data by which college up'
per,classmen can be compared with lower' classmen.

When students were compared with teachers in their
descriptions of effective and ineffective instruction in both
media, similarities were seen. Correlation coefficients be'
tween groups for Effective Television Instruction ranged
from .88 to 1.00, and for Ineffective Television, coefficients
ranged from .94 to 1.00. All were significant beyond the
five per cent level. Coefficients for Effective Classroom
ranged from a low of .54 to a high of .94; corresponding
ranges for Ineffective Classroom Instruction were from
.24 to .99.

A cultural stereotype may exist as to what constitutes
effective and ineffective instruction. Although some vari-
ation in emphasis occurred and variability of kinds of be,
havior in different contexts were demonstrated, neverthe'
less there was sufficiently strong agreement among the
three groups to indicate that the groups perceived much
the same processes and valued them in the same direction.
if this is true, it would be difficult to predict gross dif,

Area V: Administration,

The three topics considered in this part of the study
are administration, production,direction, and cost analysis.
Although these topics were secondary to the main objective
of collecting and evaluating data, the first two assisted in
making televised instruction possible, while the third was

a requirement in the prospectus and is of interest to those
who must find methods to finance instruction.

ferenta.1 effects occurring in any variation of the teaching-
-learning process where the major parts of the process were
kept intact, that is, the ways the process were experienced
in this study, and were given the same value. For example,
the teacher was seen by all groups to play a primary role,
positively and negatively, in the teaching' learning process.
But what would occur to student achievement and atti-
tudinal set in a situation in which the teacher was non-
existent or was not perceived in the teacher role? Whatever
would result would be due to a fundamental variation of
the teaching,learning process.

In summary, the major findings of this portion of the
study seem to be the following:

1. All three subject groups agreed on a common core
of what constituted effective and ineffective in,
struction. This suggests that a cultural stereotype
existed for the teaching-learning process.

2. The variability of kinds of incidents indicated that
individual differences in perception and emphasis
existed. This implies that any particular teaching,
learning process may be useful as long as it satisfies
the purposes and needs of the individual.

3. A significantly larger number of different kinds of
critical incidents occurred in conventional classroom
instruction than in televised instruction when both
effective and ineffective processes were combined.
This suggested that, for large groups, televised in-
struction at this time was more constrictive than
conventional classroom instruction. In time, students
may learn new ways of compensating for some of
television's present constrictions.

4. Students seemed to be quite dependent upon what
the teacher said or did. However, they reacted nega-
tively to this dependency relationship more in the
classroom than they did in televised instruction.
Other data in this report may imply that Television
at Home fostered less dependence than Television
on Campus.

5. Particular teaching - learning processes were given
differentially greater emphasis in value according
to the context in which the process occurred. Thus,
for example, in televised instruction, teacher or-
ganization of material and application of method
were given high value. However, for the same
people, class interaction and other indexes of stu-
dent participation were given higher value in con-
ventional classroom instruction. This suggested that
student attitude toward teaching and learning func-
tion flexibly in different learning contexts.

Production, Cost Analysis

Administration of Project II

Administrative organization was required to do three
tasks of the Project. These were: (1) to arrange for stu-
dents, space, and equipment; (2) to coordinate the several
aspects of the Project; and (3) to collect and evaluate
data about televised instruction. How the Project Office
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vas organized to accomplish the three jobs should be of
interest to those who must plan the implementation of
televised instruction. However, the procedures devised at
San Francisco State College should not be seen as models
to be copied elsewhere. Rather, the machinery should be
studied for the assistance that may result in understanding
and anticipating the kinds of problems associated with tele-
vised instruction. Hopefully, some possible paths to reso-
lution of local problems may be suggested by a consider-
ation of Project II administration.
Staff

The staff of Television Research Project II was selected
by the president in consultation with other administra-
tive officers of the college. Staff assigned to the Project
Office for the period of the grant and the amount of time
allotted to each follows:

Position Spring
Time Assigned to the Project

Summer Fall Spring Summer
1957 1957 1957 1958 1958

Project Director 1/4 6 weeks 1/2 1/2 11 weeke
Project Evaluator 6 weeks 1/2 1/2 11 weeks
Area IV Evaluator 1/4 4 weeks
Production Director 1/4 6 weeks F.T. 3/4 7 weeks
Visual Coordinator 1/2
Administrative Coordinator' 1/4 1/4
Office Manager F.T. F.T. F.T. F T.
Secretary F.T. F.T. F.T.
Course Coordinators,

Science 10 and 11 1/6 1/6

In addition to the above, a large number of college
faculty and staff assisted the Project in the accomplishment
of its work without any released time.

Organization

Figure 1 portrays the lines of responsibility and the
relation of the Project to the College and The Fund for the
Advancement of Education. The figure shows that the
Project was organized as a separate body which reported
directly to the chief administrators of the College. Further,
the figure makes clear that the responsibilities of the Project
were limited to research, evaluation, and production. How-
ever, in order to function, the Project had to relate to
practically every administratively recognized group on
campus, and to several agencies off campus. it was in the
relationship areas that most problems arose.

Functions

The principal functions of the Project Office can be
grouped under four headings: (1) Research; (2) Off
Campus Contacts; (3) Fiscal Organization and Budgets;
and (4) Production.

Research. Research rightfully occupied the major at-
tention of the Evaluator, Area IV Evaluator, and Director.
Although the over-all design was outlined before any of
those responsible for its execution were assigned to the
Project, the design was improved and specific research
problems and methods were delineated. Evaluation instru-
merits were prepared; and classrooms were arranged for
mass testing. Subjects, most of whom were entering fresh-
men, were reached by mail, assigned to sections, pretested,
and preregistered in all courses. Along with the pretesting
of the college students. a pretesting program was conducted
in seven high schools and in a state prison. Posttesting was

'Titre not charged to the Project.

complicated by tight room space and by the necessity for
final examinations to be held at specified times and places.
The whole procedure was repeated for the second semester.
Further, the decision was made to have the Service Bureau
of International Business Machines do the burden of the
statistical computations. The time spent in explaining the
Project, the design and techniques, and in writing cone
tracts was more than repaid in time saved, particularly for
the second semester. In addition, the Director and Evalu-
ator selected. trained. and supervised students who worked
as research assistants. Finally, there was the preparation
of the report.

Off Campus Contacts. The Project's contacts extended
beyond the confines of the College.. The fact that the
courses were open-circuit accounted for many, but not all
of the off campus activities. Among the contacts were the
public high schools, Station KQED, San Quentin Prison,
visitors, extension students, and casual viewers. Space does
not permit the discussion of all these contacts. Only three,
KQED, the high schools, and visitors will be mentioned.

Contacts with Station KQED occurred daily because
all programs were aired from KQED's studios. In additior
to these daily contacts, conferences were necessary from
time to time to deal with contracts, schedules, remote
telecasts, and public relations.

The College found in KQED an organization with edu-
cational goals similar to its own in that both wanted sound
instruction accompanied by high quality production. None-
theless, successful presentation of the courses required full
cooperation. Although the programs were produced and
direct-A by college personnel, all required KQED technical
staff. Experience with KQED indicates that a college can
effect liaison with an educational television station and
retain responsibility for and direction of the instructional
aspects of its courses.

The research conducted in conjunction with the high
schools was a major enterprise by itself; yet, it was subor-
dinate to the on campus project. About three hundred
fifty students in eight high schools were involved in the
study for the Spring Semester 1958. All the schools were
in San Francisco. Other institutions were interested in pare
ticipating, but it was not possible to serve any additional
schools with the funds and staff available.

Coordination between the high schools and the College
was effected at three levels: (1) liaison was continuous
with the Office of Associate Superintendent for Senior
High Schools; (2) direct contact was made with curriculum
coordinators, department heads, head counselors, or some
person designated as coordinator at each school.; (3) par-
ticipating high school teachers were met either in their
schools or at the College, where most attended seminars
for the high school teachers participating in the experiment.
Seminars were organized through the Extension Division
of the College, and participating teachers were encouraged
to enroll for credit with tuition paid by the Project.

A seminar was held for each of the four courses offered
to high school students, two in the fall and two in the
spring. The seminars served several purposes in addition
to administrative cocrdination. Seminars allowed for direct
and indirect feedback from high school teachers and stu-
dents; instructors could answer the questions of teachers
and students; the sequence of course content could be
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coordinated; and the seminars provided in-service training
for the high school teachers. Despite these various levels
of contact, the tasks of pre- and posttesting, collecting and
scoring compositions, mid-terms and finals, distributing
texts, syllabi, and course materials, arranging for library
services, and handling miscellaneous problems, e.g., tele-
vision receivers, severely taxed the Project Office.

A stimulating, but nevertheless time consuming re-
sponsibility, was the hosting of visiti.ig personnel. The
Project had attracted wide attention and was geographi-
cally accessible. Visitors came from distant parts of the
continent or from across the seas and their visits varied from
a few minutes to entire days. Related to this host function
was the speaker furetion. Project personnel were requested
to describe the experiment and its progress before various
professional and semi-professional groups. The combina-
tion of these two functions meant that there were few
weeks without a visit or a speaking engagement.

Fiscal Organization and Budgets. The grant for the
study was made to the Frederic Burk Foundation for Edu-
cation, a non-profit educational foundati,,,a incorporated at
the College. The Foundation was charged with holding and
disbursing all funds. This service of the Foundation reduced
and simplified the amount of fiscal work done by the
Project Office.

The grant was divided into a number of account titles,
e.g., salaries and wages, production; the status of each was
reported monthly by the Foundation in terms of budgeted
allotment, cumulative expenditures, and unexpended
balance. In this way, close control of the budget was pos-
sible. As the study progressed, some internal changes were
made within the budget; the principal change was the pro-
vision of salaries for the Project Director and Evaluators
for summer session 1958. The budget that follows is the one
that appeared in the Prospectus .74.nd provides some notion
of the account titles and the amount of money in each.

Television Research Project II Budget
Covering Period from February, 1957-SeptemLr 1, 1958

1. DIRECTION AND PRODUCTION
COMBINED PROJECTS

A. Salaries and Wages
Project Director (1/2 time regular ace,

demic year 1957,58 and summer session
1957) $ 5160

Evaluation Director (1/2 time regular aca
demic year 1957.58 and summer session
1957) , 4578

Production Director (1/2 time spring
semester 1957, academic year 1957,58
3 wks. summer session 19 57 for prep,
ration) 5917

Visual Coordinator (1/2 time spring semes,
ter 1957 and academic year 1957,58) 6084

Production Assistance (Graduate assistant
responsibility for each of five courses
basis $750 fellowship) 3750

Clerical Assistance One Senior Steno,
Clerk, full time. 2/1/57 to 9/1/58 One
Intermediate Steno - Clerk, full time
7/1/57 to 9/1/58 10439

Evalua;..on Assistance (Statistical clerks,
evaluation specialists, calculator opera-
tors, etc.) 4500

B. Operating Expenses
Printing and duplicating (course syllabi,

supplemental materials, statements, fi-

nal reports on science project) 4600
Administrative and Office Supplies 1200
General Expense (telephone, telegraph,

postage, equipment, rentals, etc.) 210 0
Travel and Expenses, staff 1650
Retirement and Sick Leave Offsets 462 5
Contingency Fund (both projects) 11000

IL SPECIAL STAFF, OPERATIONAL
& PRODUCTION COSTS

A. Continuation of Present Project
Teaching Staff
Course Preparation and Organize,
tion one instructor 1/2 time one
semester only and summer session
1957. $ 273 9
Student Assistance
Organization of material, proctoring,
assistance with presentation, examine,
dons, etc. 1750
Television Program Materials
Preparation, purchase and rental of
art work, film materials, slides, photo,
graphs, etc. Assumes substantial por,
tion of first year's materials will be
available fcr second year without
additional cost; amount is onehalf
first year's budget. 3900

B. Science Project
(1) Teaching Staff

Course Preparation and organization
one-third time for three faculty in
spring and fall semesters 1957: sum-
mer session 1957. 10056
Instructionalone - fourth time for
three faculty in fall and sping 1957
58 for teaching course; State to
assume cost of remaining N time. 5517

(2) Student Assistance
Organization of material, proctoring,
assistance with presentation, examine,
tions, etc. 37 50
Television Program Materials
Preparation, purchase and rental of
art work, film materials, slides, photo,
graphs, demonstration items, etc. 9500

(4) Special testing and evaluation records
and forms, questionnaires. evaluation
records, etc. 7 50

(3)

III. STATION KQED FOR ENGINEERING
AND PRODUCTION

A. Continuation of Present Prc.itxt
Operating costs (includes studio rehearsal,
air time, engineering, direction, etc., sal,
aries services.) Exclucicc costs of sets,
properties, etc., carried over from firs,
year and less production costs than first
year. $41000

B. Science Project
Operating costs (includes studio rehearsal,
air time, engineering, direction, produce

tion, etc., salariesservices.) 360 00

Kinescope recording-6 programs for ex,
perimentation and evaluation purposes. 2400

8,389

29,573

79,400
IV. PROGRAM FOR SUPERIOR HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS

A. Teachers for high school discussion sessions.
Assumes participation 4, 6 Bay Area
School Districts. $ 6500

B. Operating Expenses.
Course materials, texts, charts, syllabi, etc. 2500

9,000
40,428 TOTAL ALL PROGRAMS $191,965
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Production and Direction of the Televised Courses

The ?roducer- Director for the Project was a regular
faculty member of the Radio and Television Department
of the College. All phases of production, with one t. icep-
tion, were under the direction of the Producer-Director.
The exception was that all purchases made by the Produc-
tion Office in excess of twenty-five dollars were processed
through the Project Office.

The description of production-direction responsibilities,
as perceived by the Producer-Director of the Project,
follow.
General

The technical and production elements of the San
Francisco State College television experiment probably
were unique in instructional television. Telecasts were
open-circuit, originated in the studios of KQED (Bay Area
Educational Television Association), and were produced
and directed by the faculty and students of the College.
Televised courses were viewed not only by college, high
school, and extension students, but were available to a
wide audience not participating in the experiment.

The airing of telecasts was a shared responsibility of
the College and KQED. Production of the programs, in-
cluding on-the-air direction, was the responsibility of the
College as represented by the Producer-Director and his
student staff.. KQED engineering personnel managed all
technical functions, including camera work, lighting,
switching, and audio. This shared arrangement had several
advantages: (1) It allowed a maximum of college control
over the production and direction of its instructional pro-
grams, within station and Federal Communication Commis-
sion policies and regulations; (2) It provided training op-
portunities for students in radio and television curricula;
(3) It avoided capital outlay foi space and equipment; and
(4) It relieved the College of hiring technicians and
engineers.

Staff and Equipment

College Staff. The production-direction staff was headed
by a full-time faculty member from the Radio and Tele-
vision Department. He was assisted by a production office
group which consisted of a half-time secretary, full-time
graphic artist, and production assistants. The latter booked
and edited films, located specified audio-visual materials,
and handled some office details. Each course had a student
floor crew of three or more members to handle usual studio
duties: floor manager, camera cable pullers, prop men, and
visual and special effects men. The floor crews also dressed
the sets and struck them at the conclusion of the telecasts.
A few selected graduate students actua;:y produced and
directed entire telecasts. Student-assistants were either paid
(fellowship or hourly rate student assistance) or enrolled
for credit in regular college television training courses.

KQED Staff. To air KQED's full program schedule, ten
technicians are employed by the Station. Not all were re-
quired for the college's televised courses; the number neces-
sary for a program varied with the complexity of the pro-
duction. The usual complement of engineering personnel
assigned by the station to handle the bulk of the college
production was four: two cameramen, who lit the set, an
sudio man; and a technical director, who handled switching

duties. A microphone boom operator and a man to handle
special lighting effects we e added when the complexity of
the production so indicated,

Technical Equipment and Studio. The College relied
entirely upon the facilities of KQED except for some items
of audio-visual equipment owned by the College. The
Station owns commercial broadcast quality equipment;
cameras are image orthicon type. Replacement costs for
KQED's studio (60' x 60') and equipment, less transmitter,
are estimated at $200,000.

Instruction

Although the instructors selected to teach the televised
courses approathed the medium with varying degrees of
confidence, almost all found the initial impact of television
to be disquieting. It was moderately upsetting, not quite
what had been expected, and very different from a class-
room. Suddenly, new elements were superimposed on the
teaching function. Besides instructing, the teacher had to
te concerned with the cameras, maintain eye contact with
now one lens, and now another, and follow the cues of
the floor manager. He had to be aware of his own verbal
cues to the director so that certain pictures, slides, film
clips, or charts would appear on the viewer's screen at the
right time; he was required to pace his material to a rigid
time schedule. There were the distractions of lights, the
subdued, yet audible talking by the crewmen and camera-
men to the director on a studio-control room telephone in-
tercom line (inaudible on the air, but quite clearly heard
in the studio), the movements of people and cameras. Amid
all this, the instructor was told "act naturalbe yourself."
Little wonder the instructor's first experience before live
cameras was more or less upsetting.

Orientation to Television Instruction. Several steps were
taken by the Producer-Director to initiate the new instruc-
tors to television. A conference between the new instruc-
tor and the Producer-Director was held to orient the in-
structor to television. In this meeting the technicalities of
production were covered. Included were: the function of
the cameras and lenses, switching of shots, the work of
the director, and the limitations of the medium. The as-
sumption was that, if the new teacher understood some
technicalities, he was more likely to understand how to
handle himself on camera and why he had to observe cer-
tain studio rules, which to the uninitiated might appear
capricious and arbitrary. The preliminary meeting was
followed by a series of conferences in which the instructor
outlined his conception of the course, its content, and
sequence. Together, the instructor and Producer- Director
made detailed plans for the first few telecasts and prepared
for rehearsals.

The initial trying experience before the cameras was
anticipated. Therefore, a few days before the actual tele-
cast, a full, closed-circuit dress rehearsal under actual broad-
cast conditions was arranrjed. When possible, there were
two dry-ruos for each instructor. These pre-debut re-
hearsals were important because expertness and ease be-
fore the camera is, in a large degree, matter of experience.
After each rehearsal, frank evaluation was made of the
instructo'r's behavior on-camera. By the third on-camera
appearance, usually the first actual telecast, most of Project
II instructors demonstrated marked improvement over
maiden efforts. Some instructors, with particular instruc-
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tional methods, adapted quickly to the new demands of
hletrieed teaching. On the whole, the over-all performance
of these relatively inexperienced (one exception) television
instructors was remarkably accomplished.'

Script versus Non-Script. The method of delivery
varied almost as widely as the number of instruc-
tors. Most worked from an outline. However, the outline
of one instructor averaged a sparse six or eight entries
while another's covered two typewritten pages. One .in-
structor began his television series using pages of detailed
typewritten notes which gradually dwindled in number as
his confidence and ease in front of the cameras increased.
Someme instructors used fully written-out scripts exclusively.
One worked entirely without notes. Another wrote some
of his lectures and gave others from an outline. This
variety of approaches underscores the point of view that
the ProdueereDirector should conform to tne technique that
is most natural and comfortable to the instructor.

One phenomenon of teaching by television felt strongly
by some instructors was the necessity of organizing lecture
material carefully so that it moved along at a brisker pace
than seemed necessary in a conventional classroom. One of
the instructors, somewhat shaken after his first dry-run on-
camera, said he sensed that he had been "boring the
camera." He dropped some of the anecdotal material he had
planned and moved directly into the course material.

There appears to be a lower threshhold of boredom in
television than there is in a conventional class. Perhaps the
student in the conventional class has, over a period of time,
devised defenses to handle boredom; as yet he may not have
learned compensating techniques for televised instruction.
Apparently, the acedemic pace of the lecture material must
perforce be brisker. At least many of the instructors felt
this to be so, and they spent much more time organizing
their material for television teaching than for classroom
lectures.

Instructor-Producer-Director Relationship

The relationship between the instructor and the Pro-
ducer-Director vas important to the instruction as viewed
by the student. From the outset the Producer-Director made
his own role conform to the fact that the instructor was the
program, that the course content was his exclusive province
and that the success of the series depended ultimately on
the instructor himselfon his excellence as a teacher. The
Producer-Director was there to explain the medium to the
instructor, to acquaint him with its possibilities, and to
suggest possible production devices that were likely to
enhance the instructor's presentation. However, the de-
vices had to be judged on how well they applied to, and
advanced understanding of, the course content in light of
the instructor's individual approach to teaching and tele-
vision. Thus, the content of every telecast was, in reality,
instruec.or controlled.

Much of the burden of making the television medium
congenial to the classroom teacher rests with the Producer-
Director. A conflict between the instructor and the Pro-
ducer-Director, with strong, unbending ideas about what
makes good television teaching, could make the experience
unpleasant for the instructor. Perhaps under such condi-

'The Producer-Director's independent conclusion was supported
by the studies of Attitude to Instructor.

tons, potentially excellent television instructors might never
reach their full effectiveness.

Production

Overproduction, production for production's sake, is a
temptation to a director in television, The cameras are
versatile; the medium is full of possible dramatic visual
"gimmicks." It is not hard to get carried away. The come
petent instructional television director should have the
taste n cPriqP tr ignrirn the prnriiirtinn to-sr hnicia nn
matter how dramatic or visually handsome, that are not
precisely applicable to the course material itself, or that ore
not consistent with the instructor's teaching procedures.

A bias among some members of the teaching profession
against television as an academic tool stems from the "show"
aura that surrounds the medium. Since entertainment is its
usual product, this bias is not unexpected. The Producer-
Director who works in instructional television and who
succumbs to the temptation of filling telesessions with pro-
duction tricks that get in the way of the course material,
helps to spread the bias that television is somehow frivolous.
This does not mean that genuine showmanship, that is
teaching and production aimed at making the course ma-
terial as interesting and stimulating as possible, should be
left out of instructional television. Dullness is no more ef-
fective op Hevision than it is in the conventional class-
room; in fact, it may be worse.

No hard and fast rules about what makes a firstrate
television presentation could be observed from the variety
of effective instructional approaches used in the six televised
courses. There were excellent lectures that involved nothing
more visual than a blackboard. However, the television
camera's ability to enlarge a blackboard entry, to select and
show only what applies at the moment, made the black-
board a visual tool of somewhat greater variety than is
usual. Other televised lectures, also excellent, made use of 3
variety of visual aids: a large rear-projection screen on which
important words, charts, arol pictures appeared; magnet
board material; pictures from various texts; and drawings
and graphs by the staff graphic artist. Occasionally, a vi-
gnette, dramatized by student actors, was made part of a
telecast. On the Creative Arts course telecasts, dramatic ex-
cerpts were common because the course, in part, dealt with
drama itself.

The instructor on the Basic Communications telecourse
employed the discussion method, using three hand-picked
students along with occasional guests: a local novelist and
critic, a poet of the "San Francisco School," a psychiatrist
with a strong interest in literature, and a group of jazz mu-
sicians who illustrated improvisation as against strictly for-
mal artistic methods.

The discussion method of instruction adapted itself satis-
factorily to television as long as the instructor made the
viewers part of the discussion circle by periodically address-
ing them directly. This was accomplished through the
simple expedient of making eye contact with the camera
lens. Without this, the director felt the student viewers
would tend to feel excluded from any active, personal par-
ticipation in the discussion, and would lose interest in it.
Educational television depends on the eye contact of in-
structor with viewer to create any sense of intimate personal
exchange. Properly used, the medium does possess this
quality, but only if the camera represents for the instructor
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Figure 2. Student production crew and English 6.1 professsor making final preparations minutes before going on the air.

a direct, personal, open passage to his students, and not a
cold, impersonal electronic gadget. Improperly used, tele-
vision can be a barrier to student contact rather than a
means to it.

Some instructors missed the interaction between them-
selves and their students, and felt they were, therefore, less
effective. Otheits preferred to address themselves only to the
camera. A question remains whether, as a general rule, the
inclusion cif students in the studio makes instruction less
effective for the television student. A. great deal depends on
the particular instructor, instudio students, and the effec-
tiveness of their exchanges. Further, some instructors may
have an implicit conception of the instructional process that
requires some interdependence of student and instructor in
order to be efft five, while another may conceive of the
instructional process as mainly a teacher dominated func-
tion. Thus, the farmer instructor may need and effectively
use a proxy class and the latter may function effectively
without a studio class present, Finally, the nature of the con-
tent and the goals of the course may well be other con-
tributing factors.

The use of dramatics to illustrate formal course material
was a technique that was employed with extreme care be-
cause drama must be produced expertly, no metier how
brief. The ..sting, the dramatic material, and the production
must be first-rate to be effective. The fact is that the tech-
nical and production standards which the student viewer,
expects it/ instructional television are set, to a great extent,
by what lee sees on commercial television. This does not

mean that the student expects lavish and complicated tiro-
ductions, but he should be seen as expecting a comparable
level of competence in the acting, camera work, direction,
and lighting.
Visuals

The generalization that visuals are a must to teach ef-
feztiveltyi on television is riot wholly true. A good straight
lecture on television is still a good straight lecture. Never-
theless, because television does have the power to picture,
and to picture with selectivity and precision, the orientation
of instructor and producer should be for effective visualiza-
tion of the course material. However, both must. be on
guard against the visual that lacks relevance. An irrelevant
visual is worse than no visual at all. furthermore, this ques-
tion must be kept in mind: Is the goal to teach, or is it to
exploit the visual possibilities of the television medium? If
the aim is to teach, then the educator and producer should
view instructional television for what it. is: a new tool, with
a wide range of application, and not an exercise in picture
making.

Some courses lent themselves readily to visualization.
The Life Science course (Science li) was one of these. The
subject matter needed to be seen to be explained. Visuals
such as slides of cellular structure, a specimen of a human
brain, extreme close-ups of particular insects, the skeletal
organization of animals and humans, were essential elements
of the course material and were well adapted to television.
Television's ability to magnify was used to great advantage
in this course. A memorable magnification was the close-up
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Photo by Om/ Goldner

Figure 3. Examples of visuals used in Social Scivice 30, The American Economy.

of the oviduct of a laying hen; as seen by the viewers, the
immature eggs nearly filled the television screen illustrating
with remarkable claYity the instructor's explanation.

One of the courses with a seemingly limited visualiza-
tion potential was Psychology 10.1, The Psychology of
Personal and Social Adjustment. However, because the in-
structor was interested in exploring the possibilities of the
medium, while at the same time insisting along with the
Producer-Director that a production device be workable,
relatively foolproof, and effective in the teaching of course
material, the "non-visual" course was effectively pictorial-
ized. Photographs, paintings, graphs, charts, motion 'pic-
tures, occasional live dramatic vignettes, magnet board en-
tries, plus a selective use of music, were all employed to add
visual and aural pace and interest. The impact of pictures,
graphs, and ;eature outline material was heightened when
the material was thrown on a large rear projection screen
that formed a backdrop for the instructor.

One of the most interesting and challenging of the
programs of Psychology 10.1 was a remote telecast direct
from a cell block in the state prison at San Quentin, Cali-
fornia. Nine inn.ates, all taking the televised course as part
of the Extension program of San Francisco State College,
were interviewed by the instructor in an attempt to ex-
plore the bases for their adjustment, social and personal.,
especially the light of the course material This program
was instructional television at a high level, and illustrates
what television can do in the way of truly original in.
struction. Required is a production budget the size of the

one provided for Project II. Furthermore, it is extremely
rare in instructional television, at present, to find a com-
bination of technical facilities, a budget, and the trained
personnel at the station and the College that make such
an ambitious production possible.

Graphic Art
The graphic artist played an important part in the

Project. All of the instructors made use of skillfully ex-
ecuted graphs, charts, drawings, and letterings. Some used
the service to a considerable degree.

The graphic artist learned to stay away from color, and
created visuals in the varying shades of the gray scale.
Color rendition is still such an unprecise matter on black
and white television that the way to make certain a chart
will be reproduced with the proper contrast on television
is to stay in the gray scale,

At first there was a tendency to put too much r,aterial
on a chart for satisfactory readability. As a rule, the best
impact was achieved with a few big words and simple
format.

The basic guide to the shape of television artwork is
the shape of the television screen. The formula for size
is a ratio of three high by four wide This same formula
was used as a guide to instructors when they made entries
on a blackboard.

Settings
Settings, as with the other facets of studio production,

are importent in television because they have an effect on
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the attention of the viewer. Although the set used in
Psychology 10.1 was serviceable enough, it had some dis-
tracting qualities: an annoying line formed by the chalk
trough bisected the head of the instructor when he sat at
his desk; a cheap backboard made an unpleasantly smudgy,
flat background for the instructor. To solve the latter
problem, the cameras had to work at a sharp angle to the
instructor. These seemingly small inconveniences may dis-

tract the viewer.
One of the more effective settings, that for the Science

10 course, was one of the sir lest. The background was
simply darkness, relieved only by the big rear projection
screen that showed pictures of stars, planets, constellations,
and other visuals as necessary. The dark background, with
the changeable stellar pictures, were especially appropriate
to the course material. There were no distracting lines or
patterns to divert attention from the instructor beyond the
space photographs which were themselves course material.
A large, boomerang-shaped desk and a stand-up "writing
unit," a structure that held large disposable pieces of gray
paper on which the instructor wrote or diagrammed in
c'aarcoal, completed the setting. The idea of disposable
paper eliminated the smearing (smudges are accentuated by
',le cameras) .hat occurs on a blackboard after several
erasures.

Another setting, effectively used for the English course,
was a contemporary lounge or sitting room that incor-
porated the rear projection screen along with various levels
at which the instructor could stand or sit. It was well
suited to this discussion type of course. Although the set
wac complex, it possessed unity and did not conflict with
the participants for the viewer's attention.

Direction
The Producer-Director encouraged and was available

for regular office conferences with the instructors to talk
through each telescssion. Conferences varied from a quick
phone call to check oa a needed visual to a scheduled two-
hour discussion and planning period. Planning was regular
and extensive at the start of each course. Some instructors,
as they learned the mechanics of television, planned each
lecture and the accompanying visuals entoto. An hour
before going on they talked through with the Producer-
Director what they were going to do. This technique, while
not recommended, can work well with a trained instructor
and an adaptable director. The latter must be adept at
calling an "ad-lib" show, that is, at creating camera shots
on the spur of the moment as the telecast progresses.

X50)

Figure 4.

A few frames taken from a kinescope
of one of the Science 10 telecasts.

Kinescope Arrangements by Om/ Goldner-Mike Bias



Apropos of this, even in the most carefully planned tele-
sessions, shots were still called more or less "ad-lib" by
the director in that every shot was not decided on and
written out beforehand.

The contract between the College and KQED specified
fifteen minutes of studio rehearsal time. How this time was
used depended on the elements of the individual production.
"Retearsal," after the first dry-runs, seldom meant running
through the full lecture itself. The time was used to check
the shots on the several visuals involved: a close-up of a
mounted specimen, a picture or diagram in a book, a rear-
projection effect, the rehearsal and shooting of a dramatic
insert, or a special lighting effect.

Some of the sessions in Creative Arts, usually the drama
sections, were fully scripted, and the shots and camera
movements carefully mapped. This was essential to multi-
scened productions where a series of split-second cues for
changes of locale and acting personnel occurred. In these
productions the student Assistant Director fulfilled his real
function: he cleared cameras early to new scenes, set up
the oncoming shot, and gave the "ready" commands to
the cameramen.

Production Costs

The actual production cost of televised college teaching
is difficult to estimate. On the one hand, certain factors are 1111

easy to determine, for example, the cost of using a facility
such as KQED; on the other hand, some costs, for example,
student or faculty talent, are relative. The production
budget was adequate for an experimental program. The
considered opinion of the Producer-Director and the
Project Director is that production costs could be reduced
for non experimental, continuing programs. Had there LS
been tighter budgets, it is believed the productions would
not have had the finish or the visual range which they pos-
sessed. With a tight budget, the two remote telecasts, the
San Quentin interviews, and the three-camera Creative
Arts telecast of "Westward the Tide," would have been
impossible. The latter was the culmination of the Creative
Arts 10 series, in which all the elements of music, drama,
fine art, and the dance were welded into one completely
original San Francisco State College creative exercise. It
was staged in the College auditorium for a live audience of
750 people, and telecast for the students in the course and
for other San Francisco Bay Area viewers.

Estimates of production costs are included in the section
that follows.

r Ila

Figure 5.

An inmate of San Quentin outside a cell door

being interviewed by Psychology 10.1 instruc-

tor. Frames taken from a kinescope recording.
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Kinescope Arrangements by Ory Goldner-Mike Blas
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Figure 6. A dramatic excerpt used as illustrative material for a Creative Arts 10 program.

Analysis of Costs

An aim of the study was to analyze the cost of open-
circuit televised instruction accompanied by quality produc-
tion. The significance of this aspect of the study is apparent.
After preliminary experimentation, boards of trustees, de-
partments of finance, legislators, and school administrators
must ask, "How much does it cost?" Further, total cost,
though important, is not as useful as an analysis of costs; it
is on the cost of individual items such as capital outlay, main-
tenance, expendable supplies, and salaries and wages that
budgets are built. To this end, the Project kept records of all
expenditures in accordance with budget practices of the Col,
lege. This procedure allowed certain limited comparisons to
be made between televised (At Home and On Campus) and
conventional instruction.

Experimental research projects are not the best situations
for estimating instructional costs. An experimental procedure,
like a production model, is expensive at the outset because
routines have not been established and full efficiency has not
yet been achieved. Comparative costs sometimes are difficult
to determine because existing accounting methods do not
allow for comparisons of the type sought by the researcher.
For example, although the total cost of a building may be
known, the cost of a room within it can only be approxi-
mated. Further, costs can be made to differ by the modifica-
tion or deletion of selected factors. Since experimental pro-
grams do not provide optimum conditions for estimating
actual costs, any projections based on such analyses are bound
to include some error; nonetheless, an extrapolation study

should allow estimates to be made of future costs. It is Loped
that the costs estimated at San Francisco State College will
be of help to other institutions; however, this hope does not
imply that these estimates can be generalized beyond the
College.

Cost Index and Cost Factors

A number of approaches can be made to cost approxi-
mations. Following considerable study of possible methods
and assessment of factors, the decision was made to compute
an index that would reflect as accurately as possible the cost
per student per course per semester. Cost factors were based
on regular college enrollments only. Not included were the
high school students, extension students and other viewers.

Cost factors:
1. Capital costs of buildings
2. Instructional salaries and instructionally related

costs
3. Station time charges
4. Production expenses
5. Television administration

Factors e::cluded were those items not normally part of
college budgets and that do not affect regular day students,
for example, summer session and off campus activities.
Courses Selected for Analysis. Six courses were Might via
television and of these Psychology 10.1 and Science 11 were
selected for cost analysis. Psychology was judged to he rela-
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Figure 7. A view of the set for the Science II course. Rear projection screen is at the right and the chalk board at rear.

tively inexpensive because no special building facilities were
needed, and it was believed to be representative of English
6.1 and Social Science 30. Science was considered to be mod-
erately expensive and, although it required some special in-
stallation, costly laboratories were not essential. The cost
figures for this course appear to reflect the costs for Science
10 and Creative Arts 10.

Capital Costs of Buildings. In determining the capital costs
of buildings, two buildings in which the two courses could
be housed were analyzed. The first building analyzed consists
largely of lecture-discussion class rooms suitable for English,
Social Science and Psychology-. The second building contains
specialized rooms and laboratories representative of facilities
necessary for conducting beginning courses in science, but
not those essential for teaching advanced and graduate
courses in ience. The first building cost $16.74 per square
foot and the second building cost $18.00 per square foot;
contracts for both buildings were let in 1951. Only actual
construction costs of buildings were used for the cost study;
depreciation was figured on a forty-year basis (eighty semes-
ters) and eighty per cent utilization.

Instructional Salaries and Instructionally Related Costs. Sal-
ary costs for instructors were based on the midpoint of the
associate professor rank; Project contributions for sick leave
and retirement were included. A full-time faculty load per
semester was twelve units or four three-unit courses. In the

1 In one instance, the instructor had already caught the course
via television; he was allowed but three units released time.
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semester preceding actual teaching, instructors responsible
for conducting the courses in the study were released from
one-half of their regular teaching load for preparation of
the course they were to teach the following semester. The
same instructors were allowed one-quarter released time dur-
ing the teaching semester.' Staff members assigned as discus-
sion leaders were not given released time. Released time costs
were prorated among Television at Home, Television on
Campus, and Control groups. Somewhat more time was
available to the instructor during the teaching semester than
is apparent in the figures: For three unit courses, the in-
structor was assigned two television sections (six units or
one-half load) and thus, with one television presentation, he
met two classes. In effect, he was released an additional two
hours for the second of the two televised classes. However,
he did meet home groups on campus for weekly discussion
meetings. In Science 11, the television instructor met two
discussion sections in addition to his main televised lectures.
One of these was an Home Assignment (no discussion) sec-
tion.

Instructionally related costs were defined as all items not
directly attributable to classroom teaching, yet essential to the
furtherance of instruction. For example, included were budg-
ets for college administration, student personnel services,
health services, and library services. Maintenance costs, e.g.,
light, heat, power, water, and custodial salaries are included
in the instructionally related costs. No attempt was made to
establish a differential in the costs between the home and the
campus students. It is believed that a televised instructional
program with a minimum number of students receiving in-



struction off campus would make no appreciable difference
in these particular costs.
Station Charges. Station charges were based on a rate of three
hundred four dollars and fifty-five cents per hour. Principal
items subsumed under station charges were: camera time,
that is, forty-five minutes of live telecasting and fifteen min-
utes of camera rehearsal; set construction for each of the
courses; station lighting and dressing of sets before each tele-
cast; and overtime charges and remote telecast costs. Thirty
hours of station time, totalling $9,13630, were required for
Psychology and forty-five hours, totalling $13,704.75, were
necessary for Science.
Production Expenses. Production costs included the salary of
the producer-director, graphic artist, secretary (part-time),
fellowships, production student assistants, travel, and pro-
duction items (film rentals, pictures, props, slides, etc.).
Since experimental kinescopes were made on a pilot basis
only and were not essential to the Project, their cost was
not included in this analysis.
Television Administration. Television administration costs
included general expenses, supplies, and student assistance
used essentially for administrative purposes. To these costs
were added those portions of the Project Director's and
Office Manager's salaries, attributable to television adminis-
tration.
Subsequent Costs. Subsequent costs were computed two
ways. The first method was based on projected enrollments
using as a baseline the actual costs of the experimental pro-
gram. The second method differed in that instructor released
time was cut from three-quarter time to one-half time, discus-
sion leaders were eliminated, and production was cut fifty per
cent. In both methods one full-time faculty salary was added
for each additional four hundred students. Student assistance,
instructionally related costs, and building depreciation figures
remained the same throughout both projections. Station
charges, production costs, and instruction costs were reduced
in proportion to increase in enrollments.

Table 68
Analysis of Initial Costs per Student for Instructing Psy-
chology 10.1. Costs are Based on Sections of 33.33 Students
Each
Item

Television
Home* Campus

Conven-
Control tional

Station Charges ..... $ 91.37 $ 91.37 $ - $
Production 25.33 25.33
Administration 8.73 8.73 8.73

Instruction
Instructor** 49.09 64.16 57.06 31.43
Related Costs 47.50 4730 47.50 47.50

Room Depreciation .11 .34 .34 .34
Cost Per Student $222.13 $237.33 $113.63 $ 79.27

Note 1-Related costs include salaries and wages (less
intructor salaries), operating expenses, and equipment. The
three budget categories include, for example, college admini-
stration, student personnel services, health services, and li-
brary services; not included are summer session and off -
campus activities.

Note 2.-Since certain costs were apportioned among
the three groups in the experiment, the groups must be
considered together.

*There were two TV at Home sections.
**Instructor costs include 1/4 released time for the

teaching semester and 1/2 released time for the previcus
semester.

Table 69
Analysis of Initial Costs per Student for Instructing Science
11. Costs are Based on 100 Students per Experiment Group
and 75 Students per Conventional Group

Conven-
Item

Television
Home Campus Control tional

Station Charges $ 68.52 $ 68.52 $ $
Production 18.93 18.93 -
Administration

instruction
7.52 7.52 7.52

Instructor* 43.65 43.65 48.88 23.14
Related Costs 79.17 79.17 79.17 79.17

Room Depreciation .60 134 154 1.54
Cost Per Student $218.39 $219.33 $137.11 $103.85

Note 1.-Related costs include salaries and wages (less
Instructor salaries), operating expenses, and equipment, The
three budget categories include, for example, college admini-
stration, student personnel services, health services, and li-
brary services; not included are summer session and off -

campus activities.
Note 2.-Since certain costs were apportioned among

the three groups in the experiment, the groups must be con-
sidered together.

Note 3.-The conventional class is Biology 1, a four unit
general education course; for the purpose of this study it
was equated to five units.

*Instructor costs include 1/4 released time for the teach-
ing semester and 1/2 released time for the previous semester.

A comparison of the initial costs of televised and conven-
tional classes with enrollments of the size in the experiment
showed television, as expected, to be more expensive than
conventional instruction. However, projected enrollments
clearly indicate that by increasing the number of students re-
ceiving instruction via television, a break-even point can be
reached where televised instruction costs no more than con-
ventional instruction. In Psychology 10.1, the break-even
point, that is, the projected number at which the cost per
student for televised instruction would equal the cost per
student for conventional instruction, is a minimum enroll-
ment of about 950 students, were the course to be. repeated.
On a reduced cost basis, the break-even point would be about
825 students. In Science 11, the break-even points were esti-
mated to be higher than for Psychology. On an initial cost
basis the estimate is about 1440 students and, on a reduced
cost basis, the estimate is about 1 120 students.

Discussion
The initial costs of open-circuit televised instruction are

higher than for conventional instruction. The fact is, sta-
tion charges quality production, and professional direction
are expensive items. The initial presentation of a course re-
quires faculty released time for preparation, both before and
concurrent with actual instruction, and original visual mate-
rials and props (charts, diagrams, models, sets) in quantity.
Further, in considering these cost figures it should be noted
that they were derived from an experimental setting which
was attempting to insure high-citiality instruction and produc-
tion. Repetition of the same courses could take advantage of
the experience, and certain costs might be reduced.

It should be noted that Television at Home has the
possibility for increasing the use of existing buildings,
and, perhaps, deferring construction of additional rooms.
For example, for three hundred Television at Home students,
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six classrooms could be freed during teiecast hours. However,
in considering the number of classrooms that might be freed,
it should be remembered that the freed classrooms must be
equated against such factors as capital costs a qd maintenance
of television equipment, station time costs, production costs,
and the advantages or disadvantages of amortizing needed
capital outlay for additional buildings over a long period of
time through bond issues or similar methods of financing.

A most hopeful factor in televised instruction is that
initial expenses are comparatively fixed regardless of the
number of students served. This is especially true of air,
production, and instructional costs. There are other possible
savings. Once teaching materials are acquired or located, most
can be reused again and again. For example, charts of eco-
nomic statistics may be reused with some minor modifications
for up-dating. Further, once production personnel learn the
resources of their academic and cultural community (on and
off campus) efficiency is improved.

A question raised in the production-direction section is
relevant here. Restated, it is: Was the relatively high cost
of production positively reflected in the amount learned by
the students? Although the study was not designed to provide
an answer, in the judgment of the Producer-Director savings
could have been effected in the production of the programs.
However, the Producer-Director believed the telesessions
would not have had the polish they possessed. Some research
should be directed to this problem; it appears to be an im-
portant one from a cost standpoint.

Break-Even Points. Computed break-even points must be con-
sidered in relation to the size of the institution and to the
total number of students enrolled in a specific course and
in relation to the type of discussion groups that are used.
Typically, San Francisco State College enrolls about nine
hundred freshmen each fall and about three hundred each
spring. A study of the break-even points for the Psycholc y
course shows that most, if not all, freshmen entering in the
fall would have to be enrolled in a televised course before
economic feasibility could be attained. For Science 11, eco-
nomic feasibility could be attained by offering the course in
alternate years. Small group discussion, another factor to be
considered, increases the cost of instruction; the presence
of an instructor during actual teleclasses further adds to

costs, and conversely, the absence of discussion leaders
lowers costs. It should be noted that although the data in
Part III indicated that, in the majority of cases, the rela-
tionship between small group discussion and 3.cquisition of
facts was not statistically significant, five of the six Home
Assignment groups ranked last among the four supplemen-
tary methods groups.

At this juncture, a qualifying factor must be noted. The
number of Television at Home viewers is limited. In the
study it was learned that in any one freshman course about
one-third of the students could be enrolled in Television
at Home groups. Students gave the following reasons for
not participating in an At Home group: commute schedules,
part-time work, family responsibilities, other class schedules,
no access to television off campus, and poor television re-
ception. Of course, the one-third figure may not be the true
proportion that might ultimately be served at home. The
figure may vary considerably from college to college, de-
pending on such factors as the nature of the student body
and the quality of television reception in the area. How-
ever, the one-third figure remains the best estimate available
for this study. If the one-third figure is accepted and a
maximum freshman enrollment of nine hundred students
is assumed, then it follows that in the fall about three hun-
dred students could be enrolled in Television at Home
groups and the remainder would have to be enrolled in
Television on Campus sections.

Summary. From the data it is possible to make three state-
ments about open-circuit television with quality production
as it was conducted at the College: (1) It is economically
feasible to offer lezture-discussion courses, for example,
Psychology, by television if enrollments of about 950 are
attainable; (2) More expensive courses, e.g., Science,
become economically feasible if they can be offered to a
minimum of 1440 students. As it is evident that the
great majority of colleges do not have sufficient students to
enroll these numbers in specific courses, the data seem to
indicate that a single college using open-circuit television
must justify it on bases other than costs; (3) The cost of
,elevised instruction, after initial costs have been met, may
be reduced for subsequent semesters and break-even points
may be lowered.
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PART FOUR

Summary and Implications

Experiments at San Francisco State College with open-
circuit instructional television were undertaken in response
to the stresses on higher education. According to J. Paul
Leonard, there are five main pressures on higher education:
"(1) the pressure of sheer numbers; (2) the pressure to main-
tain standards commensurate with a high quality of academic
achievement; (3) the pressure of public opinion for proper
education for superior students; (4) the comnetitive pressure
in recruiting an adequate teaching staff of superior quality;
and (5) the pressure for adequate funds to house and teach
youth."' The five pressures adequately describe the condition
of higher education at the time the report for Project Num-
ber One was being prepared. Since then, the rapid changes
in international affairs have given new significance to what
is probably the oldest pressure on education: The survival of
a culture 4% in a large measure, dependent on the quantity
and quality of education the culture provides for itself. If
education is conceived as the transmitter of culture, education
must be broadly defined; and, since higher education is but
one of the institutions for education within the culture, the
colleges and universities can only be expected to shoulder a
part of the burden. Nonetheless, in a modern technical cul-
ture, colleges and universities are the institutions expected to
train the leaders and technicians necessary for survival.

The urgency of the aforementioned pressures has not
gone unnoticed. State and national governments have directed
attention and assistance to students, colleges, and universi-
ties. Private enterprise, labor unions, and individual citizens
through grants and foundations have contributed materially
to higher education. With attention and support has come

some impatience and criticism, but, for the most part, educa-
tional leadership has retained the responsibility for meeting
current pressures.

To met the complex of pressures on education, a va-
riety of approaches have been suggested. Diversity of ap-
proach has been necessary because no one method provides a
cure-all. For example, although several studente can be added
to many lecture-type courses, an equal number cannot be
crowded around a laboratory station. Moreover, there are
limits even in lecture-type courses; students cannot be added
to rooms beyond their rated capacities.

Inevitably, the search for a reduction of the pressures
on staff, space, and student abundance led to a consideration
of open-circuit television. To many, the medium appears to
have the potential of meeting at least two pressures: Tele-
vision could counter the threat to quality instruction during
a period of faculty shortage and student abundance. By us-
ing available superior faculty to reach vast numbers of stu-
dents, two goals could be reached by one bold move. To some,
television possesses additional possibilities. Superior instruc-
tors teamed with adequate instructional support, production
assistance, and the versatility of television cameras could re-
sult in an improvement in the quality of instruction. More-
over, quality televised instruction could be conducted at a
cost per student below that of conventional instruction. Un-
questionably, the validity of the complex case for instruc-
tional television must be estimated since, if television has a
high degree of validity, it promises both the cake and the
savoring of it.

Experimentation at San Francisco State College

A resume of the aim, scope, design and results of the
experiments with open-circuit television at San Francisco
State College allows for background information that, hope-
fully, will be useful in considering the implications of the
study.

Aims of the Study. The first concern was to compare the
performances and attitudes of three groups of students (Tele-
vision at Home, Television on Campus, and Conventional
on Campus) taught by the same professor, using the follow-
ing objective measures: content achievement; critical think-
ing; self-insight; motivation; attitudes to television, instruc-
tor, subject matter, and course content; and opportunities for
friendships. The second objective was to estimate the effects
of supplementary educational experiences which included

1 Dr. Leonard, former President of San Francisco State College, is
now President of the American University, Beirut, Lebanon.

R. E. Dreher and W. II. Beatty, Instructional Television Re-
search, Project Number One: An Experimental Study of College
Instruction Using Broadcast Television, p. 62.

varying amounts of discussion, demonstration-activity, and
home and library assignments. Results related to these aims
have implications for faculty shortage and student abundance.
Another major aim was to collect evidence bearing on the
teaching of college courses to high school students. Results
related to this aim have implications for accelerated learning
and for the deepening and broadening of academic experi-
ences. The fourth purpose was to explore aspects of the
teaching-learning process, namely, in what ways are televised
and conventional instruction similar and dissimilar, apart
from the acquisition of information? The implications of this
portion of the study would seem to be related to some of the
less tangible objectives of college education. The final major
aim was to assess the administration, production, and cost
of open-circuit instructional television in an experimental
setting. The College administration was of the persuasion
that before the College could commit itself to instructional
television, the economic aspects of the television medium had
to be estimated.
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Scope of the Study. Experimentation was conducted in
general education courses represcntative of six major aca-
demic areas. More than two score instructors were involved
as teachers or discussion leaders with additional staff members
participating in planning and evaluation. The subjects studied
represented several populations: regular college students; se-
lected groups of high school students; adults at large and
carefully selected inmates in a state prison. The courses
were offered through the facilities of KQED, the Bay Area
Educational Television Station; the courses were entirely
produced and directed by personnel of the College.

Experimental Designs. The experimental designs allowed
comparisons of performances of students in three groups:
Tel^vision at Home, Television on Campus, and Convention-
al on Campus. Further, in the Science courses, each of these
groups was divided into four sub - groups, allowing lor weekly
discussion, bi-weekly discussion, weekly activity-demonstra-
tion, and home - assignment (no campus meetings). Control
measures included academic aptitude, grade point average,
content achievement, and motivation.

Results. Students who received instruction via television
compared favorably with students enrolled in regular cam-
pus classes with respect to acquisition of information or, as
in the case of English 6.1, the ability to write an essay. An
exception to this generalization was Creative Arts. Further,
students, -whether of high or low academic ability, acquired
information as well by television as by conventional instruc-
tion. Moreover, in Science, the various kinds of supplemen-
tary instruction, whether weekly, bi-weekly, demonstration-
activity, or home and library assignments, were found to be
about equally effective in promoting factual learning. Ap-
parently, as long as course goals are defined in terms of gains
in information or writing skill, students appear to learn about
as well via television as through face-to-face instruction.

With respect to gains in critical thinking and self-in-
sight, there were no statistically significant differences be-
tween television and conventional groups. Further, in Science,
critical thinking and self-insight were about as effectively
developed by one of the four supplementary types of instruc-
tion as by any one of the others. However, in five of the six
courses, conventional groups made higher mean gains on self-
insight than did the television groups.

Selected high school students in Science 11 and English
6.1 made smaller gains in factual information or in writing
skill than did college students with whom they were matched.
However, in English, the college students' final mean score
was still below the initial score of the high school students.

Analyses of student and teacher statements describing in-
struction indicated that the three subject groups (high school
students, college students, instructors) agreed on a common
core of processes that constituted effective and ineffective in-
struction. Further analysis indicated that there were signifi'
candy more kinds of incidents described as effective or inef-
fective in conventional instruction than in televised instruc-

tion. Students in both televised and conventional instruction
felt that what the teacher said or did was important but re-
acted negatively to this emphasis more often in conventional
instruction than in televised instruction. Student attitudes
toward teaching-learning varied from one learning context to
another, but this was not haphazard: Students placed more
emphasis on what the teacher did in televised instruction than
in the conventional classroom and gave more value to stu-
dent participation in conventional instruction than in tele-
vised instruction. The results seem to indicate that something

..vas fr,,,nri in lu,th tc.nhing-g, nvIrl

any learning situation may be valuable to. an individual as
long as it satisfies some personal need. However, the variety
of means by which satisfactions and dissatisfactions of the
learner occur are fewer in televised instruction than in the
conventional classroom.

The feasibility of television as a medium of instruction
can be considered in terms of student acceptability, admin-
istrative organization, production and direction of instruc-
tional programs, and cost. Generally, students accepted tele-
vision as a medium of instruction. At Home students were
more positive concerning their attitudes to television than
were students enrolled in television classes on campus. The
degree of acceptance varied from group to group, being neu-
tral or favorable in seven groups and unfavorable in three.
Moreover, the follow-up study of students who had taken
English 6.1 via television in the Spring, 1957 and who in the
fall enrolled in conventional sections of English 6.2 (the sec-
ond half of the year course) indicated an overwhelming
preference for regular campus instruction.

Experience at this College with instructional television
suggests the following: Instructional television should be
placed within the administrative organization of the instruc-
tional area of the College. Cognizance must be taken of the
numerous functions in instructional television administration
and provisions must be made for adequate staff. Observations
of production and direction indicate that the instructors and
the College can maintain control over the academic quality of
televised courses by using local production and direction staff.
Instructors are able to adapt successfully to televised instruc-
tion when adaptation is facilitated through a series of planned
preliminary experiences. Further, it was demonstrated that
the College and Station KQED hold similar educational goals
and can work closely and cooperatively in the presentation of
quality televised courses.

The analyses of cost data, based as they were on experi-
mental, quality-produced, open - circuit television, allowed
three statements: (1) It is economically feasible to offer lec-
ture-discussion courses by television if enrollments of about
nine hundred and fifty students are attainable; (2) More
expensive courses are feasible when a minimum of fourteen
hundred and forty students are available; (3) The cost of
televised instruction, after initial costs have been met, may be
reduced for subsequent semesters and break-even points may
be lowered.

Implications

The data on which the following implications are based
were collected at one college only, San Francisco State, and
reflect the unique characteristics of this College. It follows
that generalizations to other institutions must be made with
cautimi.

1. Instruction by television is an effective method in
courses whose primary goal is the imparting of information.
it appears to follow that, through the medium of television,
presently available instructors can effectively teach a greater
number of students than they now reach in regular campus
classes.
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2. In those courses that purport to do more than impart
facts, e.g., provide for direct experiences or attempt to modify
attitudes, the implications are not yet clear. For example, in
Creative Arts 10, examination scores of students in the Tele-
vis,on at Home group were not as high as those of students in
the Conventional class. Further, English 6.1 (Television on
Campus) and Creative Arts 10 (Television at Home) dis-
played a negative attitude toward the television medium and
a follow-up study in English 6.2 indicated that students who
had experienced both televised and conventional instruction
strongly preferred regular campus classes. Finally, some data
suggest that certain goals. e.g., self-insight and friendships,
may be better fostered by conventional than by televised
instruction. If a decision is made to teach by television in
areas that aim to develop more than a mastery of informa-
tion, then the College must seek means of compensating for
some of the possible limitations of instructional television,
either iri the televised course itself or in other campus classes.

3. Since matched high school and college students ap-
peared to acquire mastery of content at differential rates, an
implication is that before a decision is made to offer college
credit to high school students on a regular basis, further study
should be made. Along with such study, consideration
should be given to other alternatives that could foster the
goals of acceleration and deepening of academic experiences
for able high school students. Experience in the granting of
college credit to high school students suggests that it is essen-
tial to create appropriate liaison machinery in order to ad-
vance the close and continuing cooperation between the high
schools and the College.

4. Although the exploratory study of attitudes toward the
teaching-learning process suggests that television is, at present,
a more constrictive medium in relation to satisfying and dis-
satisfying instructional experiences, television cannot be dis-
missed as an instructional medium on this basis alone. Among
the array of reasons suggesting caution is this: What is
learned is, to some extent, affected by how the learner learned
to learn. Although learning via television may not allow as
many opportunities for satisfactions or dissatisfactions at the
present time, it may be that with the broadening of oppor-
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tunities to take classes through this medium, the student
eventually may come to find as many satisfying and dissatis-
fying processes in open-circuit television as are found in con-
ventional teaching-learning situations The data imply that,
if television is used on a regular basis, there should be con-
tinuing study directed towards identifying and implement-
ing ameliorative measures.

5. If it is decided to adopt open-circuit instructional tele-
vision, the College should continue to control production and
direction of its televised academic offerings.

6. Although economic feasibility of televised instruction
can be attained in certain courses, the break-even points of
conventional and televised instruction are so close to the
number of currently enrolled students that there does not
appear to be any pressing economic need to implement even a
limited open-circuit program at this time. However, this may
not be true in the future. Enrollments are likely to rise and
qualified instructors may become increasingly scarce. Should
either or both conditions develop, conversion to some televised
instruction then would become desirable from an economic
standpoint. In anticipation of this eventuality, the following
are suggested:

a. Studies should be made of possibilities for broadening
the base number of students that could be enrolled in
any one course, with consideration given to the possi-
bility of joint offering of courses by more than one
institution of higher learning.

b. Investigations should be undertaken to explore all the
ramifications of repeating courses using kinescopes or
video tapes.

c. Comparative studies should be made of the costs of
open-circuit television, with and without locally-owned
equipment, and of closed-circuit television with college-
owned equipment with consideration given to costs
related to maintenance and depreciation of equipment.
Additional comparative studies should be made of the
advantages and disadvantages of deferring building
construction, keeping in mind the cost of different
methods of financing expenditures.

Suggestions for Further Research

Once the research project was underway, possibilities for
additional research were noted. The list of suggestions that
follows represents possible problem areas but does not pretend
to state specific hypotheses or research questions.

Suggested Problems: The Teaching - Learning Process
I. What would be the effect on the attitudes of students

toward the teaching-learning process if prolonged, mas-
sive dosages of televised instruction were experienced by
students?

2. Why do students evidence greater dependence on the tele-
vision instructor than on the regular classroom instructor?
Would the dependency relationship be altered if the in-
structor's role on television were underplayed; i.e., if the
instructor were to become essentially an unseen narrator?

3. Is dependence on the instructor a transitory phase for
entering freshmen, or is it also common to sophomores,
juniors, and seniors?

4. Are there dimensions of personality which are related to
dependence on television instructors? Regular campus
instructors?

5. What effects on learning and attitudes toward the teach-
ing-learning process would be observed if an actor were
substituted for the television instructor and if regular,
fully-qualified instructors were used as discussion leaders?

6. What effects on the performance of able high school stu-
dents would be observed if high school students were to
meet the same administrative requirements as the college
students, e.g., formal enrollment in college courses, com-
pletion of course requirements, and permanent assignment
of a course grade?

7. Since most of the college subjects in the study were fresh-
men, the attitudes expressed toward televised instruction
and the teaching-learning process do not necessarily re-
flect the attitudes of sophomores, juniors, seniors, and
graduate students. This fact is the basis for the questions
that follow:
a. Can televised instruction be conducted effectively in

advanced courses, e.g., in seminars or courses which
rely heavily on student-instructor interplay?
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b. Is televised instruction equally acceptable to all under-
graduate and graduate classes? If acceptability differs
among classes, what factors other than class year may
be related to acceptance or rejection?

Suggested Problems: Production

What differences, if any, in performance and attitudes to
the teaching-learning process would result if two nearly iden-
tical courses were offered via television, one course would be
produced on an adequate budget and the other on a severely
limited budget (assume all °tiler factors are equal)?

Suggested Problems: Administratic 1

1. If college courses were recorded xi tape or ,n kinescope
film, what safeguards would be essential for the main-
tenance of faculty morale?
What are the comparative costs of: (1) Owning and
operating open-circuit instructional television on a regular
basis? (2) Owning and operating equipment but renting
transmission facilities? (3) Owning and operating closed-
circuit equipment? Flow do the various television costs
compare with the construction, operation and mainten-
ance costs of buildings assuming different methods of
financing outlays?

1.
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APPENDIX A

The San Quentin Study

This portion of the study was ancillary to the main
project, but findings are included because the nattsre of the
results Guggest a means by which qualified, institutionalized
persons may advance toward certain educational goals via
open-circuit television.

Selected inmates at San Quentin Prison were enrolled
for college credit as extension students in Psychology 10.1,
Science 10 and Science 11. Tne students were held to
the same reading assignments, academic standards, and
examinations as regular college students enrolled in the
same courses. In Science 10 and 11, there was but occasion-

al contact viith a discussion leader. In Psychology 10.1, a
graduate intern happened to be assigned to the prison; he
met the Psychology 10.1 students once a week. In addition,
the Psychology television instructor visited the group a num-
ber of times.

Table 70 presents pretest and posttest results in Science
10 and Psychology 10.1 on three measures: Critical Think-
ing Appraisal, Self-Insight, and Content. Table 71 presents
a distribution of final grades in the three courses. The data
in Table 72 deal with the results on four attitude scales
given in Science 10 and Psychology 101'

Table 70

Summary of Results on Three Pretests and Posttests
San Quentin Extension Students
Course and

Instrument N Mead

Science 10
Critical Thinking

s,c1. t
Statistically

Significant Gain

Appraisal 15 1.9* 12.0 0.6 No
Self-Insight Scale 13 4.6 10.5 L6 No
Content Test 14 5.5 7.2 2.8 Yes (.02)**

Psychology 10.3
Critical Thinking

Appraisal 9 5.3 1.2 No
Self-Insight Scale 9 2.9 10.0 0.9 No
Content Test 9 5.9 5.8 3.1 Yes (.02)**

*Chance deviation from zero.
, **Significant beyond the 2% level.

In Science 10 and Psychology 10.1, the students mPde
significant gains in content. The t-ratios were significant
beyond the two per cent level. However, no significant
gains were made in either course on the Watson-Glaser
Critical Thinking Appraisal and on the Self-Insight Scale.

Table 71
Distribution of Final Grades in Three Courses. San Quentin
Extension Students

Final Grade Science 10 Science 11* Psychology 10.1

A 2 5 2

B 5 3 3

C 6 2 4

D 1 2 0

F 0 I 0

Note,--Grades for extension students were based on grade
curves derived from the performance of regular college stu-
dents enrolled in the same courses.

*One incomplete and one withdrawal are not included.

The distribution of grades do not appear to be unusual
except for Science 11. However, the total number of sub-
jects is small and, since they were selected, they should
not be considered representative of the population from
which they were drawn, nor should they be considered
representative of institutionalized persons in general.

'Data in Science 11 were incomplete.

In both Science 10 and Psychology 10.1, the San Quen-
tin students reacted favorably to course content and to in-
structor, and they expressed themselves as highly inter-
ested in the subject matter presented in the courses. All
t-ratios were significant beyond the one per cent level. On
the Attitude to Tele7ision scale, the results were not cone
clusive; students in Psychology 10.1 were favorable to tele-
vision, but students in Science 10 were neutral.

The acceptance of television as a medium of instruction
in one course and an equivocal position toward it in the
other does require some explanation. No attempts were
made to compare results obtained in the courses because
controls could not be placed on differences in course con-
tent, instructors, students, etc. Further, the courses were
not comparable from the standpoint of what took place in
the course as far as the students were concerned. On the
one hand, in Psychology, a qualified discussion leader was
available on a weekly basis; in preparation for a telecast,
the Psychology instructor personally interviewed each mem-
ber of the class for an hour or more; a remote open-circuit
telecast was made from within the prison featuring live
interviews with members of the class; the content of the
Psychology course may have had certain personal implica-
tions for the students. On the other hand, in Science, con-
tact between the Science instructor and the students was
limited to a few visits. These definite differences between
the courses may have produced an effect (Hawthorne
effect) that worked strongly in favor of Psychology. These
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Summary of Results on
San Quentin Extension

Table 72

Four Attitude Scales
Students

Course and
Scale

Science 10
Attitude to

N Mean s.d. ti
Statistically
Significant

Student
Attitude

Course Content 12 33.7 12.6 -4.51 Yes (.01)** Favorable
Attitude to

instructor 1V
on 0OG0 1410.! 2 1^/-014, Nr... A11*1 %wt., lk\/%1I Fs arable

Attitude to
Television 11 49.3 15.1 -0.16 No Neutral

Interest in
Subject Matter 11 29.6 15.7 -4.33 Yes (.01)** Favorable

Psychology 10.1
Attitude to

Course Content 9 29.0 4.6 -14.38 Yes (.001) *** Favorable
Attitude to

Instructor 11 26.7 8.5 -9.09 Yes (.001) * ** Favorable
Attitude to

Television 10 37.8 6.0 -6.42 Yes (.001)*** Favorable
Interest in

Subject Matter 10 22.6 8.5 -10.36 Yes (.001) *** Favorable

*Significant beyond the 3% level.
**Significant beyond the 1% level.

***Significant beyond the .1% level.

data seem to allow the conclusion that a neutral attitude
toward televised instruction may result even with minimal
contact between students and instructor and that a highly
favorable attitude may occur with supplementary discussion
anu instructor attmtion.

Summary
Small groups of selected institutionalized persons were

enrolled in three regular college courses taught by tele-
vision. Students made significant gains in content; eighty-
nine per cent made a satisfactory (C) grade or better. Stu-
dent attitudes toward course content, instructor, and interest
in subject matter were significantly favorable. Favorable
student attitude toward television was believed to result,
in part, from weekly discussion and personal contact with
an instructor.

APPENDIX B

Table 73

Comparability of Experimental and Control Groups on Pretests in Six Courses
Analysis of Variance F-Ratios
Course

Science 10

S.C.A.T.
Watson-
Glaser

Individual
Inventory

General
Content

Medium 0.11 0.35 1.02 0.70
Supplementary Discussion 1.73 2.18 0.19 1.32
Interaction 0.90 1.18 1.16 0.91

Science 11
Medium 1.70 1.47 1.78 1.10

Supplementary Discussion 137 0.24 2.12 0.54
Interaction 0.83 2.18 0.69 2.70

Psychology 10.1 0.17 1.21 0.24 0.12
English 6.1 2.70 0.58 1.02 4.88*
Social Science 30 0.23 0.49 0.85 0.04
Creative Arts 10 0.07 Not Given 0.86 1.17

*Significant beyond the 5% level.
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APPENDIX C
Table 74

Summary of Results on Edwards Perm)
Analysis of Variance F-Ratio

al Preference Inventory

Science 10 Science II

Medium
Supplementary

Discussion interaction Medium
Supplementary

Interaction

Achievement Drive 0.34 0.5'7 1.09 0.50 2.43 2.06

Deference 0.12 0.66 0.80 0.19 1.23 0.46
Order 3.57* 2.81 0.86 4.31* 0.63 1.03

Exhibition 1.10 2.70 1.58 0.37 0.62 0.81

Autonomy 0.33 0.72 0.R4 1.n4 0.7n 0,62

Affiliation 1.86 3.64* 0.33 0.06 0.02 0.44
Intraception 1.53 1.34 0.20 3.53* 0.05 0.83

Succorance 1.47 0.0'7 1.4'7 0.78 1.42 1.41

Dominance 0.78 1.48 0.89 0.25 1.00 1.23

Abasement 0.90 0.72 0.64 0.94 1.26 1.57

Nurturance 0.25 1.48 0.67 0.15 0.56 0.81

Change 1.36 1.45 1.44 0.83 0.87 0.87
Endurance 1.02 0.65 0.67 3.20* 0.32 1.7'7

Heterosexuality 0.62 0.35 0.65 0.01 0.45 0.99
Aggression 0.06 1.42 0.95 0.21 0.42 0.82

*Significant beyond the 3% level.
Table 75

Summary of Results on Edwards Personal Preference Inventory
Analysis of Variance F-Ratios

Psychology English Social
10.1 6.1 Science 30

Achievement Drive 0.70 0.16 0.40

Deference 0.27 1.04 0.86
Order 0.66 0.5'7 1.35

Exhibition 0.23 0.08 0.53

Creative
Arts 10

0.28
0.60
2.78
2.29

.4; Autonomy 0.19 2.09 0.12 0.26
Affiliation 1.60 2.80 1.50 0.02
Intraception ........... .................. 0.49 1.66 2.26 2.77

Succorance 0.32 0.29 0.02 0.02
Dominance 0.49 0.46 1.16 4.42*
Abasement 1.79 0.15 0.17 0.05
Nurturance 0.24 1.73 0.44 4.68*
Change 0.20 4.50* 0.20 0.00
Endurance 0.21 1.89 1.75 1.77

Heterosexuality 0.28 0.08 0.10 0.55
F Egression 1.25 1.62 0.01 2.66

*Significant beyond the 5% level.
APPENDIX D

Table 76
Summary of Results on Bartlett's Test for Homogeneity of Variance F-Ratios

(P? Science :science Psychology English Social Creat;ve
10 II 10.1 6.1 Science 30 Arts RI

High Ability J.06 1.13 2.93* 2.71 1.50 0.34
Low Ability 1.96* 1.16 8.09** 4.5** 0.41 0.45

Fyn -fl Exam 1.69 1.07 1.88 9,02** 0.26 0.01

General Content
Gain 3.98** 1.46 2.32 0.14 2.26 1.13

Watson - Glaser
Gain 1.61 1.21 2.87* 168 0.79

Self - Insight Gain 3.11** 5.19** 0.56 0.93 8.10** 0.01
. Attitude to Course

It-
rt." Content 2.10* 035 0.82 0.78 0.23 3.20

Attitude to
4. instructor 1.11 1.18 0.85 1.58 0.20 3.74

Interest in
Subject Matter 130 0.83 0.87 1.14 0.22 0.42

Attitude to
Television ...... 1.10 1.02 1.14 1.28

'Significant beyond the 5% level., **Significant beyond the 1% level.
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APPENDIX E
Table 77

Gait on General Content Test. Analysis of Variance
Course and Sum of

Source of Variation Squares df

Science 10

F- Ratios
Wan
Square

Medium 226.300 2 113.150 0.81 p:.05
Supplementary Discussion.. 118.500 3 39.500 0.28 p>.05
interaction 553.500 6 92.267 0.66 p> .05
Within Subgroups 31,765.600 228 139.323
Total 32,664.000 239

Science 11
Medium 484.234 2 242.117 2.89 p>.05
Supplementary Discussion.. 79.367 3 26.457 0.32 p>.05
Interaction 1,417.933 6 236.322 2.82 p> .05
Within Subgroups 19,129.800 228 83.903
Total 21,111.334 239

Psychology 10.1
Category Means 655.490 3 218.497 1.99 p>.05
Within Subgroups 10,076.270 92 109.525
Total 10,731.760 95

English 6.1
Category Means 15,966.333 2 7,983.167 7.55 p.01
Within Subgroups 72,927.667 69 1,056.923
Total 88,894.000

Social Science 30
Category Means 258.370 2 129.185 0.97 p>.05
Within Subgroups 6,311.112 51 133.551

Total 7,069.482 53

Creative Arts 10
Category Means 382,531 1 382.531 5.34 p<.05
Within Subgroups 9,165.539 128 71.606
Total 9,548.070 129

APPENDIX F
Table 78

Achievement on Final Examinations. Analysis of Covariance F-Ratios
Course and Sum of Mean

Source eft Variation Squares df Square F

Science 10
Medium 3,473.903 2 1,736.951 12.79 p<.01
Supplementary Discussion 906.823 3 302.274 2.23 p>.05
Interaction 897.895 6 149.649 1.10 p>.05
Within Subgroups 30,554.19'7 225 135.790
Total 35,832.818 236

Science 11
Medium . .. 445.181 2 222.591 1.25 p>.05
Supplementary Discussion 67.459 3 22.729 0.13 p>.05
Interaction 2,040.879 6 340.146 1.91 p>.05
Within Subgroups 39,969.003 225 177.640
Total 42,522.522 236

Psychology 10.1
Category Means 7,739.733 3 2,579.91 2.54 p>.05
Within Subgroups 90,246.121 89 1,014.00
Total 97,985.854 92

English 6.1
Category Means 18,303.270 2 9,151.635 16.71 p<.01
Within Subgroups 36,140.770 66 547.587
Total 54,444.040 68

Social Science 30
Category Means 282.118 2 141.059 2.78 p>.05
Within Subgroups 2,439.071 48 50.814
Total 2,721.189 50

Creative Arts 10
Category Means 215.523 1 215.523 4.07 p<.05
Within Subgroups 6,620.844 125 52.967
Total 6,836.367 126
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Achievement of Highest 27 Per
Course and

Source of Variation
Science 10

Medium
Supplementary Discussion
Interaction
Within Subgroups
Mtn 1

Science 11
Medium
Supplementary Discussion
Interaction
Within Subgroups
Total

Psychology 10.1
Category Means
Within Subgroups
Total

English 6.1
Category Means
Within Subgroups
Total

Social Science 30
Category Means
Within Subgroups
Total

Creative Arts 10
Category Means
Within Subgroups
Total

Achievement of Lowest 27 Per

APPENDIX G
Table 79

Cent. Analysis of Covariance F- Ratios.
Sum of Mean
Squares df Square p

2,107.138 2 1,053.569 9.77 p<.01
708.446 3 236.149 2.19 p>.05
332.375 6 55.396 0.51 p>.05

6,14'1.458 57 107.850
9,995.417 68

53.569 2 26.784 0.15 p>.05
90.075 3 30.025 0.16 p>.05

1,845.816 6 307.636 1.67 p>.05
10,485.036 57 183.948
12,474.496 68

270.316 3 90.105 0.07 p>.05
27,213.507 21 1,295.881
27,483.823 24

3,653.657 2 1,826.828 1.22 p > .05
17,900.730 12 1,491.727
21,554.387 14

528.632 2 264.316 3.73 p>.05
637.905 9 70.878

1,166.537 11

28.094 1 28.094 0.75 p>.05
1,142.089 31 37.748
1,170.183 32

APPENDIX H
Tabie 80

Cent. Analysis of Covariance F-Ratios
Course and

Source of Variation
Sum of

Squares df
Mean

Square p
Science 10

Medium 1,498.423 2 749.211 4.09 p<.05
Supplementary Discussion 898.274 3 299.425 1.63 p>.05
Interaction 459.662 6 76.610 0.42 p>.05
Within Subgroups 10,443.766 57 183.224
Total 13,300.125 68

Science 11
Medium 346.674 2 173.337 1.46 p>.05
Supplementary Discussion 265.392 3 88.464 0.75 p>.05
Interaction 1,172.685 6 195.448 1.65 p>.05

.......Within Subgroups 6,766.689 57 118.714
Total 8,551.440 68

Psychology 10.1
Category Means 8,181.490 3 2,727.163 2.55 p>.05
Within Subgroups 22,450.991 21 1,069.095
Total 30,632.481 24

English 6.1
Category Means 7,382.066 2 3,691.033 1.70 p>.05
Within Subgroups 26,109.30 12 2,175.780
Total 33,491.431 14

Social Science 30
Category Means 71.627 2 35.813 1.90 p>.05
Within Subgroups 169.452 9 18.828
Total 241.079 11

Creative Arts 10
Category Means 01.429 1 1.429 0.03 p>.05
Within Subgroups 1,568.973 31 50.612
Total 1,570.402 32
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APPENDIX I
Table 81

Critical Thinking. Analysis of Variance F-Ratios
Course and

Source of Variation

Science 10

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F

Medium 58.825 2 29.412 0.64 p>.05
Supplementary Discussion 147.683 3 49.228 1.07 p>.05
Interaction 343.342 6 57.224 1.24 p>.05
Within Subgroups . ...... 10,486.800 228 45.994
Total 11,036.650 239

Science 11
Medium 63.858 2 31.979 0.61 p>.05
Supplementary Discussion .. 208.946 3 69.649 1.33 p>.05
Interaction 470.742 6 78.457 1.50 p>.05
Within Subgroups . ...... ..... 11,934.350 228 52.344
Total 12,677.896 239

Psychology 10.1
Category Means 132.032 3 44.011 1.16 p>.05
Within Subgroups 3,493.125 92 37.968
Total 3,625.157 95

English 6.1
Category Means 53.445 2 26.722 0.46 p>.05
Within Subgroups 4,046.875 69 58.650
Total __ .. 4,100.320 71

Social Science 30
Category Means 98.510 2 49.255 0.87 p>.05
Within Subgroups . ..._ 2,726.824 48 56.809
Total 2,825.334 50

Self-Insight. Analysis of Variance

APPENDIX
Table 82

F-Ratios
Course and

Source of Variation
Sum of

Squares df
Mean

Square F

Science 10
Medium 848.775 2 424.388 1.78 p>.95
Supplementary Discussion . 116.046 3 38.682 0.16 p>.05
Interaction 1,581.292 6 263.549 1.11 p>.05
Within Subgroups ....... 454,318.850 228 238.240
Total 56,864.963 239

Science 11
Medium 315.508 2 157.754 0.77 p>.05
Supplementary Discussion . 805.046 3 268.349 1.31 p>.05
Interaction 557.492 6 92.915 0.45 p>.05
Within Subgroups 46,633.250 228 204.532
Total 48,311.296 239

Psychology 10.1
Category Means 566.615 3 188.872 1.42 p>.05
Within Subgroups 12,207.125 92 132.686
Total 12,773.740 95

English 6.1
Category Means 580.528 2 290.264 1.89 p>.05
Within Subgroups 10,588.792 69 153.461
Total 11,169.320 71

Social Science 30
Category Means 62.038 2 31.019 0,17 p>.05
Within Subgroups ....... 9,501.000 51 186.294
Total 9,563.038 33

Creative Arts 10
Category Means ......... ..... 4.069 1 4.069 0.03 p>.05
Within Subgroups 15,939.508 128 124.527
Total 15,943.577 129
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APPENDIX K Table 83
Attitude to Content. Analysis of Variance F-Ratios

Course and Sum of
Source of Variation Squares df

Science 10

Mean
Square F p

Medium 2,593.575 2 1,296.788 13.63 p<.01
Supplementary Discussion 153.348 3 51.116 0.54 p>.05
Interaction 1,149.880 6 191.647 2.01 p>.05
Within Subgroups 23,985.182 252 95.179
Total 27,881.985 263

Science 1111
Medium 260.389 2 130.194 0.96 p>.05
Supplementary Discussion 226.520 3 75.50, 0.56 p>.05
Interaction 814.278 6 135.713 1.00 p>.O5
Within Subgroups , 32,481.810 240 135.338
Total 33,782.997 251

Psychology 10.1
Category Means 1,345.879 3 448.626 2.16 p>.05
Within Subgroups 20,807.334 100 208.073
Total 22,153.213 103

English 6.1
Category Means 955.410 2 477.705 2.55 p>.05
Within Subgroups 14,080.385 75 187.739
Total 15,035.795 77

Social Science 30
Category Means 277.298 2 138.649 1.07 , p>.05
Within Subgroups 6,987.685 54 129.402
Total 7,264.98?, 56

Creative Arts 10
Category Means 116.363 1 116.363 0.74 p>.05
Within Subgroups 34,310.819 218 157.202
Total 34,427.182 219

APPENDIX L - Table 84
Attitude to Instructor. Analysis of Variance F-Ratios

Course and Sum of
Source of Variation Squares df

Science 10

Mean
Square F p

Medium 6,424.940 2 3,212.470 3.73* p>.05
Supplementary Discussion 446.455 3 148.818 0.17* p>.05
Interaction 5,172.726 6 862.121 6.50 p<.01
Within Subgroups 33,411.819 228 146.543
Total 45,455.940 239

Science 11
Medium 1,184.985 2 592.492 4.15 p<.05
Supplementary Discussion 77.155 3 25.718 0.18 p>.05
Interaction 1,738.952 6 289.825 2.03 p>.05
Within Subgroups 34,245.905 240 142.691
Total 37,246.997 251

Psychology 10.1
Category Means 455.948 3 151.983 3.22 p<.05
Within Subgroups 4,721.709 100 47.217
Total 5,177.657 103

English 6.1
Category Means 1,994.256 2 997.128 730 p<.01
Within Subgroups 9,9 78.462 75 133.046
Total 11,972.718 77

Social Science 30
Category Means 40.222 2 20.111 0.14 p>.05
Within Subgroups 8,621.71 60 143.695
Total 8,661.937 62

Creative Arts 10
Category Means 3,108.768 1 3,108.768 15.57 p<.001
Within Subgroups 43,536.482 218 199.709
Total 46,645.250 219

* Due to the significant value of F for kiteraction, the F for medium and supple-

mentary methods were computed by the formula F=variance for medium
variance for interaction
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APPENDIX M
Table 85

Interest in Subject Matter. Analysis of Variance F- Ratios
Course and

Source of Yariafion df

Science 10
Medium 6,697.727 2 3,348.863
Supplementary Discussion 879.954 3 293.318

1 C.14 k7 1 0 4 C(11 111
111LeL del-1011 J , J "TV. I LA-)

Within Subgroups 62,203.091 252 246.838
Total 73,327300 263

Science 11
Medium 194.580 2 97.290
Supplementary Discussion 449.790 3 149.930
Interaction 529.388 6 88.231
Within Subgroups 65,924372 240 274.686
Total 67,098.330 251

Psychology 10.1
Category Means 1,256.000 3 418.667
Within Subgroups 15,127.847 104 151.278
Total 16,383.847 107

English 6.1
Category Means ... ...... 3,362. S71 2 1,681.435
Within Subgroups 26,147_347 75 348.631
Total 29,510.218 77

Social Science 30
Category Means 473.087 2 236.543
Within Subgroups _______ .... 12,930.843 54 239.460
Total 13,403.930 56

Creative Arts.10
Category Means ___ ... . .... 705.618 1 705.618
Within Subgroups 77,912.910 218 357.399
Total 78,618.528 219

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

APPENDIX N
Table 86

Chi-Square Comparisons by Media of Instruction on Expec-
tations of Amount to be Learned ( Question 1) Pre-Course
Results

Comparison Statistically
and Course CM-Square Significant

TV at Home vs. TV on Campus

Students
Favored

Science 10 16.1 Yes (.005) *** At Home
Psychology 10.1 11.7 Yes (.005)*** On Campus
English 6.1 8.9 Yes (.025)* At Home

TV at Home vs. Control
Science 10 46.7 Yes (.005) *** Control
Psychology 10.1 128.9 Yes (.005 )*** Control
English 6.1 31.0 Yes (.005 )*** Control
Social Science 30 59.9 Yes (.005) *** Control
Creative Arts 10 9.3 Yes (.01) ** At Home

TV on Campus vs. Control
Science 10 78.0 Yes (.005)*** Control
Psychology 10.1 77.1 Yes (.005)*** Control
English 6.1 ..... 53.5 Yes (.005) * ** Control

*Significant beyond the 2.5% level.
**Significant beyond the 1% level.

***Significant beyond the J% level.

1 357
1.19
2.40

0.35
035
0.32

p <.01
p>.05
Yee- 

l̀It'

p>.05
p>.05
p>.05

2.79 p<.05

4.82 p<.05

0.99 p>.05

1.97 p>.05

Table 87

Chi-Square Comparisons by Media of Instruction on Real-
ization of Amount Learned (Question 1). Post - Course
Results

Comparison Statistically Students
and Course Chi-Square Significant Favored

TV at Home vs. TV on Campus
Science 10 3.9 No
Science 11

Neutral
10.8 Yes (.005)** At Home

Psychology 10.1 41.0 Yes (.00'5)** At Home
English 6.1 ..... . 12.0 Yes (.005)** At Home

TV at Home vs. Control
Science 10 62.5 Yes (.005)** Control
Science 11 53.6 Yes (.005)** Control
Psychology 10.1 .. 8.6 Yes (.025) * Control
English 6.1 59.0 Yes (.005) ** Control
Social Science 30 56.5 Yes (.005)** Control
Creative Arts 10 12.9 Yes (.005) ** Control

TV on Campus vs. Control
Science 10 ...... 74.0 Yes (.005)** Control
Science 11 93.3 Yes (.005) ** Control
Psychology 10.1 '73.6 Yes (.005)** Control
English 6.1 108.8 Yes (.005) ** Control

*Significant beyond the 2.5% level.
**Significant Leyorld the .5% level.
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Table 88

Comparisons of Expectation with Realization on Amount Learned (Question 1) by
Media of Instruction. Pre-Post Results

Medium and Course

Control
Science 10 2.6
Psychology 10.1 40.0
English 6.1 2.8
Social Science 30 5.2

Creative Arts 10 '7.5

TV at Home
Science 10 11.5
Psychology 10.1 32%

10%
English 6.1

20%
Social Science 30 20.1
Creative Arts 10 14.1

TV on Campus
Science 10

Chi-Square

Psychology 10.1
English 6.1

Gain in
Gain in
Gain in
Gain in

4% Gain in
7% Gain in

10.7
3.1

Note.-In some instances both "More"
Square an illogical statistic. Hence it
particular per cents are entered.

* Significant beyond the 5% level.
** Significant beyond the .5% level.

Statistically
Significant

No
Yes (.005)**

No
11,,

Yes (.05)*

Yes (.005)**
"More" Category
"Less" Category
"More" Category
"Less" Category

Yes (.005)**
Yes (.005)**

"More" Category
"Less" Category

Yes (.005)**
No

Student
Expectation

at Course End

No Change
Lower

No Change
No Change

Higher

Lower
Higher

Lower
Lower
Lower

No Change

Lower
No Change

and "Less" Categories gained; this made Chi,
does not appear in some cells; instead, the

Table 89
Chi-Square Comparisons of Post Results for Science 10 with
Post Results for Science 11 on Amount Learned (Question
1)

Statistically Student
Medium ChiSquare Significant Expectation

TV at Home .. 0.7 No No Change
TV on Campus 7.2 Yes (.05)* Lower
*Significant beyond the 5% level.

Table 90

Chi-Square Comparison by Media of Instruction on Atten-
tion (Question 2). Pre - Course Results
Comparison
and Course

Statistically
Chi-Square Significant

TV at Home vs. TV on Campus
Science 10 9.7 Yes
Psychology 10.1 11.9 Yes
English 6.1 16.9 Yes

TV at Home vs. Control
Science 10 48.2
Psychology 10.1 17.8
English 6.1 24.3
social Science 30 0.6
Creative Arts 10 10.9

'IV on Campus vs. Control
Science 10 90.4
Psychology 10.1 1.7
English 6.1 62.6

(.01)*
(.005) **
(.005) **

Yes (.005) **
Yes (.005) **
Yes (.005) **

No
Yes (.005) **

Yes (.005) **
No

Yes (.005) **

*Significant beyond the 1% level.
**Significant beyond the .5% level.
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Students
Favored

At Home
On Campus
At Horne

Control
Control .

Control
Neutral

At Home

Control
Neutral
Control



Table 91

Chi-Square Comparisons by Media of Instruction on Atten-
tion (Question 2) Post Course Results

Comparison
and Course Chi-Square

TV at Home vs. TV on Campus
Science 10 3.4

Statistically
Significant

No

Students
Favored

Neutral
Science 11 24.8 Yes (.005)* At Home
Psychology 10.1 12.3 Yes (.005)* At Home
English 6.1 93 Yes (.01)** At Home

TV at Home vs. Control
Science 10 57.4 Yes (.005)* Control
Science 11 ..... ..... 28.5 Yes (.005)* Control
Psychology 10.1 : 47.6 Yes (.005)* Control
English 6.1 59.0 Yes (.005)* Control
Social Science 30 _._ 13.2 Yes (.005)* Control
Creative Arts 10 11.9 Yes (.005)* Control

TV on Campus vs. Control
Science 10 82.0 Yes (.005)* Control
Science 11 90.5 Yes (.005)* Control
Psychology 10.1 863 Yes (.005)* Control
English 6.1 99.7 Yes (.005)* Control

* Significant beyond the .5% level.
** Significant beyond the 1% level.

Table 92

Comparisons of Expectations with Realization on Attention
(Question 2) by Media of Instruction. Pre-Post Results

Medium

Control

CM-Square
Statistically
Significant

Student
Expectation

at Course End

Science 10 0.3 No No Change
Psychology 10.1 12.2 Yes (.005 )*** Higher
English 6.1 10.3 Yes (.01) ** Higher
Social Science 30 '7.7 Yes (.025)* Higher
Creative Arts 10 1.2 No No Change

TV at Home
Science 10 ... . ... 0.9 No No Change
Psychology 10.1 __ 2.5 No No Change
English 6.1 6.6 No No Change
Social Science 30 4.6 No No Change
Creative Arts 10 16.0 Yes (.005) *** Lower

TV on Campus
Science 10 2.4 No No Change
Psychology 10.1 36.8 Yes (.005)*** Lower
English 6.1 3.1 No No Change

*Significant beyond
**Significant beyond

***Significant beyond

the 2.5% level.
the 1% level.
the .5% level.

Table 93

Chi-Square Comparisons of Post Results for Science 10 with
Post Results. for Science 11 on Attention (Question 2)

Statistically Student
Medium Chi-Square Significant Expectation

TV at Home 4.5 No No Change
TV on Campus 1.3 No No Change

Table 94

Chi-Square Comparisons by Media orr Instruction on Prepa-
ration (Question 4). Pre-Course Results
Comparison
and Course

Statistically
Chi-Square Significant

TV at Home vs. TV on Campus
Science 10 1.9 No
Psychology 10.1 0.5
English 6.1 12.1

TV at Home vs. Control
Science 10 ....... 1.3
Psychology 10.1 __ 4.3
English 6.1 16.7
Social Science 'A ._ 2.0
Creative Arts 10 1.9

TV on Campus vs. Control
Science 10 3.0
Psychology 10.1 3.2
English 6.1 13.6

No
Yes (,005)*

No
No

Yes (.005)*
No
No

No
No

Yes (.005)*

*Significant beyond the .5% level.

Students
Favored

Neutral
Neutral

At Home

Neutral
Neutral
Control
Neutral
Neutral

Neutral
Neutral
Control

Table 95

Chi-Square Comparisons by Media of Instruction on Prepa-
ration (Question 4). Post-Course Results
Comparison Statistically Students
and Course Chi-Square Significant* Favored

TV at Home vs. TV on Campus
Science 10 15.7
Science 11 7.6
Psychology 10.1 15.8
English 6.1 22.6

TV at Home vs. Control
Science 10 12.0 Yes
Science 11 27.9 Yes
Psychology 10.1 25.3 Yes
English 6.1 52.0 Yes
Social Science 30 53.9 Yes
Creative Arts 10 71.5 Yes

TV on Campus vs. Control
Science 10 48.2
Science 11 56.6
Psychology 10.1 63.1
English 6.1 95.7

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

At Home
At Home
At Home
At Home

Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control

Control
Control
Control
Control

*All results were statistically significant at the .5% level.
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APPENDIX 0

Table 96

Number of Written Descriptions by Subject Groups

Subject Group

College Students

N

TV

Effective Ineffective
Conventional Class
Effective Ineffective

Experimental 379 757 746 807 509

Control 71R 0 0 416 332

Instructors 25 58 43 43 26

High School Students 211 256 276 203 151

Total 833 1071 1065 1469 1018

Table 97

Comparisons of Groups by Per Cent of Responses in
Sub-Categories A-U (Effective Classroom)

Sub-Category Group Per Cent CM-Square p

Table 98

Comparisons of Groups by Per Cent of Responses in
Sub-Categories A-U (Ineffective Classroom)

Sub-Category Group Per Cent CM-Square

A Teacher Initiated Behavior 15.25 p< A Teacher Initiated Behavior 31.07 p<.001

Experimental .26 Experimental .30

Control .34 Control .47

High School .17 High School .21

Teachers .33 Teachers .21

B Student Initiated Behavior 8.20 p < .05 B Student Initiated Behavior 4.35 p>.05

Experimental .24 Experimental .16

Control .15 Control .17

High School .18 High School .11

Teachers .11 Teachers .09

C Student-Teacher C Student-Teacher
Interaction 5.58 p> .05 Interaction 15.08 p<.01

Experimental .12 Experimental .14

Control .11 Control .15

High School .12 High School .04

Teachers 25 Teachers .12

D Class Interaction 2.51 p.05 D Class Interaction 10.44 p<.05

Experimental .25 Experimental .13

Control .20 Control .09

High School .21 High School .08

Teachers .22 Teachers .26

E Method or Material. 11.04 P<.05 E Method or Material 2.04 p>.05

Experimental .08 Experimental .06

Control .13 Control .00

High School .05 High School .03

Teachers .04 Teachers

F Physical Aspects .00 p>.05 F Physical Aspects 14.28 p<.01

Experimental .00 Experimental .03

Control .00 Control .03

High School .00 High School .03

Teachers .00 Teachers .12

U Unusable 83.76 p<.001 U Unusable 93.24 p<.001

Experimental .05 Experimental .21

Control .07 Control .09

High School .27 High School .51

Teachers .05 Teachers .17
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Table 99

Comparisons of Groups by Per Cent of Responses in
Sub-Categories AU (Effective Television)

Sub-Category Group Per Cent CM-Square p

Table 100

Comparisons of Groups by Per Cent of Responses in
Sub-Categories A-U (Ineffective Television)

Sub-Category Group Per Cent CM-Square

A Teacher Initiated Behavior 13.69 p<.01 A Teacher Initiated Behavior 7.55 p<.05
Experimental .23 Experimental 25
High School .36 High School .16
Teachers .42 Teachers .25

B Student Initiated Behavior 28.87 p<.001 B Student Initiated Behavior 3.77 p> .05
F.ve,peitytpnenl

-2-
/0 Experimentalr - .10

High School .05 High School .06
Teachers .12 Teachers .09

C Student-Teacher C Student-Teacher
Interaction .00 p>.05 Interaction .00 p> .05

Experimental .00 Experimental .00
High School .00 High School .00
Teachers .00 Teachers .00

D Class Interaction .11 p>.05 D Class Interaction 2.53 p>.05
Experimental .04 Experimental .09
High School .04 High School .11
Teachers .05 Teachers .04

E Method or Material 2.17 p>.05 E Method or Material 1.59 p> .05
Experimental .33 Experimental .12
High School .35 High School .13
Teachers .23 Teachers .06

F Physical Aspects 5.73 p>.05 F Physical Aspects .......... .59 p> .05
Experimental .13 Experimental .41
High School .08 High School .42
Teachers .15 Teachers .48

U Unusable 28.61 p<.001 U Unusable 22.45 p<.001
Experimental .07 Experimental .03
High School ... .12 High School .12
Teachers .03 Teachers .08

List of Critical

Effective Television B.

A. Teacher-Initiated Behavior
Teacher played song on teeth with pencil - students enjoyed

this informal behavior.
Teacher's sense of humor and enthusiasm.
Teacher used funny stories to support point.
Teacher personalized the material (applied material to personal

lives of students).
Teacher's lecture opened up new ideas to student.
Teacher directed where to look for details.
Teacher at ease in presentation and is informal in gesture and

example.
Teacher injected a personal experience and relieved boredom.
Teacher relaxed and this relaxed student.
Teacher better organized (down to basic content).
Teacher stimulated student to become interested in subject.
Teacher gave summary and this WdS helpful in understanding

the material.
Teacher presented subject dramatic...11y.
Teacher inspired and put himself into his lecture.
Teacher repeated material over again.
Teacher brought in people of different disciplines to examine the

subject from their views.
Discussion between lecturers held attention.
Teacher realized problem area and emphasized explanation.
Teacher had organized presentation of materials and diagrams.
Teacher created feeling of personal contact.
Teacher holds student's attention easier on television.
Teacher clarified material (poem) in discussion on television.
Teacher prepared for television lectures; coVers more material

and more information given.
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Incidents

Student-Initiated Behavior.
Student able to relate subject matter to self as a person.
Through watching course on Art, student able to understand

paintings in Art Show.
Student had more time for study.
Student can leave or "turn off" set whenever he feels like it

without feeling guilty.
Student completed assignment in spite of confusion from presen-

tation on television.
Student taking course on television learned more than fellow

student in conventional classroom.
Student discussed material with friend before telecast; made

lecture understandable.
Student feels relaxed, is alone and able to eat, smoke, etc.
Student is relaxed, free from pressure and in a quiet environ-

ment.
Student was familiar with material presented; therefore, under-

stood it.
Student doesn't have to worry about teacher questioning.
Student relaxed because no physical contact with instructor.
Helped student (and family) understand birth process.
Student can take notes.
Student able to take care of emergency and still see class.
Student derives more pleasure from instructor's personality than

from course content.
Student did not fall behind while sick at home.
Student could perform the suggested movements at home with-

out feeling self-conscious.
Student understood terms and felt he would succeed in the

course.
Student able to do other things at same time.
Student had new insights of old experiences.



Student found he would pay more attention to televi ')n.
Student understood every point of discussion.

C. Student-Teacher Interaction

D. Class Discussion or Interaction
Student discussant describes other material which gives student

incentive to read material himself.
Student discussants on television gave views different from view-

er and latter re-examined his views and the material in more
detail.

Discussions on television helped clarify material in an interesting
manner.

Students on television relaxed; helps viewer to be relaxed at
home.

E. Application of Course Material or Method

Entertainment value of illustrations.
Trick photography and camera work to emphasize the meaning

of a term.
Poet's picture shown while his recorded voice recited his work.
Demonstrations more professional and better organized than in

classroom.
Steady and somewhat slow pace helped to take notes with no

difficulty.
Costuming helped to increase effectiveness of course.
Syllabus helped student to be aware of where he stood at all

times.
Effective use of visual aids accompanying lecture.
Demonstrations and skits effectively used in lowering levels of

abstraction and place student closer to experience.
Girl dramatically illustrating point of poem was impressive.
Movie helped clarify meaning of words and organization of

composition.
Board writing helped clarify points discussed.

F. Physical Aspects of the Teaching-Learning Process
Student able to tape record the lecture and not miss anything

by sleeping.
Class size does not affect course via television.
Use of close-up shots helps to clarify.
Class begins and ends on time.
Material made understandable over television.
Novelty and difference of television held attention and time went

quickly.
No distractions; helpful to learning.
Student can share learning with family and friends who also

watched.
Easier to concentrate because there are no interruptions as in

classroom.
Television class controlled and did not wander off subject.
Disturbing materials not in same room with student.
Student gets closer look at details of real people.

G. Miscellaneous.

Ineffective Television

A. Teacher-Initiated Behavior
Teacher did not hold student's attention when he lectured.
Teacher gave assignment too fast and did not repeat.
Teacher gives too many examples for student to take adequate

notes.
Teacher lectured too rapidly.
Inter-change among teachers too rapid and confusing.
Teacher did not explain the differences in examples given, but

left it up to student to figure out.
Teacher does not describe ideas fully.
Teacher unable to perceive student's reactions and doesn't know

when students are unclear.
Teachers tried to act rather than lecture.
Teachers unaware of their own inability.
Teacher impersonal in his attitude.
Teacher constantly referred to notes.
Teacher shifted topic without preparing student.
Teacher did not define or explain unfamiliar terms.
Teacher appeared uncomfortable, ill at ease and uncertain, and

this was communicated to the students.
Teacher presented material in unorganized manner with no

constructive suggestions.
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B. Student-Initiated Behavior
Student felt unidentified with instructor and was disinterested

in material presentation.
Lack of personal contact.
Student became inattentive when instructors were changed.
Studenc feels insignificant when he is unable to express his

views at time they are pertinent.
Feeling of no accomplishment.
Student felt he lost something of impnrtance because he did it

understand words and phrases used.
Student felt need to express his views on conflicting material and

frustrated by being unable to do so.
Student left uncomfortable because teacher nervous on television.
Studenc unable to participate actively in discussion.

C. Student - Teaches Interaction

D. Class Discussion or Interaction
Panel discussion stiff, and meaningless statements made.
Students noisy and uncontrolled during the telecast because of

no proctor.
Discussion on panel lagged too much.
Hearing what others learned in their discussion groups disturb-

ing.
Discussants did not explain materials in terms the student under-

stood.
Panel interaction confusing.
Student discussants on television so competent that they made

the viewer feel inferior.
Panelists discussed material superficially.
Panel discussion unrelated to audience.
Questions asked by student discussants on television left un-

answered.

E. Application of Course Material or Method
Material presented was uninteresting and confusing.
Material presented in long, drawn out conversation.
Too much material presented at one time.
Material presented unfamiliar and beyond student's experience

and preparation.
Material presented was too elementary.
Skits presented were overdramatized.
Material presented with no demonstration.

F. Physical Asper of the Teaching-Learning Process.
Handwriting on board too small to read.
Questions pertinent at time of television presentation forgotten

by time discussion group meets.
Difficulty in taking notes during television presentation.
Lack of opportunity to ask questions resulted in feeling of bore-

dom and loss of value in program.
Television camera moves too quickly from visual material for

student to copy or understand.
Mechanical difficulties resulting in poor reception.
Cannot understand material because learning is under new and

different conditions.
Too easy to forget to turn on the television set.
Student unable to see colors and shading on illustrations.
People entering and leaving viewing room distracting and hin-

ders learning,
Course interrupted and interferred with by distractions, e.g.,

phone, friends, etc.
Camera could not include all material on board in one shot.
Lack of opportunity to question teacher hinders understanding.
Student unable to ask teacher to repeat.
Television set removes instructor's control over student.
Material open to question and debate but cannot be done by

television.

G. Miscellaneous.

Effective Classroom

A. Teacher-Initiated Behavior
Teacher able to give personal helpindividualize instruction.
Teacher is good speaker and holds student's interest.
Teacher explained clearly and in detail.
Teacher opened new insights for the student.
Teacher guided thinking into right direction and showed stn.

dents what to look for.



Teacher relaxes and c.tates atmosphere for student participa-
tion and learning.

Teacher uses personal experience and his own interest as exams
pies.

`reacher more relaxed and gives more.
Teacher forced attentionhelpful and stirs up enthusiasm
Teacher talked at students' level, applying the material to their

own experiences.
Teacher answered all the questions student asked.
Teacher's rapid presentation forced student to work actieely at

understanding material.
Teacher did not have to refer to notes.
Teacher's willingness to go off the subjett (nice :11 a -while.
Teacher ccnfided in the class and presented material in a friendly

manner, making students feel self- confident.
Teacher's questions posed so that they require specific answers,

B. Student-Initiated Behavior
The feeling of mastery of the subject.
Student likes being able to ask questions on the spot and gets

a better understanding from immediate answers.
Students practiced learning the details of material.
Chance to voice own opinion.
Student rewarded for discussing and performing well in class

(student- initiated behavior was rewarded).
Students able to ask for clarification, either directly or through

questions of others.
The feeling of experiencing reality is comforting.
Student initiates subject or topic, either from personal experience

or on point overlooked.
Teacher able to tell how he is doing from class reaction, and can

repeat if necessary.
Teacher distributes available time well, covering all the material,

and is never pressed for time.
Teacher's human frailty (blushing) appreciated by class.
Teacher effectively used humor to relieve tension or to help

in clarification of subject.

C. Student-Teacher Interaction
Classroom atmosphere is free and student is not afraid to say or

ask anything.
When an idea is unclear, the teacher is there to clarify.
Personal contact enabled student to change conflicting test date.
Give and take between student and teacher increases interest.
Student gets to know teacher as a person.
Student feels inadequate in his participation instructor ini-

tiates questions and this helps student.
Student feels the teacher is interested in him.
Personal contact with teacher is comforting and helps learning.

D. Class Discussion or Interaction
Class discussion is enjoyable and student feels he is part of the

discussion.
In classroom discussions, atmosphere more personal.
Class discussion of student's paper and participation of instructor

helped him to understand better.
Students participated in shaping and building class material.
Even class discussion on digressing material helpful.
Discussing details helps person to feel he grows.
Students asked and answered their own questions resulted in

a broadening of the material.
Student feels personal interaction is necesary in some courses.
Seeing that other students were having same problem relieved

student's embarrassment.
Student was able to see that, by comparison, she was better than

other students in the course.
Get to know students better and helps in meeting people.
Class discussion keeps class' attention.
Instructor was called away but class continued its discussion and

study.
Class discussion was itself a practical demonstration of what was

being studied.
More advanced students assisted less advanced students in their

progress.
Class discussion that is timely and pertinent is important.
Class discussion assures correctness of ideas.
Class discussion brought up new ideas and ways of thinking to

student.
Student learns through discussions. Discussion helps in clarifi-

cation and is interesting.

E.

F.

G.

A.
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Student's frankness and earnestness in participation relieved
class tension and led others to discuss frankly.

Application of Course Material or Method
Teacher uses diagrams and visual aids to support talk.
Supplementary material help clarify reading.
Effective use of visual aids ;demonstrations, movies, etc ).
First hand experiences help learning.
Course outline adhered to makes student feel secure.
Novelty of course material.
Going over papers turned in helped in applying corrective

action.
Novelty of method.

Physical Aspects of the Teaching- Learning Process

Miscellaneous

Ineffective Classroom

Teacher-Initiated Behavior

Teacher unable to hold attention of students who talk.
Teacher acts nervous.
Teacher presented too much material in a short time.
Teacher did not explain his terms and was confusing.
Teacher skipped from one subject to another and student felt

something was missing.
Teacher constantly referred to !rates and read them.
Teacher does not clarify what he expects from assignments.
Teacher goes too fast to take adequate notes.
Teacher gave unclear presentation and too fast.
Teacher did not repeat any of his material in his lecture.
With highly controversial material, teacher gave only his views

and would not hear student's views.
Teacher would not allow controversial speaker.
Teacher asks questions in such a traumatic way that the class

freezes.
Teacher creates an unrelaxed, pressured climate.
Teacher discount ous in controlling class.
Teacher talks about sex (masturbating) in mixed class ein-

'oarrassed student.
Teacher accused student of not doing own work.
Teacher threw e sstions back to students when asked.
Teacher prevents student from developing individual style of ex-

pression,
Lecture leaves too many debatable questions unanswered.
Teacher spent too much time trying to justify course.
In advanced class, teacher started with beginning material again.
Teacher lacks control in class.
Teacher took whole period to answer one question.
Vulgar words or remarks made by teacher.
Teacher tenuously explained answer to another's question which

student already knew.
'reacher humiliates student.
Teacher did not come to class.
Teacher did not complete showing interesting slides.
Teacher talks in a dull monotone.
Teacher's speech hard to understand.
Clas room instruction lags.
C!..sroom instruction sometimes too rigorous.
Teacher doesn't cover text material.
Listed criteria for grading (points) apparently not used by

grader.
Teacher makes excessive demands for participation and attention

unnerving.
Questions answered indirectly by teacher are more confusing

than clarifying.
Teacher does not lecture, but makes students talk on material

they don't know.
Instructor did not write new and unfamiliar words in lecture on

board.
Teacher goes more by book than own knowledge.
Teacher forgot assignment he made and changed plan.
Teacher reads grades publicly in class.
Teacher unprepared in his lecture.
Teacher arrived late to class.
Teacher showed movies without class discussion of them.
Teacher limits number of questions.
Instructor gave assignment irrelevant to student -- result: improp-

erly done.



Teacher is unwilling to change her view but expects students
to do changing.

Teacher writes illegibly on board and talks at same time.
Teacher strays from subject matter.
Unvatied lecturing day after day.
Teacher organized his material so that student was unable to

identify importa:st points.
Teacher disorganized in presentation.

B. Student-Initiated Behavior
Questions raised in student's mind during lecture forgotten by

discussion group meets.
Student learned nothing new,
Student feels less competent because he does not understand

material in lecture
Uninteresting lecture led student's attention to wander and

feeling of boredom.
Student embarrassed about being singled out in class to re-

cite and answer questions.
Student upset because test was not returned soon enough.
Student dislikes surprise tests.
Student feels confined and unable to leave class.
Student dislikes being exposed when unprepared.
Student feels he disturbs instructor by his behavior (blowing

nose, etc.).
Student unable to see relevancy of what he is doing.
Student felt he did net do well on test.
Student misses some important notes in discussion class.
Student feels instructor teaches the irrelevancies of the course.
Student feels he is being treated like a child.

C Student- 'Teacher Interaction
Students lead instructor away from the course subject.
Questions were left unanswered and forgotten.
Not enough student-teacher relationship.
Student dislikes close contact with teacher.
Student stuck and unable to answer when teacher called on him.
Student blocked from participating in answering teacher's ques-

tion.
Teacher accused student of not listening when student asked

question about material not understood.
Paper was lost after student tinned it in.

D. Class Discussion or Interaction
Disinterested students disrupt, causing teacher to stop and

police the room.

Irrelevant questions and comments by other students waste class
tame.

Class discussion uses up too much time and class gets behind
schedule.

No class participation.
Students parrot instructor in discussion; not their own ideas.
Students, rather than instructor, answered student's questions.
Class not considerate and does not listen when student has a

question.
Students ask unnecessary questions and distract others.
Students talk too much.
Awareness of other students. in the room is distracting.
Discussion class presents lack of cohesion of material.
Discussion conflicted with lecture material.
Disruptive students are distracting.
Class discourteous and rude toward teacher.
Class schedule upset by unprepared students.
One student monopolizes class period with unnecessary ques-

tions.
Class gets restless at end of hour and this distracts from the in-

structor's point.
Class discussion wanders.
Purpose cf panel discussion diverted.
Class discussion does not resolve issues and ends in co relict.

E. Application of Course Material or Method
Not enough visual aids.
Methods used in a previous course not applicable end student

is confused.
Teacher didn't use effective illustrative material to clarify subject

matter.
Lecture and text-reading material unrelated; test given on both.

F. Physical Aspects of the 'reaching-Learing Process
In large class, question from students hard to hear and student

feels lost.
Too dark in class to take notes.
Material on blackboard hard to read and drawings could not be

seen.
Large size of class makes course seem mechanical and cold.
Classroom too big.
Not enough time allotted for an exam.
Classroom time too short (unable to cover material).
Unable to hear instructor in large class.
Interruptions in classroom.
Too many physical distractions (phone).

G. Miscellaneous
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